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PREFACE

18th Informal Meeting on Reactor Noise IMORN-18, held in Prague

from 10 to 13 April 1985, followed two important noise specialist's

meetings, which had taken place in 1984. There were IMORN-17 on May

1984 in KfK Karlsruhe in FRG and SMORN-IV on October 1984 in Dijon

in France.

In spite of relatively short time interval between SMORN-IV and

IMORN-18, the interests of investigators in the field of reactor noise,

expressed by registration of more than 90 scientists and researchers

from 18 countries and about 50 presentations, cleary demonstrated need

and usefulness of IMORN for future development of noise diagnostic.

Many years tradition of IMORNs makes possible to all participants

to exchange informally their ideas and presents reports far from

being prepared for publication in renowned scientific journals and

conferencies. This is the main reasen, that no proceeding from IMORN

had not been published until now.

This Proceeding is an exception to this rule. The organizers

left to authors decision to publish-their presentation or not. The

informal character of the meeting is reflected in the Proceeding.

There are heterogeneous form of authors manuscripts, including

copies of transparents without comments. The parts of manuscripts

which was illegible for reproductive procedure was set aside.

The general objective of this publishing endeavor is to bring

into print interesting information related to actual state of art

in noise diagnostic and to satisfy the professional interests of

Czechoslovac Scientific and Technical Society members. The organizers

hope that Proceeding will be also useful to all participants of

IMORN-18, which was organized as a part of celebration in honour

of 30 anniversary of Nuclear Research Institute in Re2.

The IMORN-18 was organized under the sponsorship of Mr. Stani-

slav Havel, Chairman of Czechoslovac Atomic Energy Commission-and

Mr. Vasil Krett, Director of Nuclear Research Institute Re2. The

organizing committee of IMORN-18 is indebted to both for their

encouragement and the possibility to edit this Proceeding.



Finally, special mention must be made of the assistance of

members of organizing committee provided by Mr. Ladislav Pecfnka

from Power Engineering Plant, Skoda Concern, Plzen, Mr. Ivan Jaros

from Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute, Jaslovske" Bohun.ice,

Mr. Oldfich Matal from Power Engineering Research Institute, Brno,

Mr. Jan Laub from House of Technology, Prague and Mr. Milan fteznf-

cek and Petr Stuchlfk from Nuclear Research Institute, ftez.

Karel Dach

Chairman of IMORN-18

Organizing Committee



MONITORING SYSTEMS - ONE WAY TO THE INTEGRITY OF PRIMARY

COOLANT SYSTEMS IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

G. Stipsits

Kraftwerk Union AG, VZS 13, Hammerbacherstrasse 12+14,

8520 Erlangen, W.-Germany-

Experience accumulated over the past few years has shown that

a significant percentage of the problems in a NPP originated

in the difficulties of traditional fields such as conventional

mechanical engineering. We focussed on this problems especially

the primary coolant system and its periphery. By way of

selective research and development on the one hand and experience

with operation and service of nuclear power plants on the other

hand we got a concept which is intended for controlling the

conventional problems in a nuclear power plant, and the integrity

of the primary coolant system particularly.

The integrity of the primary coolant system is supported

by four essential columns (Fig.1).

One of these columns is KWU's basic safety concept. It

comprises mainly the safety to be taken into account for

planning, calculation and design to the extent to which

- according to the state of the art - allowance has to



be made for this safety before manufacturing and construc-

tion are started.

Another column stands for the non-destructive test

methods such as ultrasonic and eddy-current

examination, which accompany the technical equipment

throughout the service life of the power plant from the

start of manufacture via the baseline tests and examination

before and during commissioning'up to the in-service

inspections of the primary coolant system.

This applies similarly to the third column. The acoustic

emission examination is intended as an integral examination

method during hydrotesting to provide a feasible supplement

to the non-destructive test procedures. This means

that for example the ultrsonic examination can be reduced

to the indication ranges of the acoustic emission examination.

The advantages this has for nuclear power plants in operation

in respect of a reduction in inspection times and a reduction

in the exposure rate need not be pointed out specifically.

These three columns cover mainly the quasi-steady-state

requirements of the primary coolant system. The combination

of dynamic behaviours can only be accounted for by the fourth

column, the monitoring systems. Moreover, the monitoring systems

offer special advantages and are of special use.

They are able to detect changes before an_ upset condition

or event is indicated by way of monitoring actual signal

information and correlation with plant conditions during

operations. Therefore the significance of detected upset ti

conditions being calculated correctly in respect of further

operation of the nuclear power plant.

Not only does this result in consequential damage being

minimized, but damage can even be prevented in many cases

by preparing and performing certain servicing activities

for the next inspection phase.
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A technical discussion is at present being led on this

subject as to the extent to which the application of

monitoring systems can reduce the scope of discontinuous

test and examination measures in the inspection phases.

In practise this would result in reduced test and exami-

nation costs and a reduced exposure rate of the inspecting

personnel.

These monitoring systems should be understood to be mere

information systems. Automatic control actions in respect

of reactor operation are not justifiable in the initial

stage of upset conditions.

The most important tasks of the monitoring systems are shown

in Fig.2 .

I am quite willing to present and discuss the details of

the individual monitoring systems, but this would go beyond

the scope of this paper. However, let me now talk about

some essential findings:

Today, structure-borne noise monitoring for loose and

detached parts is a perfected procedure which is mandatory

in all nuclear power plants in the Federal Republic of

Germany. Owing to new research findings, the mass deter-

mination of impacting loose parts will be possible in the

future. This determination is accomplished by way of special

analyses in the time and frequency range.

This requires a high-quality calibration technique which

is capable of subjecting the monitored structure to

specific excitations. KWU will offer appropriate electro-

mechanical calibration equipment in the near future.

The vibration monitoring system is today likewise a

perfected procedure which is mandatory in all pressurized

water reactors in the Federal Republic of Germany.



The current information processed by the vibration monitoring

system during power operation is inadequate for providing.a

definitive statement on possible anomalies in the oscillation

behaviour of a physically extended coupled system such, as

the pressure vessel and internals, reactor coolant lines and

steam generators. In this context, characteristic measurements

on parts and components before commissioning, modal calculations

with the associated measurements and modal analysis and baseline

measurements are of vital importance.

Part resonances, coolant resonances and forced vibrations in

combination with impacts of various operating conditions such.

as temperature, pressure, reactor power etc. require a con-

tinuous comparison of indentLfiable properties of the parameters

providing information on the signals.

Beside the obligatory conventional leakage monitoring techniques

such as measuring of the space humidity, the space air activity,

the amount of condensate produced at the air coolers etc., new

modern methods shall be pointed out. These modern methods pro-

vide a useful supplement to the aforementioned methods by way

of prompt leakage detection, high detection sensitivity for

leakages and the capability of locating leakages. The first

procedure that should be mentioned'is the acoustic leakage

monitoring system. It applies techniques of acoustic emission

up to a frequency range of about 1 MHz. KWU have accumulated

experience with prototypes on this subject over several years

and their series-produced systems are now ready to be offered

to the customer. The minimum detectable leak rate depends on

the operating background noise in the mentioned structure and

lies at about 20 - 100 kg/h in KWU FWR's. The accuracy of

location is about5% - 10% of the transducer distance and depends

on the geometry. The special advantage of this technique lies in

its capabilitv of detecting not only external leakages, but

also interna nes (for example during leak testing of valves).
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Another new leakage detection technique is based on the

measuring of moisture and dew point temperature. The

moisture is measured with the aid of a permeable measuring

hose placed on the structure to be monitored and detected

via a moisture sensor. The detection sensitivity depends

on the moisture background due to operation and is, as a

rule, in KWU reactors by several factors more favourable

than with the acoustic emission technique. The accuracy

of location can be increased almost infinitely by way of

selective placing of the measuring hose.

The necessity of installing a seismic detection system is

dictated by the geological boundary conditions of a nuclear

power plant site. These systems have been perfected for

years. For this reason, I would now like to deal only with

the significance of the seismic detection system for the

KWU monitoring concept. This can be subdivided into two

aspects:

First, the seismic detection system act as trigger system

for ail the other monitoring systems by initiating a

recording or an analysis according to the requirements

of the relevant monitoring systems.

Second, their function is to record excitation forces acting

on selected parts of the structures. The measuring data

obtained are then used to extrapolate the maximum stress

acting on selected system and component parts during the

earthquake.

The development of a local crack monitoring system is at

present under way for use on highly stressed and incipiently

damaged parts, such as welds, pipe elbows etc. For operation

conditions applicability has been established. Algorithms for

depth location of indicated cracks are available. Today the

problems we have are at the broadband transducers for high

temperature conditions and their coupling on the surface

of components.

11



One of the most interesting monitoring systems is the fatigue

monitoring system which monitors all component parts that are

subject to increased cyclic thermal loading. Such parts are

for example nozzles and T-shaped pipe sections.

At present, a prototype system with several years of operating

experience is available. The technique of this system is based

on temperature measurement in the area of the stressed compo-

nent part, recording of operating boundary conditions (tempera-

ture,pressure, power etc.) and transformation of particular

temperature in mechanical stress. In the further process, the

stress and fatigue can be determined using various computation

methods such as the finite-element method and with the aid of

the rainflow algorithm. Allowance is made for individual loads

on a cumulative basis.

Since the current degree of fatigue and the load-specific

fatigue are known, the monitored component part can selectively

be taken out of service and repaired or replaced, before failure

occurs.

Another aspect lies in the fact that specific fatigue provides

the basis for an optimization of the operating mode in NPPs.

In order to meet the requirements during operation, KWU

created a modular hardware concept with uniform modules from

the digital signal processing and computing up to the storage

of evaluated data. Only the transducers^preamplifiers and the

software are designed differently. They have to be adapted to

the proper physical measuring variables and the specific

monitoring criteria respectively (Fig.3).

Further advantages arise owing to a difined data bus and an

additional computer. Many events are detected and recorded

in several monitoring systems simultaneously. All this

redundant information garantees high accurancy in interpre-

tation of events.

12



Another important means of interpretation of events is a

memory of all relevant event data and all additional data

describing an event.

The costs for a monitoring system are low compared to an

event to be avoided with the consequential damage and forced

shutdown of the reactor. Even if merely a new reduction in

the aforementioned scope of in-service inspections due to

the application of monitoring systems is considered, amorti^

sation can be reached after some years of operating time.

As we have seen, monitoring systems at the reactor coolant

pressure boundary of a nuclear power plant is a feasible

technical investment. It provides the operator with a means

that ensures the transparency of the plant condition and

the integrity of the primary coolant system at any time.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODAL ANALYSIS - AN AUXILIARY MEANS IN REACTOR

VIBRATION MONITORING

H-J. Wehling, W. Schiiz, D. Wiemerslage

Kraftwerk Union AG, Dept. R 522, Hammerbacherstrasse 12+14,

8520 Erlangen, W.-Germany

Summary

In order to monitor vibration in nuclear power plants the dynamic

behaviour of their components must be well known. Forced vi-

bration tests and evaluation of test signals by modal-analysis-

techniques gives information about the existing natural frequencies

and mode shapes. Two examples of such types of tests are given

for a PWR primary system and a component inside the pressure

vessel. Typical Eigenvalues of all important KWU PWR-compo-

nents of the primary circuit are shown in an Eigenvalue illustra-

tion. Finally the usefulness of these results is shown in con-

nection with operational measurements respectively with the

vibration monitoring.

Introduction

Experimental modal analysis is based

on the laws of a one-mass-vibrator on

the one hand (Fig. 1) and on the fourier-

analysis and fouriertransformation on

the other hand (Fig. 2). From force

input and mass displacements six

transfer functions can be calculated:

'//////*

Fl

Flo »FIO • u r

Fig. 1: single mas
vibrator
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dyn. stiffness - complianc

mech. impedance -p(w) - mobility

- dynamic mass ?(«) - interance

Fig. 2: Fourieranalysis and
Fouriertransformation

The transfer functions can be represented

in three ways:

- Bode-diagram (Fig. 3): Magnitude, Phase

- Co-Quad-diagram (Fig. 4): Realpart, Imag.part

- Nyquist-diagram (Fig. 5): Imaginary part

f (frequency)

f (frequency)

f (Realpart)

i;

Fig. 3: Bode diagram Fig. 4: Co-Quad-diagram Fig. 5: Nyquist-diagram



In the case of a realistic structure normally more than one

resonance peak exists (Fig. 6).

The method "experimental modal

analysis" handles each peak

as a single mass vibrator so

that the additions of all magni-

tudes agree with the measured

curve. In this way, using the

imaginary parts of Co-Quad dia-

grams, natural frequencies and

mode shapes can be found very

easily, as shown in Fig. 7 and

8 /I, 2/.

Fig. 6: Bode diagram of a
realistic vibrator

Fig. 7: beam, fixed at Fig.
one side: the mea-
sured transfer func-
tions

: beam, fixed at one side:
the first three mode shapes

Forced Vibration Tests

The primary circuit of a PWR can be described as a system of

coupled masses with multiple degrees of freedom. This implies

a large number of resonances.

In the past, many forced vibration tests have been performed

by KWU to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of

the PWR components. The tests were done in the KWU laborato-

ries /3/, in the manufactories or on site.

19



In most cases hydraulic actuators are used to shake the test

components with sinusoidal sweeps. Up to 50 accelerometers

measured the displacement of the components.

Two examples are given. Both test series have been performed

in the nuclear power station "KKP 2" in the south-west of the

Federal Republic of Germany in 1984. This plant is a 1300 MW

PWR with 4 loops. The loops are quite simular.

Tests with loop 2

The arrangement of Reactor

Pressure Vessel (RPV),

Main Coolant Pump (MCP),

Steam Generator (SG) and

pipings are shown in

Fig. 9. The dark

lines represent the

model of loop 2 used

during the modal ana-

lysis.

One hydraulic actuator

was located at seven

different positions.

In the region from 1

to 50 Hz nearly 40 mode

shapes have been mea-

sured .

MCP1

Fig. 9: Primary circuit and model lines

The evaluation of the test indicates low coupling between the

great components RPV-SG-MCP in some cases. So Fig. 10 includes

three mode shapes of these components with mostly horizontal

20



displacementSrwhile Fig. 11 gives the same information in ver-

tical direction. Fig. 12 includes some examples, where coupling

of the above mentioned components lead to displacements of

the total loop. In all pictures the zero lines and the dis-

placements in one direction are shown.

4.3 Hz 6.5 Hz

MCP

8.6 Hz

Fig. 10: mode shapes with mostly horizontal displacements of
the main components

10.6 Hz 14.5 Hz

SG

m
MCP

15.1 Hz

RPV

Fig. 11: mode shapes with mostly vertical displacements of
the main components

14.8 Hz 15.9 Hz 27.6 Hz

Fig. 12: mode shapes with coupled displacements of the total
loop
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Tests with the flow skirt

The flow skirt is mainly a big tube, welded at 12 positions

to the RPV base (Pig. 13).

02900

Flow skirt Patches

Fig. 13: RPV and RPV internals with flow skirt

One servohydraulic actuator was located at 3 positions. In

the frequency range 40 <_ f £ 200 Hz five mode shapes are mea-

sured, both in air and water. The first, third and fifth mode

represent the first three modes of a ring (Fig. 14). The se-

cond one means the first mode of a beam, fixed at one side.

The fourth measured mode finally belongs to the so called pat-

ches at the lower part of the flow skirt.

frequ./Hz

in water

in air

67
78

96
106

106

124

144

175

19*

23C

Fig. 14: measured mode shapes of the flow skirt
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Eigenvalue illustration

The KWU forced vibration test results can be demonstrated in

an Eigenvalue illustration. Some information to these have

been added from measurements performed during the commissioning

stadium. Fig. 15 shows the typical ones of a 1300 MW KWU PWR.

Com- I k Frtqwney
pomnt 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 Hz 40

i i t i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i t i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

RPVand
Internal!

Central
Rod
Orivt I I
Futl
Autoibly ( S M
Main
Coolant
Pumpi

H. rSteam
Generator

pp\ \Piping of
Primary
Circuit P
Fluid

Fig. 15: Eigenvalue illustration

Modal Analysis and Vibration Monitoring

One of the vibration monitoring working steps /4/ is "Inter-

pretation" of the signals, measured during the comissioning

of a nuclear power plant. Usually PSD-spectra are made and

their peaks are interpreted using the Eigenvalue illustration.

Thus it is possible to recognize the resonances and associate

them with their sources. In Fig. 16, for example, a PSD spectrum

of a relative displacement transducer signal of a loop can

be seen in the frequency range 0 £ f < 25 Hz. In this picture

23



log PSD

also 4 of the mode shapes, measured

by the modal analysis system, are

indicated.

To measure the flow skirt motions

during commissioning a relative

displacement transducer was in-

stalled between the top of the

flow skirt and the core barrel.

Its PSD-spectrum is shown with'

Fig. 17. All measured natural

frequencies of the flow skirt

can be associated to the PSD

peaks very easily.

IOJPSO

Hz 20

Fig. 16: association of PSD-
peaks and Eigenforn
of a loop

Fig. 17: association of PSD peaks andmode shapes of the flow sk:
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Conclusions

In order to monitor vibration in nuclear power plants the dy-

namic behaviour of their components must well bs known. For-

ced vibration tests help us to understand signals of the vi-

bration monitoring system. With the knowledge of the components

Eigenvalues the peaks in the PSD spectra can be associated

to their source.
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KWU'S REACTOR VIBRATION MONITORING SYSTEM

H.J. Wehling, D. Goede, R. Sommer, H. Stolben

Kraftwerk Union AG, Dept. R 522, Harnmerbacherstrasse 12+14,

8520 Erlangen, W.-Germany

Summary

The mechanical state of large structures can be judged if their
dynamic behaviour is measured periodically. Therefore pressurizec
water reactors are often equipped with a vibration monitoring
system to detect damages at an early stage. Based on twenty year;
experience in the field of dynamic measurements KWU has developec
such a system called StiS (Schwingungs-Uberwachungs-System). In t\
Federal Republic of Germany these systems have been successfully
in use for nearly ten years. The system consists mainly of displs
ment transducers, pressure fluctuation transducers, neutron flux
transducers and equipment for data acquisition and analysis. A
summary of the main features and possibilities for their use are
given,

Introduction

The task of the KWU reactor vibration monitoring system "SUS"
(^chwingungs-uberwachungs-System) is to measure the mechanical
state of the primary circuit of a pressurized water reactor.
Damages which are starting or have already occurred on the
mechanical components lead to changes in the dynamic behaviour ol
the components. Thus the results of vibration measurements with
a SUS refer to damages at an early stage. SOS measures mainly the
natural frequencies of the components and the fluid. Due to their
various temperature dependancy, they must be clearly separated.

26



Up to the end of 1985 fourteen SOS's will
have been delivered by KWU. They are desti-
nated for PWR's both in Western Germany
and Czechoslovakia. The number and type
of transducers vary for different plants.
Points of main efforts during the layout
of the systems were:

- transducers removable in an easy manner

- transducer remote calibration, possible at
all times

- modular arrangement

- large signal-noise ratio

C
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GKN D

KKU D

KWB-A D
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8
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1982

1983

1983

1984

1984

8 | 1984

- | 1984

8 1985

1985

1985

8 | 1985

Table 1 : StiS delivered by
KWU during the last ten
years

Transducers

Two questions have to be answered prior to the choice of vibration
measuring equipment:

- does the task require relativ or absolute measurement?

- are absolute displacement transducers or accelerometers in the
case of an absolute measurement required?

The first question normally is given by the positioning of the
structure within the building. If fixed points exist near the
measuring point relative measurements are preferable. The answer
to the second question depends on the sensitivity, which is
necessary within the frequency range of interest. (The sensitivity
is limited due to the ratio between signal and noise from the
measuring equipment). Using absolute displacement transducers the
signal/noise ratio is higher in the lower frequency range, as
prinicipally shown in Fig. 2. Using
accelerometers the signal/noise ratio li?™1

NotM

is higher in higher frequency range. *
Due to the greater accuracy at lower
frequencies KWU prefers to use the
displacement transducers.

I

Fig. 1: comparison of signal/
noise ratios of absolute/dis-
placement transducers and
accelerometers
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Absolute displacement transducers (type A)

These transducers encorperate a seismic
system with a natural frequency of about
7 Hz consisting of an inert mass 1 and
two springs 2 . Between the inert mass
and the housing 3 a relative displace-
ment transducer 4 is positioned. With
the aid of a magnetic coil 5 the seismic
mass can be moved from its lowest to its
highest position. In such way the trans-
ducers can be remotely calibrated all
time.

<D

<D

Fig. 2: KWU-SUS absolute dis-
placement transducer

An electrodynamic shaker is used to obtain information about
sensitivity under both normal and reactor operational conditions
in order to calibrate the absolute displacement transducers. Fig.
gives an example of a typical transfer function of input displace
ment of the shaking table and the output signal of the transducer

An additional electronic
180°) =zr ! : l l system for linearity allows

<P o°| | i | for application of the trans-
ducer up to a lowest frequenc
of 1 Hz.

i I !

U)

0.2

L_
I !

i i i

/

10 SO Hi tOO
' FnqutncY

Fig. 3: transfer function of a KWU
absolute displacement transducer
(magnitude m, phase to)
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The high sensitivity, the
low threshold and the large
signal/noise ratio can be
seen well in Fig. 4. A
typical displacement of a PWR
reactor pressure vessel (PRV)
is shown in the time domain
in total a, in the frequency
domain in total b, and filtered
for both domains e., d. In this
example the smallest RPV dis-
placement of - 0,16 um is
caused by movements of a
reactor internal, vibrating
at 30 Hz. The peak can clearly
be seen in the PSD spectrum.
Low natural frequencies of
the reactor internals can be
measured at the RPV even be-
low 5 Hz.

Displacement

Tim*

Fig. 4: typical signal of RPV displace-
ment in the time and frequency domain
with and without filtering

The most important properties of
+ the KWU-StiS absolute displacement

Range - 0,8 mm transducers are named in table 2.
calibration displacement - 0,8 mm
Sensitivity 20 °C At. mV

320 °C

Accuracy

Linearity

max. temperature

max. pressure

medium

Weight

Height

max. diameter

Table 2: Properties of a typical
KWU-SOS absolute displacement
transducer

52

i 5
see

350
200

gas

vmm
mV
Vmm
%
Fig

°C
bar

or

5 kg

270

70

mm
mm

. 2

fluid
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Pressure fluctuation transducer

The piezoelectric transducer 1 is
arranged in a special adapter 2 ,
connected by flanges 3 with the piping
system 4 (Fig. 7). The adapter and
the lower flange are sealed by a single
metallic 0-ring with 1,2 mm diameter.
No leakage has yet occured there at
this point. Nevertheless, it is
possible to weld there 5 , if
necessary. The active transducer
part 1 is located near the fluid.

Fig. 7: Pressure fluctuatic
transducer

Pressure range

Sensitivity

max. pressure

Temperature range

Natural frequency

Insulation resistance

0 - 200 bar

110 pCb/bar

250 bar

- 1 9 6 T + 350

50 kHz

10 1 2 Ohm

The most important
properties of the KWU-
SUS pressure fluctuat:
transducer are shown :
table 4.

Table 4: Properties of a typical KWU-SUS
pressure fluctuation transducer

Neutron flux transducer

These transducers are not special
SUS-transducers but belong to the
normal reactor instrumentation.
Their signals are used within the
SiiS too to get some further in-
formation about the movements of
the reactor internals (Fig. 8). The
transducer mainly consists of four
neutron ionisation chambers. Boron
lined electrodes are positioned with-
in the chambers. Ionisation of the
gas, with which the chambers are
filled enables a measurable current
to flow.

Fig. 8: neutron flux transc
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Number of transducers and their location at the primary circuit of

a PWR

In the case of a standard SuS of a 1300 MW KWU PWR 33 transducers are
installed at the primary circuit (Fig. 9).

- 4 absolute displacement
transducers

- 5 pressure fluctuation
transducers

- 16 relative displacement
transducers

- 8 neutron flux transducers

Fig. 9: PWR primary circuit and lo-
cation of SuS transducers

Signal conditioning, data acquisition and analyzing equipment

This equipment is installed in two
cabinets of the ISKAMATIC system
(Fig. 10). The inside is subdivided
with fixed cables and the electronic
equipment held separate. The first
cabinet contains the signal con-
ditioning equipment. That is signal
input, amplifier, switches for the
choice of signal and additional tools
for control measurements. The remote
"calibration of the transducers is
also done in this cabinet. In the
second cabinet the data acquisition
and analyzing equipment is installed.
Most important is a flexible two
channel fast fourier transformation
analyzer. There the signals both in
the time domain (auto correlation/
function cross correlation function)
and in the frequency domain (power
spectrum, coherence, transfer function
a.s.o.) can be evaluated. A plotter
and a four channel time recorder are _. in .,,.,. _.._
used for documentation. F l«: 1 ° ! K W U S u S measuring and

evaluation equipment
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Relative displacement transducers

The relative displacement with
remote calibration used within
the KWU SUS is shown in Fig. 5.
It is an inductive transducer.
The calibration equipment is
installed in a special con-
struction of the movable part
of the transducer (Fig. 6):

Fig. 5: KWU-SuS relative displace-
ment transducer

Normally a permanent magnet 1 is
connected with the magnetic core 2 ,
which induces the measuring signal.
During the remote calibration the
electrical coil 3 moves the magnetic
core by a pre-defined value "a".

©

Fig. 6: Calibration part of the
transducer

The most important properties
of the KWU-SiJS relative dis-
placement transducers are shown
in table 3.

Range
calibration displacement

Sensitivity

Accuracy

Linearity

max. temperature

medium

max. acceleration

weight

length

max. diameter

- 50 mm
1 mm

1 6 m V1 > b Vmm

- I /o

i 0,4 %

+ 80 °C

air

3 g

1 kg

580 mm

25 mm

Table 3: Properties of a typical
KWU-SUS relative displacement
transducer
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Trans-
ducer

Ampli-
fier

Ampli-
fier

Switches

Oscillo-
scop

2 Chan.
FFTanal

Plotter

The connections between
the transducers, the .
signal conditioning and
analyzing equipment can
be seen in principle in
Fig. 11.

Fig. 11: SUS block diagram

Outlook

In the Federal Republic of Germany Reactor Vibration Monitoring is
based on special rules 12, II. There is fixed, that Reactor Vibration
Monitoring has to be done. At this time we are working together with
the German GRS Garching and financial aid of the German Government
in a Research and Development project to define, how Reactor Vibratio
Monitoring has to be done. When this work is finished it is intended
to do Reactor Vibration Monitoring automatically. In parallel the
development of a modified KWU-SiJS based on uP-techniques is planned.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES WITH KWU VIBRATION MONITORING SYSTEMS

H.j. Wehling, K. Klingler, H. Stolben

Kraftwerk Union AG, Dept. R 522, Hairanerbacherstrasse 12+14,

8520 Erlangen, W.-Germany

Summary

The natural frequencies of the mechanical structures and the fluid
in a pressurized water reactor can be recognized and associated to
their source by evaluation of signals gained by a KWU vibration
monitoring system. From the deviations in the spectra, damages can
be seen in their initial stage. These deviations may be caused by
a change in operational conditions. The successful use of such a
system depends on a good knowledge of the dynamic behaviour of the
monitored reactor.

Aim and method of reactor vibration monitoring

The aim of reactor vibration monitoring is the early detection of
failures, of the kind which cause an alteration of the dynamic
behaviour of the reactor components. The present method of moni-
.toring is based on a comparison of PSD spectra, measured at various
intervals. Many tests have been carried out by KWU during the last
twenty years to predict the dynamic behaviour of PWR components
and the primary circuit. Some of the results of such measurements
are presented in this paper as far as they are of special interest
in the field of reactor vibration monitoring.

Typical SiiS-test results

As described in /1/ a typical KWU Vibration Monitoring System SiJS
of a 1300 MW KWU PWR includes 33 signals of 4 types:

A - absolut displacement
P - pressure fluctuation
R - relative displacement
X - neutron flux

First of all, the PSD spectra of all StiS signals are calculated in
order to evaluate the measurement. Various types of signals
accordingly produce different spectra. The information within the
spectra is partly identical, partly complementary.
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The correspondence of the observed peaks to the resonances of the
monitored structure can only be established with the aid of
additional activities or information such as:

- computational modal analysis,
- experimental modal analysis,
- evaluation of commissioning measurements with correlation tech-
niques .

In the following, a short spectrum description for each type of
signal is given:

- A PSD spectrum of a RPV-lid-signal (type A) is shown in Fig. 1.
The peaks correspond to (7) RPV/CB-pendulum- an±A2) RPV-vertical-
motions, (ff) fuel-assembly first bending mode, Q ) secondary core
support first bending mode, (F) fluid resonances and (̂6) influence
of MCP revolution.

- A pressure fluctuation PSD-spectrum (type P) isshown with Fig. 2.
Most of the peaks are due to fluid resonances {5) .

- In the spectra of relative displacement transducers (type R, Fig. 3)
peaks due to pendulum modes of MCP (T) , SG (J) and piping modes (?)
are present.

- The neutron flux spectra (type X, Fig. 4) contain information on
CB pendulum modes (7) , fuel assembly bending modes (T) and CB
shell modes (1(5) '.

log PSD IO5PSO

©

J-
©

1 •

©

A
©

0 10 20 30 40 Hi 50

Fig. 1: typical A-type spectrum Fig. 3: typical R-type spectrum

Fig. 2: typical P-type spectrum Fig. 4: typical X-type spectrum
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As previously stated, modal analysis and evaluation of commissioning
measurements are used to explain the peaks in the spectra. Two
examples of the latter are given:

Coherence spectra of A-type signals are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
Strong coherence of RPV/CB pendulum motions between signals from
transducers at opposite sides of the RPV lid is observed. The co-
herence of signals from neighbouring transducers is low. Figs. 7
and 8 clearly indicate, that the first RPV/CB pendulum mode of
Fig. 1 at 7,5 Hz is infact a mode, where the RPV moves relative to
the CB, while the second pendulum mode at 12,6 Hz does not imply
a relative displacement between RPV and CB.

Fig. 5: coherence of signals of
A-type transd. at opposite lo-
cations on the RPV lid

Fig. 7: coherence of signals of
X-type transd. at opposite location

Fig. 6: coherence of signals Fig. 8: coherence of signals of
of A-type transd. at neighb. X-type transd. at neighb. locations
locations
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Further information are given by the transfer functions of the
signals. Thus Fig. 9 shows all phase angles in the frequency range

l1of the transducers
vessel lid.
For example, following indicationj are given:

located at the reactor pressure

0° for all transferfunctions
at 17 Hz, this means the
vertically natural fre-
quencies of RPV and its
support construction

180° at 7,5 Hz and
12 Hz, this means
pendulum motions of RPV
and its internals in the
0 - 180 and 90 - 270°
direction

Fig. 9: Phase angle of signals A- -

Deviations in the spectra

Deviations may be seen in the spectra
measured at various intervals of time.
In the case of reactor vibration moni-
toring only such deviations are of
special interest, which indicate un-
allowable mechanical alterations of
the monitored structures. To avoid
misinterpretation such unallowed
alterations must clearly be separated
from other deviations as shown in
table 1 .

Type of Freouency - Deviations

deviations arising from tne disturbance of the neasurlng
equipment

deviations resulting from statistical or periodical
variations (vibrations of main coolant punos ln-Dhase or not1

Typical allowed deviations are
connected with the change of
operational conditions of the
reactor. These may be for
example:

- reactor power
- mass flow rate
- temperature
- point of time

The influence of reactor power on
the four types of typical KWU-RVMS-
signals are shown in Fig. 10 - 13-
From these pictures

- structure resonances
- fluid resonances
- forced vibrations of the components

can be recognized and associated with their sources.

C. deviations as a result of different ODeratlng conditions
(power, pressure, tenoerature)

D. deviations produced Dy allowable alterations of tne
components (e.g. decrease of fuel assembly spring forces
•Itn life tine)

E. deviations coning froa unallowable alterations caused by
damage of tne comments being monitored (damages, wnicn
are just starting or have already occured).

Table 1: types of deviations
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togPSO log PSO

Fig. 10: PSD spectra of RPV
displacement on reactor power

Fig. 12: PSD spectra of piping
placement depending on reactor

log PSO log PSD

n 20

Fig. 11: PSD spectra of pressure Fig. 13: PSD spectra of neutron
fluctuation depending on reactor depending on reactor power
power

As shown in Fig. 14 there is only a small influence on the RPV di
placement by the number of rotating main coolant pumps. The influ
of temperature on the single resonance peaks is different and de-
pends on the type of resonance: fluid resonances show greater de\
ations than structural resonances (Fig. 15).
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logPSO

log PSD

40 Hz 50
FraqiiMcy

Fig. 14: PSD spectra of RPV dis-
placement depending on the number
of rotating main coolant pumps

Fig. 15: PSD spectra of RPV dis-
placement depending on the coolant
temperature

From Fig. 16 the influence of time can be seen. Since no deviations
occured over 1 1/2 years the five curves are widely concurrent.

log PSD

0 U

Fig. 16: PSD spectra of RPV dis-
placement depending on the point
of time of the measurement
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Conclusions

The mechanical state of the primary circuit of a PWR can be seen
from its dynamic behaviour. Therefore, it is useful to equip these
reactors with reactor vibration monitoring systems. To work success-
fully with such systems the Eigenmodes of the structures and the
fluid must be well known.

Deviations in the RVMS-PSD spectra may be caused by different para-
meters and not only by unallowable alterations of the components.
This must be considered when the signals are interpreted.

HI Wehling, H.-J.; Klingler, K.; Stolben, H.:
The influence of thermohydraulic parameters on the
dynamic behaviour of KWU-PWR's
SMORN IV, Dijon, France, 15-19 Oct., 1984
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ANALYSIS OF INCORE AND EXCORE NEUTRON NOISE SIGNALS FOR A KWU

PWR BY CORRELATION TECHNIQUES

M. Lehmann

Kraftwerk Union AG, Erlangen, W.-Germany

ABSTRACT

Neutron noise signals have been compared at full reactor
power and with only two out of three main coolant pumps run-
ning. Changes in the relative motion of core barrel and RPV
are observed such as rotations of the plane of motion or
changes of vibration modes, which can be attributed to the
asymmetrical coolant flow conditions to and from the RPV.
Incore noise data show clearly that within the core itself
little coolant flow asymmetry occurs.

1. INTRODUCTION

The application of noise analysis methods to signals from
instrumentation channels can reveal valuable additional in-
formation on the process itself, on process related parame-
ters, and on the instrumentation channel. For nuclear reac-
tors the possibility to use indirect measurement technique,
especially for monitoring the components of the steam supply-
ing system and its internals, has led to the development of
special noise analysis applications for diagnosis functions.
In nuclear power plants supplied by Kraftwerk Union AG moni-
toring systems based on noise analysis are the standard. Ope-
rational experience for many years with Loose Parts Monito-
ring Systems (KWU KiJS) and Vibration Monitoring Systems (KWU
SliS) exists.
The Vibration Monitoring System uses pressure, displacement
and neutron flux signals to deduce information on the struc-
tural vibrations. Auto and cross power spectral density
functions of the signals are calculated. The characteristic
peaks in the spectra correspond to the resonances of the
monitored structure components which are known from compu-
tations, modal analysis, measurements in the commissioning
phase, and by transferring the experience gained at other
power plants.
The paper submitted presents results of noise analysis of
neutron flux signals from the standard nuclear instrumenta-
tion of a pressurized water reactor (Gosgen, Switzerland) at
two different operational states, in particular at full pow-
er operation and at operation with reduced power and azimu-
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t a l l y asymmetric coo lan t flow c o n d i t i o n s when only two out
of t h r e e main coo lan t pumps (MCP) a r e running .

2 . NEUTRON FLUX INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL REMARKS

2 .1 Nuclear I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n of Gosgen NPP

The nuclear power plant Gosgen in Switzerland is a three
loop pressurized water reactor with a 3000 rev/min single
shaft turbine generator unit of 970 MWe, constructed and sup-
plied as a turnkey plant by Kraftwerk Union AG. Besides the
turbine generator a cardboard factory 2 km away is supplied
with steam. The plant is now in i t s sixth fuel cycle and
reached an over all availability of 86.7 % until the end of
1984 and of nearly 92% during the year 198M.
The neutron "lux instrumentation is typical for a KWU pressu-
rized water reactor. It consists of the neutron flux excore
instrumentation and the neutron flux incore instrumentation
with the continuously measuring power distribution detector
(pdd) system and the discontinuously measuring aeroball sys-
tem. The arrangement of the nuclear instrumentation is shown
in the core cross section in FIG. 1.

—6-

Fuel element with
6 axially arranged
spn detectors

Excore
X1u "upper core half'
X 11 "lower core half'

FIG. 1: Nuclear instrumentation of Gosgen NPP
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The power produced by fission in the core i s monitored by
the ex-vessel instrumentation at four azimuthal posi t ions.
At each position two uncompensated boron lined ionization
chambers are arranged above the middle of the core and two
below. The local neutron flux density i s continuously
measured by the power dis tr ibut ion detectors (pdd). For th is
purpose detector assemblies with fixed self powered neutron
(spn) detectors are placed in the core in selected fuel e le-
ments. Each detector assembly consists of six pdd which are
axia l ly distr ibuted over the core height. The Cobalt spn-de-
tec tor signals are essential ly prompt s ignals which follow
changes of the neutron flux without delay.

2 .2 Experimental

Several combinations of s ignals from the excore and incore
neutron flux instrumentation were recorded with a tape recor-
der for o f f - l ine data evaluation, at two different opera-
tional s ta tes of the plant . One data set was recorded a t the
beginning of the fuel cycle at full reactor power with a l l
main coolant pumps (MCP) running. The second data set was re -
corded at the end of a fuel cycle at reduced power and only
two out of three MCP running. The relevant reactor parame-
t e r s for the two operational s ta tes are l i s t ed below:

3 loop operation 2 loop operation
begin of fuel cycle end of fuel cycle

rated reactor power 100 % 63 %
MCP running 1,2,3 1 ,2
coolant pressure 157.6 bar 156.7 bar
coolant temperature 309-6 °C 305 C
boron concentration 1089 ppm 0 ppm

The operation of the plant with only two out of three MCP
running resul ts in asymmetrical hydraulic conditions as the
instreaming coolant exer ts a force on the RPV internals in
direction of loop 3, where the counterbalance of a running
MCP lacks.

3 . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3 • 1 Excore Neutron noise -
Relative Motion of Core Barrel and RPV

Fission neutrons leaving the reactor core in radial direc-
tion are moderated in the water gap between core bar re l (CB)
and reactor pressure vessel (RPV). Relative motion of the CB
and RPV modulates the thickness of the water gap. Since the
s ignals of excore neutron detectors depend on the product of
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the neutron attenuation coefficient î and the path length
LiJ, the core barrel motion can be made evident by noise
analysis £.1,2,3,4j.
During the commissioning phase of KWU PWR plants detailed vi-
bration measurements are performed, partly during the hot
functional tests with special equipment within the RPV. The
vibration behaviour of the nuclear steam supplying system is
determined at different operational states from cold system
to full power operation and compared to the computational re-
sults. From these measurements the characteristic frequen-
cies and vibration modes are known.
The excore neutron signals from the 4 x 2 positions around
the RPV shown in FIG. 1 were evaluated at four characteris-
tic frequencies of CB-RPV relative motion (6.0 Hz, 7.4 Hz,
8.2 Hz, 8.6 Hz). For that purpose cross power spectral densi-
ty (CPSD) and coherence functions (COH) of signals from
neighbouring positions of the upper and lower core half were
calculated, as well as from opposite and vertically arranged
positions.
FIG. 2 shows an example of autopower spectral density (APSD)
functions of two signals and the results of correlation
analysis: coherence and complex CPSD, presented as magnitude
and phase. The APSD functions represented in FIG. 2 are
typical for excore signals. The magnitudes of the APSD
decrease about five decades in the frequency range up to 15
Hz. The shape of the magnitude of the CPSD function is very
similar to the APSD functions of the correlated signals, its
fine structure however bears information on noise sources or
transportation effects as shown below in connection with in-
core signals. As the corresponding detectors are at opposite
positions of the core the phase of the CPSD is mainly 180°.
For the same reason only global noise contributions can lead
to the high COH observed. Therefore, for example, not the
fuel element eigenfrequencies, but CB-RPV relative motions
are indicated by significant COH. The vibrational mode can
be deduced from the phase of the CPSD function. Pendular
motion (beam mode) manifests itself in 180° phase in
opposite signal pairs and 180° and 0° phase alternating in
adjacent signal pairs, whereas shell mode behaviour shows up
in 0° phase in opposite signal pairs and 180° phase at
adjacent positions. Examples for pendular motion are the
CB-RPV relative motions at 6.0Hz, 7.4Hz, 8.2Hz, and 8.6Hz
during 3 loop operation of the plant (left part of FIGS.
4+5).
For the estimation of the vibration amplitude at a certain
frequency it has to be considered that by correlation analy-
sis of the signals of two ionization chambers only the geome-
trical projection of the motion along the plane containing
the two chambers can be extracted.
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FIG. 2: Auto, cross power spectral density and coherence func-
tions for two opposite excore signals of the lower
core half.
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The analysis is performed in three steps: Firstly the CPSD
function is normalized, secondly the peaks in the normalized
CPSD functions are integrated and thirdly the results of
different geometrial projections from the analysis of sig-
nals from different pairs of chambers were fitted to a func-
tion describing their geometrical relations.
The first step, the normalization of the noise portion to
the dc-signal of the ionization chamber, is necessary due to
the exponential dependence of neutron attenuation. As N(x,t)
the number of neutrons at a distance x from the source at
the time t varies in a first order approach as

N(x,t) = NQexp(-ja(x+Ax(t) ),

where ft is the macroscopic neutron attenuation coefficent,
the detector current i(t) of the ionization chamber varies
as

i(t)/iQ-1 =Ai(t)/iQ = -/lAx(t).

The result of normalization i s the normalized cross power
spectral density function (NCPSD).
The need for integration of the peaks in the NCPSD function
with dimension V /Hz for extracting vibration amplitudes is
obvious.
The rms value of the geometrical projection of the relative
motion along the plane containing the two chambers i s

(jNCPSDdf)1/2 jT1

which can be approximated using the magnitude of the peak of
the NCPSD at the desired frequency f and the full width of
the function at half maximum (FWHM) ^f:

( Tf/2 . A f NCPSD(fQ) ) 1 / 2 /T 1

For the macroscopic neutron attenuation coefficient
p. = 0.012 mm" was used£ i j .
For a str ict ly one-directional vibration the plane of motion
and the related rms amplitude is found by fi t t ing a geometri-
cal distribution function to the geometrical projection of
several ionization chamber planes. Turkcan et al [kj con-i j
firmed a cos -law for the CB-RPV motion of Borssele NPP,
which had first been observed in the TRINO reactor f3 j . From
the rms amplitudes calculated, the plane of motion and the
rms amplitude in direction of motion was derived also assu-
ming a cos -function.
A comparison of CPSD and COH functions of the same signal
pair at the two very different operational states shows sig-
nificant differences. An example i s given in FIG. 3 were
spectra from two adjacent chambers of the lower core half
are displayed.
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FIG. 3: Comparison of CPSD and COH of two adjacent excore
signals from the lower core half in 3 loop and 2 loop
operation.
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The results of the CD-RPV relative motion at the four charac-
teristic frequencies are as follows:
6.0 Hz: At full power operation the phase correlations in
the upper core half and in the lower core half show pendular
motion (beam mode) as adjacent ionization chambers have al-
ternating 0 and 180° phase, opposite signal pairs have 180
phase and vertically arranged signal pairs have 0 phase. The
plane of motion is about 9°/i89° with rms amplitude of about
27 JUm in t n e lower core half. For the upper core half the
motion is complex. Therefore a general plane of vibration is
not defined. The maximum rms value is 12.5 fim. At reduced
power, in two loop operation, the phase correlations are
changed, as well as the vibration amplitudes. Only the 0°
phase between vertically arranged chambers remains. The whole
CB seems to make a tumbling motion with amplitudes less than
10 urn.
7 .*f Hz (FIG. M) : In three loop operation the same phase cor-
relations as in the case of 6.OHz are found. The plane of
motion is near 22.5°/202.5° in the lower core half and near
45°/225° in the upper core half with amplitudes of about 17
Urn in both cases. In two loop operation the coupling of the
lower and upper core half motion is weaker than in 3 loop
operation, deduced from the fact that no longer a 0 phase
between upper and lower detector is observed.
The pendular motion changes its plane by an angle of about
5 3° in the lower core half and 82 in the upper core half
respectively. The maximum rms amplitudes are 20 Jim. The
motion is no longer strictly pendular as indicated by
changed phase relations. Presumably the asymmetric coolant
flow forced by the running MCP 1 and 2 leads to an asymme-
tric mechanical load of the CB and to a deformation in direc-
tion of the loop with the MCP switched off.

8.2 Hz: At full power the motion is pendular in the direc-
tion 17O°/35O° with amplitudes of about 10 urn, in the lower
and about 7.5 Jim in the upper core ha'lf. At two loop
operation the lower core half maintains its direction of vi-
bration (rms amplitude ft* 17 pm) in the region at 200° - 20°
however an additional shell mode occurs. In contrast to the
frequencies discussed above, the rms amplitudes for 2 loop
operation are larger than in 3 loop operation. In the upper
core half no main direction of vibration exists. The CB
seems to perform a trembling motion with amplitude of about
6 .5 fun.
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CB-RPV relative motion

Phase relaiion " ^ 0° phase
A * * 180" phase

Excore Neutron flux signal
x u upper core half
x. I lower core hall

7.4 Hz

Vibration amplitude (relative)

90°

FIG. 4: Phase relations of opposite and adjacent excore sig-
nals for the CB-RPV relative motion at 7.4 Hz. Vibra-
tion amplitudes are projected into the plane contai-
ning the two channels, as derived from the NCPSD func-
tions .
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CB - RPV relative motion

Phase relation 0 ° phase
180° phase 6.6 Hz

Excore Neutron flux signal
x.u upper core halt
x. ! lower core half

Vibration amplitude (relative)

270

FIG. 5: Phase relations of opposite and adjacent excore sig-
nals for the CB-RPV relative motion at 8.6 Hz. Vibra-
tion amplitudes are projected into the plane contai-
ning the two chambers as derived from the NCPSD func-
tions .
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8.6 Hz (FIG.5): At three loop operation pendular motion in
direction 18 ° /198° and an amplitude 10.5 ym is observed in
the lower core half. In the upper core half no unambiguous
direction of motion exists and amplitudes are smaller than
in the lower core half. The coupling between lower and upper
core half is strong (phase 0 ). At two loop operation
nowhere a main direction for the motion exists. There are
strong indications from the phase correlations for
CB-deformations with amplitudes in all directions comparable
to the maximal rms amplitude in 3 loop operation (;£ 10 Jim).
In the upper core half all adjacent signal pairs show 0°
phase, which can be explained by the occurence of a ring
mode.

All changes of the vibration behaviour during two loop ope-
ration can be attributed to the different flow conditions in
the primary system.
The coolant flow to the RPV and thus the forces to the core
barrel exerted by the coolant are symmetrical with three MCP
running. If in one coolant loop the MCP is switched off, due
to the pressure conditions the streaming direction of the
coolant is reversed within the loop. In the core however the
streaming direction is maintained. The forces on the CB be-
come asymmetrical and due to the lacking counterbalance the
CB is less restricted to move towards loop 3 with switched
off MCP. This is clearly indicated by the rotation of the
plane of vibration in the case of the 7.4 Hs motion. At the
other frequencies investigated, an increase in vibration am-
plitudes towards loop 3 is noticed.

3 -2 Incore Neutron Noise

Similarly to the excore neutron noise spectra the incore
spectra show significant deviations when comparing the two
operational states. FIG. 6 shows an example of the CPSD and
COH functions of two spn detectors of the same instrumenta-
tion lance. The most obvious changes are in the COH func-
tion: a shift of the first COH minimum to lower frequency
and significantly smaller COH in the region from 4 Hz to 7.4
Hz and above 8.2 Hz.
From the CPSD spectra of signal pairs from spn detectors ar-
ranged axially in the same fuel element information on the
fuel element vibrations can be derived, as the instrumenta-
tion lance essentially follows the fuel element movements.
The CPSD spectra were evaluated in the region of the fuel
element ground mode (around 3-8 Hz) and at the first harmo-
nic. For the ground mode all'signal pairs in 3 loop as well
as in two loop operation show 0 phase as expected. For the
first harmonic the behaviour is similar: thert are nearly no
differences between the two operational states.
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FIG. 6 CPSD and COH functions of two axially arranged spn
detectors at 3 loop and 2 loop operation

The results of computational and experimental C6j modal
analysis of fuel element vibrations was that always a mixing
of several vibration modes occurs at a particular frequency.
For example in the first harmonic, the 180° phase difference
between two detectors moving oppositely is not detectable
because of the superposition of the ground mode with
"in-phase-behaviour". Therefore in general signal pairs from
detectors at neighbourg positions in the upper or lower core
half respectively show 0° phase, whereas combinations from
signals from detectors in the upper and lower core half show
arbitrary phase.
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The CPSD and COH functions as shown in FIG. 7 exhibit dips,
the so called sink frequencies, whose occurence is attribu-
ted to the propagation of local noise £1,6, 7, 8, 9, 1.0 J .

•180c

6 8 Hz 10
Frequency u*-

1,0

6 8 Hz 10

Frequency 1̂-

FIG. 7: Transport of local noise leads to equidistant sink
frequencies in the CPSD and COH•functions of
axially arranged spn detectors.
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From the sink frequencies, the propagation velocity of
local noise is determined. FIG. 8 shows the results for 3
core positions and 3 combinations of spn detectors at each
position.

Coolant velocity

4-1

6-3

2 Loop

3-1

5-3

5-1

v= 2.887 m/_

FIG. 8: Coolant velocities deduced from sink frequencies
of detector pairs at different locations in the
core.

For three loop operation the average value of the nine velo-
city values calculated from the sink frequencies is 4.369
m/s which is in excellent agreement with the value of the
coolant velocity from hydraulic core design of iJ. 386 m/s.
The calculated values using different signal pairs differ
less than about 18 %. For two loop operation the results for
different signal pairs differ by approximately 60 %, but in
a consistent manner. The smallest value is derived by cor-
relating two detectors of the upper core half (distance
about 0.8 m) the biggest by correlating two detectors far
away from each other (2.4 m). The average value of the nine
calculated velocities in 2 loop operation is 2.887 m/s which
is two thirds of the average velocity with three MCP
running.
It is remarkable that at all positions in the core where
signals have been examined, nearly the same velocity and the
same distribution with respect to the detector combinations
is calculated. This is a clear evidence that the extreme
asymmetrical cooland flow to the RPV does not lead to an
asymmetrical coolant flow distribution in the core.
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4. CONCLUSION

Using incore detector signals the coolant velocity was esti-
mated from the propagation of local noise. For full power
operation the average value of the derived velocities is in
excellent agreement with the value expected from hydraulic
core design. In the two loop operation the average value is
about two thirds of the average at full power.
The incore noise data show clearly that during two loop ope-
ration no variations with the detector finger location with-
in the core are observed. That means the streaming of coo-
lant in the core is not influenced by the asymmetric coolant
flow to and from the RPV.
Operation of the primary system with only two out of three
MCP running causes changes in the vibration behaviour of the
coupled system CB-RPV, due to the asymmetrical coolant flow
conditions.
Noise analysis of signals from excore neutron flux instrumen-
tation at the known eigenfrequencies of core barrel motion
shows different effects such as: rotation of the plane of
pendular motion, change from beam mode behaviour to a tum-
bling motion or the occurence of shell type or ring modes.
The rms vibration amplitudes also change significantly.

The results show 'that neutron noise signals from excore cham-
bers are very sensitive to changes in the vibration beha-
viour of RPV internals. Therefore these signals are used to-
gether with pressure and displacement signals in the KWU
vibration monitoring system SliS. By correlating different
types of signals in general more detailed information on the
vibration behaviour than from one type of signals alone is
deduced.
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BOILING NOISE DETECTION EXPERIMENT WITH IN-CORE DETECTORS

IN A CRITICAL ASSEMBLY

O. Aguilar, G. Por

Central Research Institute for Physics, P.O.Box 49,

H-1525 Budapest, Hungary

1. Introduction.

In the last years several papers have been published
/I,2,3/ on the investigation of boiling detection by noiee
method. On the base of these experimental results ,a neutvo-
nio model with phenomenologioal arguments was derived /2tSt4/.

In the model used by Kosdly and others the flux fluctua-
tion at the elevation z,in an air-water loop located near to
the center of the reactor,was represented by a near field and
a far field component.Both components driven by the fluctua-
tion of the void fraction.

This simple phenomenological theory gave most of the de-
tails of measurements made by utilizing air bubbles as a sour-
ce of noise .Nevertheless,many features of the noise of a real
boiling can differ basically from the noise of passing air bu-
bbles. Just to give an example :The global component as deri-
ved by Kosdly has sinks due to the so called global window,
which is in turn due to integration over the total height of
the core. All air bubbles there,are considered flowing from
the initial position of the core,to the top. This is not true
for boiling,where the boiling bubbles originated in somewhere
in the core, and also they can die out. Bow much is this e-
ffect on the result of neutron noise measurements? This and
similar questions we wanted to check, in a real boiling
experiment.

2. The test section.

Following the main ideas suggested by Pazsit and Lux
at the SMORK-III /5/ an experimental set up for boiling de-
tection investigation,was developed at the Central Researchs
Institute for Physics (CRIP),Budapest. Some of the first re-
sults has been reported at the previous Informal Meeting.

A schematic view of this technological scheme can be
seen on fig.l.

A glase tube for modelling of boiling,i.e. the teat
section,was placed in the core of the critical assembly.The
temperature in the core was about 98 centigrade.The core
was under 1.3 bar of pressure.
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With the help of a special closed loop,hot water bet-
ween 110-120 centigrade (under 2 bar of pressure) was injec-
ted throught the test section wich supplied the additional
heat neccesary for the appearance of boiling in the test
loop.The test section had an open end (air outlet) which means
it was under normal pressure,and therefore boiling ocurred
only in it. To ensure the permanent slow diffusion of bubbles
up a small water flow through the test section was hetd.

In the glass tube/see fig.2/,3 thin thermocouples (with
diameter 0.5 mm)were axially fixed at distances shown on the
figure,the effect on temperature fluctuation could be obser-
ved with these thermocouples.

The control of bubbles has been carried out by optical
method.From the lamps,the light passing across the test sec-
tion came to the optical elements and the shadow of the bu-
bbles could be examined during the experiment.

The real arrangement of the test section in the core
and of the neutron detectors can be seen on fig.3.

A set of ? neutron detectors was placed in different
radial positions and heights at the core. 3 small detectors
/Reuter Stoke production/were axially placed at the hole "B"
close to the test section/2 mm from the wall of the glass tu-
be/at distance 200,400 and 600 mm from the bottom of the core.
Several detectors of Soviet type SNM were placed at different
distances from the test section as it is shown on the figure,
more or less at hte same height. G and I are far enought detec-
tors,to one would think see only the global effects /see ta-
ble 1 for details of position/.

During the experiment,the noise signals from the neu-
tron detectors,the signals from thermocouples and optical
elements were recorded in a magnetic tape.The record len-
ght was 30 minutes for each measurement.During the data
evaluation signals from all type of sensors were low pass
filtered at 10 Hz to prevent aliasing,partitioned into
blocks of 256 points,hanning windowed and Fourier trans-
formed.The APSDs and CPSDs between pairs of signals for
every combination of detectors were formed. The data eva-
luation system is based on a program written on the PDP
small computer,coupled to a camac set.

3. Results and discussion.

On fig.4 are displayed the APSDe obtained for axially
separated detectors which were closed to the boiling spot.
The APSD changes markledy increasing in the frequency range
1-4 Hz corresponding to the increase of axial detector po-
sition, whichis a classical picture for the behavior of axia-
lly placed detectors,i.e. in good agreement with previous
results of others authors like tfach and Kosdly,1974/2/;Ko-
sdly,Albrecht,Crowe,Daily,1982/6/.
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Thought bubbles are originated only in the core some-
where ,there is a global effect similarly to the phenomeno-
logiaal model of Wach and Kosdly,in the frequency range from
0-0.5 Hz and the local component confined to 4 Hz.

This result can be explained assuming that in our case
the fluctuation of the void fraction through the test section
depends on the axial position (z) in this channel linearly/?/.

Using the relations obtained by this assumption one can
get the APSD for the axial propagation of the perturbation as.

APSD = fZi~Zn I <) (W,H) fez .> z. (1)Zi [H -zQj ^ % °

Here : z.: position of axial detector

H : critical water height in the reactor

z : position at which began to appear the bubbles

(w,H): maximum value of the fluctuation of the void

fraction.

From this expression it is evident that the APSD depends
on the position where it is evaluated.

1 For the set of detectors,the coherence functions are
shown on fig. 5.

Taking into account the same assumption as above and
also supossing that the noise signals contains always an in-
dependent white component as well:

Here, <3<£c is the common component for all detectors in
the reactor due to the reactivity noise source from the tem-
perature fluctuation at the core il

Then we obtain for the coherence: ,

J2 & S4W*1* +frft fry)

if we take into account that:

tytB > WB > &B,
' up m^a down

then we obtain the following results for the coherence:

COHB v COHB > COH
mid-down ' up-down up-mid
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as it is seen on the coherence .picture,at least between 1 and
3 Hz.

It is noteworthy that a characteristic sink appears in
the CPSD function as well as in the coherence for the axia-
lly placed detectors .From the phase shift between these sig-
nals a transint time of 0.86 s . was obtained.

Taking into account the distance between these detec-
tors (200 mm) we gain the result for the velocity:

Fg =0.232 m/seo.
up-mid

At the same time,the bubble velocity was measured using
the optical elements. The method and the result of the mea-
surement are shown on the figure 8.It is clear that the bu-
bbles crossing through the lower axial placed optical element
incite a change in the intensity cf the registered signal.Oca-
ssionally the transport of the bubbles through the second op-
tical element in correspondence which the mathematical de-
viation gives one negative jump which is shown on the pictu-
re. From this figure the transit time for the bubbles was mea-
sured and the result is :

Vbubble=0'20 m/se°

which is in good agreement with the value from the pha-
se-shift between the axial detectors.

Let us see now the signals of far detectors together with
the near detectors / see fig. 9 /'.Under the assumption that a
far-field noise is validly described by the point kinetics
behavior in a small reactor,we consider the signals of detec-
tors B ,E and I. Here the phase and coherence are shown for
detected pairs B -E,B -I,E-I. It is apparent that higher
coherence was obvained11**for the pair E-I because they are far
located from the test section and mainly see the common and
the global component. This global component is now boarder
because bubbles were born somewhere in the core.In pairs B ~E,
B -I the coherence is lower because above O.S Hz one adi- "
Vional component is added to the detector B ^signal,which
causes the deterioration of the coherence in 'this range.

The zero phase behavior between E and I detectors con-
firms the global character of these signals.

Finally we consider the effect of increasing boiling in
the core from zero to some maximun state. Coherence for three
different state of boiling were evaluated and are shown on the
fig.10. It is well seen that without boiling,there is not
coherence between detector B . , and one axial thermocouple (no.5)
with the increases of the intensity of boiling ,the coherence
increases as well,obtaining the conclusion that the tempera-
rute fluctuation affects on neutron fluctuation via the bu-
bbles.
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4.Conclusions.

-The main purpose of this work,was to report on the results
obtained for the detection of real boiling in a critical
assembly.

- The experimental results were succesfully explained on the
base of the phenomenological model of local-global compo-
nent originally developed in BWR noise papers.

- It follow from the experimental results that in critical
assembly of CRIP ,all detectors (far and near) are influen-
ced by the boiling effect and there is a common reactivity
noise source induced by the temperature fluctuation in the
reactor.

-From the APSDs of axially placed detectors it was shown
that the signals of neutron noise can be explained assu-
ming a boarder global component related to 0.5 HZ and a
local component confined to 4 Hz.

- The propagation velocity of bubbles was derived by the
phase-shift between axially separated detectors (V=0.232
m/sec.) and by the optical elements (V=0.20 m/sec). The
results are in good agreement.

- The coherence obtained for detector B . , and one thermo-
couple axially placed,shows that the temperature fluctua-
tion affects on neutron fluctuation via the bubbles.
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DETECTOR POSITION TYPE/LENGHT FRO^TEY/SECT ION

/cm/ /cm/

B M RSN-9/10 0,2

Bm.d RSN-9/10 0,2

Bdovn HSN-9/10 0,2

C SNM-U/30 . 3,0

E SNM-17/20 12,0

G SNM-11/30 21,0

I SNM-11/30 30,0

TABLE 1: Position and characteristic of the detectors,
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.2 Experimental Set up.
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THE EVALUATION OF COOLANT LEVEL HEIGHT BY DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR

OF CORE BARREL

K. Dach

Institute for Nuclear Research, 250 68 Re2, Czechoslovakia

V. Kuzelka

National Research Institute for Machine Design,

250 97 Prague 9 - BSchovice, Czechoslovakia

TXTRODUCTIOy

From the point of view of the reactor engineering history,

the development of NPP's operation diagnostic was iniciated

by the break down of the thermal shieldings and the joint

elements of the core barrels of the first generation of PWRs.

Actually, there is a large oxperi onco with modifications

of/fconstructions, the result of which is the fact, that since

60*s up today no accident of this Kind has been registered.

Monitoring of relative horiT-onttil motion between reactor

pressure vessel and core harrel may therefore appear as a

redundant and fruitless information*

Increasing attention to thr problems of small LOCAs and

ATWS, characterized by the long term pressure depression,

demonstrate thâ . corr barrel c'f<"s to the dynamic non equilibrium

state with the possibili ty"">of incrc'islnc dynamic strain?,

THEORY AND ASSn-lPTTOVS

A core barrel is considered as a cylindrical shell of

radius R and of lenglh L surrounded by n water inner ami

outer gaps of radii. R ., ft , respectively, The height of

the water Level it> I . Sei.-ussary assumptions <\i e
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as follows. We assume that :

(1) The mode shapes in vacuum are also preserved in liquid.

(2) liie liquid is non-viscous, though compresible.

Stokos'equations for liquid motion in the annular

of a vibrating shell will be in acoustic approach

transformed in Euler 's equation of liquid velocity potential

toe formulate the boundary conditions of the problem and a sui-

table function for the velocity potential <P . Applying this

function co Enler's equation we transfer the partial diffe-

rential equation to an ordinary differential equation which

is the Besscls type second order equation. We find out its

solution | and the constants from the boundary conditions.

Further, we express the generalized forces of the liquid

acting on the cylindrical shell. These generalized forces

enter to the La^range s equations of second kind. Expressing

the potential and kinetic energies in the mentioned equations

through the displacements and deformations of the cylindrical

shell, and introducing the condition of non-trivial solution,

we obtain the frequency equation of the system which - for

each paiî  of ui, n (m ,.. the number of circumferential waves,

n ... the number of axial half-waves) is

du-CXn A

Q1 2

a12

a13 a23

= 0 (D

Comparing this cubic equation to the frequency one for a cy-

lindrical shell vibrating in a vacuum we find out that they

are identical wich the exception of the term signed a
m,n

representing the liquid influence. This term is given by the

relation
2 p,

where p is the density of the shell, t is its thickness*

The positive sign is valid for the internal problem, i»e.
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if the cylindrical annulus envelops the inner surface of the

shell, while the negative sign belongs to the outer problem

(liquid is on the outer surface). In both cases a m n has of

course non-negative value. Let us note that QWp is dependent

on the liquid level height I , liquid density p. , the

dimensions and density of the shell, the vibration mode and

on the dimensions of the surroundings. The last mentioned

dependence is hidden in the ratio U M R ) / U M R ) which is done

by the expressions

>4AR)

R
PR) - D'rl1 Km-i ( pR)

UpR) K m ( p R )

R

tig' Ym(p*R)

{32>O

(32<0

(3)

For very high values of the argument (

by limit transition

oo ) *e obtain

R
m+(3R Km.il BR)

Km( PR)

which is a relation identical with the results of Varburton

for a cylindrical shell in an unlimited liquid surroundings.

Analogically, by a limit transition (3 Ro —»-j3 we obtain the

results for the inside of cylindrical shell completely filled

by liquid which are in agreement with Warlmrtonf too.

If wo wont to determine the frequency spectruu For lower

vibration tnodos, their angular frequencies ^mr\ i" d tiquid

arc approxiiii'.i • fi y given by

ftm,n
;m,n (1 + . k m,n

(5)
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where Q ^ is the frequency of natural vibration in vacuum

and l<m,n representing the liquid influence is given by expres-

sion (2) , so it is identical with Qmn •

CONCLUSION

The diagnosis of core barrel motion is understood as

a process of fault - finding in core barrel vibration behaviour,

based on intepretation of noise data.

The main requirements to expert diagnostic system are :

- monitoring or equipement state in all operation situations

detection of deviation from "normal" operation condition

- classification of phenomenon significance

- recommendation for solving the existing situation.

For monitoring the state and detecting the deviation in

core barrel vibration behaviour, there are no additional

demands for the diagnostic hardware. The same sensors (i.e.

accolerometers, ex-core ionization chambers and SPND's), the

same preamplifiers and amplifiers and signal processing units

used in operation diagnostic system are utilized.

A new feature is the application of function-oriented and

event-oriented strategies. The function-oriented analysis

came out of the very design of the structure using method

of event trees for solving eventual deviations.

The event-oriented analysis came out of the summarization

of exp erience in behaviour of the system during operation,

known accideni-s, series of experiments made on research

reactors, non-active experimental mock-up's or computer

simulations. Advantage of this strategy is practically

"immediatp" recognition of "known" or "expected" event, but

on the contrary is unaccommodating in case of unexpected

event.

The systematic investigation of EDS will continne in

Czechoslovakia in next futum.
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EXPERIENCES OF PRIMARY CIRCUIT VIBRATION DIAGNOSTIC

MEASUREMENTS DURING COMMISSIONING OF PAKS No. 2

E. Hollo, P. Slkldssy, S. Czako

IEPR, Budapest

I.H. Kiss

Paks NPP, Hungary

Content

LEGEND - comparison of Units No. 1 and 2

HARDWARE EXPERIENCE - analogous and digital instrumentation

PURPOSE OF MEASUREMENTS - during start-up phases

RESULTS OF EVALUATIONS - work going on and consequences
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LEGEND

1. COiMMISSIONING

equipment mounting

functional tests

2. HOT PUNNING M.

3. REVISION

equipment ntaintainance

mounting

functional tests

4. PHYSICAL START UP M.

5. ENERGETIC START UP M.

6. FULL POWER /OPERATION/ M.

Unit No. 1

O1.C2.-O1.O4.82++//

Ol.O4.-16.O4.82

23.O4.-16.O6.82

01.O7.-01.O8.82

O1.08.-01.O9.82

2O.12.-25.12.82

25.12.82.-O9.O5.83

09.05.83.-

Unit No. 2

O6.O4.-O8.O4.84"1"/

O8.O4.-1O.O4

1O.O4.-17.O4

Ol.O8.-18.O8++/

18.O8.-24.O8

26.O8.-6.O9.

O6.O9.-1O.1O.

10.10.83.-

provisional, + + / final instrumentation



INSTRUMENTATION

Measuring_SY§terns

PROVISIONAL /Hot-running measurements/:

- 7 Briiel/Kjaer vibration channels

/4 370 sensor, 2 635 preamplifier/

- 2x4 channel EMG /H/ recorders

FINAL/OPERATIONAL /Start-up measurements/:

- 40 Bruel/Kjaer vibration channels,

/8 308 sensor, WB O464/WH 1140 preamplifier/

- 9 Kistler pressure fluctuation channels

/701 A sensor, 5 023 preamplifier/

- 14 channel Schlumberger recorder

Signal_grocessors

ARGUS IEPR 64 channel, on-line spectrum analyzer /with colour CRT,

X-Y plotter/

Briiel/Kjaer 2 034 dual channel signal analyzer /with 2 313 graphic

recorder/

HARDWARE EXPERIENCE

1. Equipment location and protection

- charge amplifiers:

hermetic boxes out to protected area /service requirements/

- pressure fluctuation sensors:

transmitter rooms in to hermetic boxes /distortion decrease,

15 m 2 m tube length/

- cable protection:

metal spring metal tube

2. Electric signal transfer

- measuring channel noise

- vibration acceleration:

60 - 100 U V R M S

- pressure fluctuation:

1 " 3 roVRMS
- multichannel cable cross-interfer.:

- 60 dB /I g/80 Hz/
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PURPOSE OF MEASUREMENTS

Transient recordings:

- transient behaviour of main pumps during their start-up and

shut-down

Stationary recordings:

- feedwater level effect on steam generator vibration

- multidirectional vibration characteristic of main pumps

PhYsical_start-ug_ghase

Stationary recording on controlled minimum power level

Recordings on different power levels:

- stationary /35, 50, 75, 100 %/

- pump start-up and shut down /50 %/
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ON SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE LOW-FREQUENCY SPLITTING ON THE

CALCULATED NEUTRON-TEMPERATURE CPSDs

R. Kozroa

Central Research Institute for Physics, P.O.Box 49,

H-1525 Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

In some recent papers of Kozma and colleagues /1983/, Kozma

/1985/ the behaviour of a coupled space-dependent reactor

model has been investigated. The detailed analysis of the

system eigenvalues has shown the effect of the low-frequency

splitting of the eigenvalues. In the present paper the effect

of this eigenvalue-splitting on the measurable physical

quantities is investigated. Namely, neutron-temperature

CPSDs calculated using the splitted eigenvalues are shown.

In a very simple model, the effect of the appearance of small void

fraction in a PWR core is studied.

All the calculations call the attention to the importance of

low-frequency range /below 1-2 Hz/ when feedback phenomena

are analysed. On the basis of the theoretical investigations

several proposals for experiments can be made.
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Introduction

The investigation of thermohydraulic anomalies is an important

subject of the safety analysis of nuclear power plants. In

PWR cores the early diagnosis of subcooled boiling is one of

the main problems. It can be solved using an in-core neutron

detector system, the detectors of which are placed so dense,

as to the onlet of subcooled boiling at any point of the core

be in the local field of view of an in-core detector.

An other phylosophy of boiling detection is based on the better

understanding of physical processes in the core.

Namely, if we can describe the spatial relaxation of noise pro-

cesses, then a system with a relatively smaller number of de-

tectors is satisfactory for our purpose. The present investi-

gations are closely related to this latter approach.

The results show that especially the information in the low-

frequency range can be used to monitor thermohydraulic anomalies.

Namely, to investigate subcooled boiling, temperature and pressure

fluctuations, e.t.c. various feedback effects dominating at low

frequencies have to be considered. On the other hand, an analogous

problem occurs during the stability monitoring of nuclear reactors.

In spite of their significance low-frequency effects have been in-

vestigated insufficiently so far. Here there are at least 3 reasons

1./ Several problems of reactor diagnostics can be solved using

the frequency range 1-2 to 20-30 Hz. For example, such a

problem is the mechanical vibration monitoring /see e.g. the

paper of Wehling et al,/1985//. The situation is the same

with the void fraction and velocity measurements in BWRs.

2.f Low-frequency measurements arise certain difficulties in the

experimental work. These problems are connected mainly with

the long time recordings. However, we have a noumerous set of

related valuable experiments both in BWRs /Sides, 1977; Veer,

1982; Kleiss and Dam, 1981/ and in PWRs /Por, 1981; Sweeney

et al., 1984; Upadhyaya and Tiirkcan, 1984/.

The subject of the present paper is the results of neutron-

temperature CPSD calculations in FWRs, and their compa-

rison with the above-mentioned measurements.
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Model considerations

The details of the applied theoretical model are to be found

in the paper of Kozma /1985/, here only a brief description

of the model is given.

The model contains the description of both thermohydraulic and

neutronic effects. Two-group diffusion equations have been used

for the neutronic part, and energy conservation equations for

the thermohydraulic part. The coupling and feedback phenomena are

included in the description. In a simple model the state vari-

ables are the fast and thermal neutron flux, the temperature of

the fuel and of the coolant.

The applied model includes a one-dimensional /axial/ space -de-

pendence of the state-variables. This way we hope to explain the

low-frequency spatial effects obtained in the related experiments,

and to treat processes with various spatial relaxation length.

Little fluctuations have been assumed around the steady-state,and

a first-order perturbation theory has been applied for the line-

arisation of the system. After the Fourier-transformation with

respect to the time variable, the following vector-form of the

system-equation is obtained:

Here y_/ CO , z/ is the frequency - and space - dependent state

vector containing the physical and inferred state-variables.

A/ CO , z/ is the system-matrix, including all the physical para

meters. _f/ (O , 2/ is the vector of the driving-sources. It is

assumed, that the components of f_/ W , z/ are independent white

noises uncorrelated in space. So equation /I/ is assumed to be a

generalized Langevin-equation. On the basis of equation /I/ and

the corresponding boundary conditions the power spectral den-

sity functions /PSD/ between two detectors at different po-

sitions can be calculated immediately /Kozma az colleagues/

1983/. The model describes the higher frequency-range, too,

but now only the low-frequency results are introduced. The

calculations are performed for a 440 MW PWR-type reactor.
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Neutron-temperature cross power spectra

calculated by the model

The first group of results are related to the investigation

of the core-exit TC noise. Results are shown both for a com-

mercial PWR core working at normal conditions /case I./ and

for the case of a PWR core containing small /x = 1%/ void

fraction /case II. f. Case II. is marked by squares. The height

of the reactor core is 250 cm, the velocity of the coolant

flow is chosen to be 300 cm/s. In figs. 1. and 2. the CPSD

and the phase relationship are shown for the core-exit TC and

in-core neutron detector /ND/. The ND is located at 105 cm

above the core bottom.

The linearity of the phase plot in the region of 0,1 to 1,5 Hz.

is clearly visible in case I, especially when this part of the

figure is plotted using a linear axis for frequency, see Fig.3.

This linearity disappears when void fraction in the core is

taken into account /case 11./.

Calculations show that at very low frequencies / u) C<- 0.1 Hz/

the phase tends to zero in the case I. In the same case I., the

phase plot differes from the linearity more and more with in-

creasing frequencies /above 1,5 Hz/. The transit time inferred

from the slop of the phase is ^30% lower /23O cm/s vs. 300 cm/s/

than the value calculated from the input data; compare Sweeney

and Upadhyaya /1983/. This difference maybe due to the very

simple thermohydraulic description, and can be improved using a

more advanced model.

In the Figs.4. and 5. neutron-temperature CPSD functions and

phase relationships are shown. Here the positions of the TC and

the neutron detector are at 105 cm and 250 cm, respectively. In

this case there is no linear phase in the frequency range of

0,1 to 2 Hz.
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Both Fig.l. and 4. confirm that the peak at *>0.4 Hz. on the

CPSDs calculated without void in the core cannot be seen when

there is void fraction.

In the followings the effect of the location of the in-core ND

on the core exit temperature-neutron CPSD will be analysed. In

the Figs.6. and 7. CPSDs and phases are shown. A TC is position-

ed at the top of the core, ND positions are at 250 cm. and 105 cm.

It is obtained that the peak at ^0,4 Hz becomes less visible,

when the distance between the neutron detector and the thermo-

couple at the top of the core inreases, which is in agreement

with the measurements of Upadhyaya and Tiirkcan /1984/. Also the

plot of the phase changes at low frequencies. However, the be-

haviour of the phase between 0,1 and 1,5 Hz remains linear. The

slope of the curve decreases a little bit.

For comparison, in Figs.6. and 7. also the curves corresponding

to the location of the TC and the ND both at the core bottom are

shown /dotted line/.
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Conclusions

The low-frequency part of the noise spectra /below 1-2 Hz/ is

an important subject of investigations on thermohydraulic ano-

maly/behaviour of PWR cores. In this paper the calculated neut-

ron-temperature CPSDs are shown. These calculations are based

on a coupled neutronic-thermohydraulic model, which is space-

dependent. The description includes the results of the system

eigenvalue investigations of Kozma /1985/.Analogous problem has

dealt with March-Leuba /1984/, but he has constructed empirical

transfer functions.

The results presented here can be summarized as follows:

1./ In the calculated temperature-neutron CPSDs there exists a

peak at ̂  0,4 Hz. This peak becomes less visible when the

distance between the detectors is increased.

2./ Linear phase plots between core-exit TC and in-core ND have

been obtained in the frequency range of 0,1 to 1,5 Hz.

3./ Both the low-frequency peak and the above-mentioned lineari-

ty of the phase plot disappears when there is void in the

core.
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Fig.l. Cross power spectra between the in-core ND /its position

is at 105 cm above the core bottom/ and the core-exit TC
signals. Case II. is marked by squares.
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Fig.2. Phase relationships between the in-core ND /at 105 cm/

and the core-exit TC signals.
Case II. is marked by squares.
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be seen well.
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Fig.4. Cross power spectra between the in-core TC /its position
is at 105 cm above the core-bottom/ and the ND located
at the top of the core.
Case II. is marked by squares.
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Fig.5. Phase relationships between the in-core TC /at 105 cm/
and the ND located at the top of the core.
Case II. is marked by squares.
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Cross power spectra between the TC and the ND located:
a/ both at the top of the core;
b/ at the core-exit and at 105 cm above the core

bottom,respectively;
c/ both at the bottom of the core /dotted line/.
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THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE NEUTRON NOISE CAUSED

BY LOW-FREQUENCY PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS IN PWRs

T. Katona

Nuclear Power Plant Paks, Hungary

INTRODUCTION

During the past five years low-frequency pressure fluctuations

in PV/Rs have been the subject of intense studies.

Primary circuit acoustic eigenfrequencies as well as their

dependence on prinary circuit conditions have been examined in

detail and the theoretical results have been approved by

measurements.

But all this has been done with more emphasis on the examination

of the physical phenomenon itself than on the actual alia of

diagnostics.

The present paper is an analysis of the information contents

of the ex-core neutron noise signal induced by pressure

fluctuations from the aspects of reactor mechanical integrity

diagnostics.

The effect of pressure fluctuations on the mechanical conditions

of the reactor and on the therziohydraulic-neutronlcinetic

behaviour of the core is rather complex. Thus e.g.:
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the pendular motion attenuation in
of the core "barrel ""*' the downcoraer

Pressuere | fuel assembly forced
fluctuation ."'"vibration
induces I

thermo-hydrauli c
fluctuations

reactivity noise-*

ex-core
neutron
noise

It means that the ex-core neutron-noise signal contains several

components caused by pressure fluctuations.

?or the detection of mechanical and/or thermohydraulic anomalies

all paths of'pressure noise— ex-core neutron noise'transfer

function must be known.

Further, we do not consider the neutron noise component due to

fuel assembly motion, although, as we shall see later, the

results can easily be extended for this case too.

IITFORI-IATIC1T CGNTEIIC 0? THE EX-CORE NEUTRON NOISE SIGNAL

v/e assume, that the ex-core neutron noise signal caused by

pressure fluctuations is a sum of two components:

A/N = HA+ ll

where IT - the detected signal

if.- the attenuation component due to the pendular

motion of the core barrel

lip- reactivity noise due to pressure modulated thermo-

hydraulic conditions in the core.

The pressure fluctuation pfat) at a given point of the primary

circuit can be expressed as follows:
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where p is the so called near xield component /turbulence,
( A/F

Kannan vortex/

2 • is the pure periodic component corresponding to

the eigenfrequencies of the primary circuit

h, (z) are the amplitudes of k-th component -in wide sense

random variables.

2he AISD of the measured pressure signal will be:

A PSDp (z,a>) = APSDp (, ) f £

We consider the forced vibration of the core barrel in its

entirely, which causes modulation of the attenuation lenght.

For the sake of simplicity we assume, that the point of

observation is on the normal coordinate axis of the core barrel

pendular motion.

The force driving this notion is:

/A/

which can be approximated by

F(t) 4 A Z ft

because of the small correlation lenght of the near field

component and because of large wave-lenght of the periodic

component compared with the leght of the core barrel.

Assuming the rotating symmetry of the driving force,the

modulation of the attenuation lenght in the normal direction

can be expressed as follows :
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or more general

HI

The attenuation noise induced by forced pendular notion of the

core barrel due to pressure fluctuation will "be:

181

where K the mean neutron number
M. the attenuation coefficient.

The reactivity noise induced by pressure modulation of the

thermo-hydraulic conditions in the core can be described in the

simplest way using one-group precursor point kinetic approximation

as follows:

where is the point kinetic transfer function

/lo/

ico * A

is the reactivity fluctuation

Ai/

<xT fuel temperature reactivity coefficient
TF fuel temperature
°fT coolant temperature reactivity coefficient
T coolant temperature

c*̂  pressure reactivity coefficient

The dynamic beho/viour of the fuel can be described, by single

lumped parameter model as follows:
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(Hc)r & ,PH) -±(% -f),PH)

where (Me) is the total lie at capacity of the fuel

X is the tine constant of the fuel to coolant

heat transfer,

is the reactor power, which can "be expressed

as follows:

v
The power fluctuation can he written

v r

AV

where the expression Po is obtained from the stady-state

equation: p̂  . £T -(MC)P ft

The fluctuation of the fuel temperature can be v/ritten:

+ T

or

T - **

We denote "by GpT(u>} the transfer function between pressure and

coolant temperature fluctuations. This transfer function will be

discussed in the next section. Here we suppose only that the

function Qpr^ exists.

Taking into account equations /12-15/ and function *7pr6?) the

reactivity fluctuation can be written as follows:
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s\.

Setting eq. /16/ into eq. /9/ we obtain

Nr - Nft ~\ A7/

or in more simple form:

'J /18/

Let we obtain the APSD and CPSD of the detected noise signal N.

using equations /8/ and /18/.

The APSD of the ex-core neutron signal caused by pressure fluc-

tuation will be:

PSD /

/19/

The CPSD of two ex-core neutron signal detected at opposit points

of the reactor:

/ 2 0 /

Phase of CPSD

if =
721/
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According to these results one can conclude,that the .control

of mechanical and/or thermohydraulie behaviour of the core

can be realized only if the functions G (to) and Q (uj axe

loiovm..

MODULATION 0? THE OCRS THERMO-HYDRAULIC COITBITICTTS

BY LCM-JHEOUEITCY IRES SURE FLUCTUATIONS

In the earlier works the eigenfrequeneies and eigenfunctions

of the primary circuit have been obtained supposing adiabatic

single-phase flow in the whole system. TL±3 no'-.ul i;3 not correct

for the description ox the pressurizer, core and steam generator.

However, the calculated eigenfrequencies agree with the measured

values. \'Je can conclude that the effect of nonadiabatic flow

conditions on the eigenfrequencies below 2o-25 Hz is relatively

small. Further, we assert,that the eigenfrequencies considered

do not depend on the conditions in the core. They are fully

determined by the conditions in the pressurizer and in the loops.

Therefore, we can assume that the pressure perturbation at the

core inlet do not depend on the pressure, temperature and fluid

velocity fluctuations at the core outlet. We can consider the

prcesses in the core in this frequency ran^e separately from the

processes in the primary circuit.

How we uust obtain the pressure-temperature transfer function

denoted by Q (iS) used in ecuations/16-17/.
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Tor the correct description we should apply the nass, momentum

and energy conservation equations for the one-dinensional non-

adia'batic flow. The one-dinonsional description is correct "because

we consider plane waves.

In the nonadia'batic flow the flnid density P depend on the

pressure and fluid temperature /enthalpie/. That means

The density fluctuation must be written as follows:

Using equation /22/ we can obtain the following equations for

the small fluctuations of the fluid state vector

/23/

Mass conservation equation:

tr f + * -If - ̂ f f
+ r, If

conservation eauation:

Energy conservation equation:

/26/

9 ^
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The neutron liinetic processes and the thernohydraulic processes

are coupled by energy conservation equation integrated over the

core volume: 0

X ( ) A)+

dt H IS \ § /
1211

Conserving eq./27/ in the frequency-domain and tailing into

account eq./12-15/ v/e obtain:

V/.e assume, that the nonadiabatic character of the flow causes

a second order effect on the sound speed,c,and the wave-lenght

of i^ressure fluctuations is large compared with the core lenght K.

In this case v/e can vnrite approximately:

/29/

and

'V ICC H £-

^ - - -77* /° /3o/

Taking into account eq./29/ and /5o/ equation /28/ can be

revnritten as follows: ̂ -i ̂  fUJ)

S dz CMC)C
 T 1 /51/

JLZL) + IP^E 1 p _
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Using eq./3l/ the fluid temperature fluctuation can be expressed

(MC)F 4 AT QJu?)
T Q,

g
(Mc)c V N 0

<"•*

/32/

Setting eq./32/ into equation /16/ \ie obtain

/33/

Setting eq./33/ into equation /9/ we can write the correct form

of equation /IS/:

_ r^_ » 7 V f

/34/

The final result is:

N =
735/

p
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coircLusions

Using equations /15/,/2o/,/2l/, /6-8/ and /35/ the AI3D and CI-SL

01 the synthetic signal KsJT, +; Np can be evaluated. In such a

way the mechanical effects in the ex-core neutron noise signal

can "be separated from the other pressure induced effects and

we can control the mechanical integrity of the reactor vessel

internals.

Further developments:

-otitain numerical results,

-analyse the processes in point kinetic or ID approximation

without simplifications introduced by eq./29-5o/,

-include into sythetic signal uodel the noise component induced

by fuel assembly forced vibrations.
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COUPLING OF NEUTRON AND TEMPERATURE NOISE SIGNALS AT BOILING

CONDITIONS IN PWRs

S. Collatz, U. Rindelhardt

Academy of Science of the GDR, Central Institute for Nuclear

Research, Rossendorf near Dresden

Summary

In special experiments a low frequency neutron noise component

resulting from local coolant boiling was observed in a PWR.

Starting from these experimental results a theoretical model

describing the space dependence of this noise was developed.

In the model the temperature noise in the one-phase-flow region

and the integral void fluctuations in the two-phase-flow region

are coupled by the same primary noise sources /fluctuations of

the cooland inlet temperature, the coolant flow rate and the

reactor power/. The comparison between the theoretical and ex-

perimental results shows a satisfying agreement.
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Introduction

In order to investigate local coolant boiling in Pressurized

Water Reactors we have performed a research procramme in the Rheins-

berg Power Station. We used special fuel assemblies, so called Ex-

perimental Fuel Assemblies /EFA/, which were equipped with neutron,

temperature, pressure and pressure difference detectors /I/. By means

of a special throttle valve we could reduce the flow rate down to

nearly 20 % of the nominal flow rate and could thereby generate

different types of two-phase-flow in the EFA.

The boiling effects were measured as well in neutron noise and

temperature noise signals in the EFA as by excore neutron noise

detectors. The neutron noise showed the typical local effect in the

frequency range between 2 Hz and 20 Hz, which is well known from

BWR investigations /2/. In the low frequency range /f^O.S Hz/

additional a space dependent effect was found. It's the aim of our

paper to present a theoretical model for the description of this

effect and to compare it with measuring values.

In Figures 1 and 2 the measured low frequency RMS-values of

the temperature and neutron noise signals are shown. Figure 1 presents

the axial dependence of the temperature noise signals in the EFA

at different flow conditions. Note that with increasing number of

experiments the void fraction in the EFA increases too. It can be

seen, that the transition to two-phase-flow conditions is connected

wit a strong increase of the temperature noise signals. A further

increase of the void fraction leads to a decrease of the temperature

noise, especially in the upper region of the EFA.

In Figure 2 the axial dependence of the neutron noise signals

at different flow conditions is shown. The increase of the RMS-values

is directly connected with the increase of the void fraction in the

EFA. The space dependent low frequency neutron noise component could

be measured in some cases in the excore ionization chamber signals too.

neutron noise model

To calculate the neutron flux perturbations we started from

the modified one-group equations
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U.

With the assumptions

T J" W t

follows in the perturbation approximation

vD

With the computer code FLOS this equation can be solved nume-

rically after transferring it to a finite difference schema in the

geometry of the WWER-type PWR's /3/. In this computer code every

fuel assembly is represented by 10 axial points. The source term in

equation /4/ is determined by the stationary flux tfe / which is taken

from a usual coarse mesh calculation with the PYTHIA-code /4/. The

buckling gradient <t|i£ describing the influence of the void fraction

was calculated by special cell calculations with the multi-group

code WIMS /5/. The void fraction fluctuations are the direct noise

source of the flux perturbations and must be calculated by a thermo-

hydraulic model.

The thermohydraulic model

Temperature and void fraction fluctuations in the EFA are cal-

culated starting from the heat balance in a single channel. Taking

an infinitesimal axial segment of the fuel rod ard of the correspond-

ing coolant at axial position z one can write
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and

Here is T&,

V
C
h

b

cross sectional areas of fuel and coolant, resp.

temperature of fuel and coolant, resp.

power density in the fuel

enthalpy of the coolant

flow rate per area

coolant velocity

specific heat P : mass density

heat transfer coefficient

In the one^phase-flow region

is valid. With similiar assumptions like 3

Wii

Lit =

Uz) + 4 i e

J

holds in the perturbation theory for the temperature fluctuations

(8)
1*1,5 '

with the solution

The parameters /S(i/)and A(wj are defined

A (w) * ALfLb
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Equation (9) explicitly shows the dependence of the coolant

temperature fluctuations on the variations of the inlet temperature

ATKc
 an(3 o n the parameter A (u)) , which summarizes the effects of the

reactor power and of the coolant flow rate. To calculate void fract-

ion fluctuations in a coolant channel (Z > Z5) we also start from

equations J5) and (6) . Since the temperature fluctuations disappear

when saturation is achieved (T« =T5), now fluctuations Aj of the

coolant enthalpy directly result in void fraction fluctuations. In

the perturbation theory follows

which is very similiar to equation (8) .

Considering the z-dependence of the mass density ^ resulting

from the local void fraction

the result of the integration after tedious, but straightforward

algebra is

(12)

and

We note that the enthalpy fluctuations in the two-phase-flow region

depend on the same parameter A (w) like the temperature fluctuations

in the one-phase-flow region.

The enthalpy fluctuations Aj result in void fraction fluctuations

A l l y -\ < * • "' /,,)

with T : evaporation heat

The equations (4) , (9) , [l2j and (l3) show clearly the coupling

of the temperature and neutron noise because of the identical primary

noise sources (AT^g. A((u)). Note that the temperature fluctuation can
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only be measured in the one-phase-flow region, but the main neutron

noise effects are in the two-phase-flow region.

For the numerical computations of equations (9), (12) and (l3)

the computer code FLEX was written. Here an averaging is performed

over the low frequency region /O.I Hz - 1 Hz/ and over the radial

power density distribution in the EFA. By frequency averaging the

primary noise sources A 7ice and Ajii/) are substituted by their mean

values. Cross flow of the coolant and subcooled boiling were

neglected. Starting from the measuting values of the temperature

fluctuations AT(z) besides the parameters AT0 and A the axial

dependence of the temperature noise, the mean void fraction d )

and the void fraction fluctuations A^lz) were determined.

First results and comparison with experiments

In Figue 1 for some characteristic experiments the fitted

dependence of the temperature noise RMS-values according equ. (9j

is shown. It can be seen, that the model describes satisfying the

strong measured variation of the noise signals.

In Figure 3 the dependence of the estimated parameter A on the

calculated void fraction in the EFA is shown for a set of measurements.

A strong variation of A is visible. It is remarkable that the onset

of boiling leads to a strong increase in A . Because A represents

the primary power and flow rate fluctuations, we interprete this

increase as a thermohydraulic feedback of single bubbles or bubble

clouds on the primary noise sources. The decrease of A at void

fractions near to 10 % may indicate the transition to a homogeneous

flow of a water-vapour-mixture. Nevertheless the further increase

of void fraction leads again to an increase of the parameter A ,

which may be caused by an increasing flow resistance in the EFA.

In several cases we calculated the neutron flux perturbations

resulting from the estimated void fraction fluctuations. In Figure 2

we compare the calculated perturbations with the measured ones

from the EFA.

The computed axial neutron perturbation in the EFA was fitted

to the measuring values 6 • according

s1- ?
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In the ideal case should be identical with the mean value

of the flux fluctuations at one-phase-flow conditions /experiment

No. 1, represents the background noise/. The parameter a should

be a 1.

Really we find the differencies between and to be 20 % and

the fitted values of a are in the range 1.7 to 2.1, what means that

the measuring values are 70 to 100 % higher than the calculated ones.

The used approximations in our model cannot explain these dif-

ferencies in the parameter a. The result indicate, that the measured

neutron signals include additional components which are not depend-

ing from the primary noise sources used here. The follow-

ing other phenomena were not included in our model and can be

responsible for the found difference:

- neglecting the noise source "fluctuation of system pressure",

which can contribute to the void fraction fluctuations

- neglecting a possible noise source "fluctuation of the heat

flux" in the two-phase-flow region

- neglecting a lew frequency "local" signal component, which may

exist in a two-group-model.

Considering these phenomens will surely result in a better

understanding of the measured and calculated data.
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COOLANT TEMPERATURE NOISE SOURCES INVESTIGATIONS IN A PWR

M. Werner

ZfK Rossendorf, GDR

Abstract

This paper presents results of diagnosis of the coolant

state in a pressurized water reactor by means of tempera-

ture noise analysis.A themohydraulic model describing the

behaviour of the temperature fluctuations in the core at

on«- and two-phase flow conditions will be introduced.

Characteristic changes of the temperature noise at sub-

cooled and bulk boiling can be explained.
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i. Introduction

In the frames of measurement series at the experimental fuel as-

sembly in the pressurized water reactor .J./.S-7O of the nuclear

pov/er station at Kheinsberp: investigations had carried out, in

order to diagnose the coolant state oy means of temperature sensi-

tive detectors. These experimental fuel assemblies represent espe-

cially equipped fuel elements, which make it possible to generate

and to investigate local boiling processes of different intensity.

Preliminary investigations took place at a thermohyaraulic

test facility (NVH, KMCI Budapest) /2, 3/, in order to prepare

the experiments in tne nuclear power station, AS far as the problems

of boiling and blockage detection are concerned, mainly publica-

tions about the analysis of temperature noise signals for sodium

cooled fast; breeder reactors are quoted x'rom the literature. The

amount of temperature fluctuation measurements in xJ.'/i< was compa-

ratively low. In most cases their aim was the determination of the

coolant flow velocity in tne reactor core and t.ie primary loop,

respectively /4, 5, 6/. In /']/ results of experimental investiga-

tions of the thermonydraulic conditions in a one-phase flow at a

P.V'K core are presented, with the noise signals of coolant outlet

temperature and neutron flux included.

Here investigations are reported, where the detailed knowledge

of the reactor core conditions at specified operational parame-

ters and especially at the processes connected with boiling phe-

nomena is of special interest, bsing the experimental fuel assem-

bly instrumentation it was possible to measure the axial dependen-

ce of temperature fluctuations at one-phase flow arid two-phase

flow conditions directly within the reactor core. The aim of the-

se reactor diagnostic measurements was to investigate, how at sŷ e-

cified flow patterns and boiling states the different noise sour-

ces are correlated v/ith the noise signals of the temperature detec-

tors. The recognition of boiling processes and the development

of surveillance methods was especially meant for.

2. Measurement of temperature fluctuations

The temperature sensitive instrumentation of the experimental

fuel assembly consisted of Chrome 1-Aluiael thermocouples with insu-

lated junction. The time response of these detectors amounts to
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60...70 ms. The detectors were positioned at two socalled thermo-

metric fuel rods. Therefore it was possible to obtain information

on the axial coolant temperature distribution over the entire re-

actor core (see fig. 1).

At the inlet of the experimental fuel assembly there is a valve

which enables an intended reduction of the coolant flow rate du-

ring normal reactor operation. The experimental fuel assembly is

surrounded by a cladding so that a mixing in transverse direction

with neighbouring fuel elements is impossible. This guarantees

the generation of well defined thermohydraulic states, ranging

from one-phase flow up to bulk boiling.

In fig. 2 the auto power spectra (APS) of noise signals in diffe-

rent axial positions are presented for three different thermohy-

draulic states. The APS show a strong dependence both on the mea-

suring position and on the thermohydraulic state at the time, i.e.

on the occurence of one-phase flow, of subcooled boiling and on

bulk boiling, respectively. In the case of subcooled boiling tem-

perature fluctuations in the frequency range below 1 Hz are for-

med because of the core processes, whereas signal fractions of

higher frequency are attenuated during flowing through the core.

If bulk boiling occurs as in the upper measuring positions (T03,

T09), then a very strong attenuation of the entire noise signal

can be observed.

First of all this was a general estimation of the measured effects

only, because the APS do not allow a quantitative characteriza-

tion in these cases. In the following in the interpretation the

root mean square value of the coolant temperature fluctuations

will be used therefore, in order to characterize the flow pattern.
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3. Interpretation

In the frames of a tnermodynamic model of onedimenaional 'two-pha-

se flow the behaviour of coolant temperature fluctuations is in-

vestigated, in oruer to interpret the experimental results. The

model in question starts from balance equations of mass and ener-

gy for nonequilibrium conditions in a flow channel. At vertical

flow through the channel from below upwards a two-phase mixture

can be formed because of the heating. The description of the sta-

te of nonsaturated boiling requires to take into account the ener-

gy and mass transfer between the fluid phases. Limiting cases of

the model are given by the two states of one-phase flow and bulk

boiling.

For the characterization of the temperature fluctuation behaviour

there are always publisned /8, 9/ more or less sophisticated deri-

vations of one-phase flow and two-phase flow. Generally it will

be started from the following equations:

- continuity equation of the voidage

- continuity equation of the liquid phase:

) • £
with the quantities

@ density of vapour and liquid, respectively

yv flow velocity of vapour and liquid, respectively

Ojj. vapour fraction in volume

~P mass exchange rate between the phases (amount of li-

qiud changing into vapour per unit time and unit

volume)
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- energy equations of the neat transfer at the fuel rod and of

the transport of heat in the cooling channel

£.(("-*}9lUl +*&&) + £(("-*)9tvL% + *ftfVvMj * (4)
with the quantities " h [TpU.t)-TL<i,4)]

Tf fuel temperature

Cf specific heat capacity of the fuel

gF fuel density

h heat transfer coefficient

UVL enthalpy of vapour and of liquid, respectively

Qn heat power in fuel

3.1. One-phase flow

In the case of the one-phase flow the balance equations are valid

with d- 0 and P* 0 , After separation of the time averaged values

( 5T ) and of the fluctuation fraction ( X ) of the state va-

riables, those equations are obtained which describe the beha-

viour of the coolant temperature fluctuations:

aii . A /?~tff«ej - ft 4ij %L - n« Bs
For this the nuclear heat power Q*,l*ti) was formally separated

into a space dependent quantity ^ (i) - corresponding to the axial

power density distribution - and into a quantity fin (+) depending

on time only.

After Fo'urier transforming into the frequency domain and solving

the differential equation with reference to the z-dependence,

the APS of the coolant fluctuations can be calculated:

with the quantities
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('<*;*.) APS of the inlet temperature fluctuations

Pf^lu) APS of velocity fluctuations

P^QJ") APS of power fluctuations

{?>«•>) complex attenuation factor

k(u/ fuel rod transfer function

GtA tu,?) form factor of one-phase flow

By this there are three noise sources of coolant temperature

fluctuations in reactor core:

- Inlet temperature fluctuations. In trie interaction with the fuel

rod cladding they will be attenuated and therefore they play an

important role in the lower part of the cooling channel only.

- Coolant velocity fluctuations, caused by corresponding coolant

temperature fluctuations.

- Temperature fluctuations in the cooling channel, caused by po-

wer fluctuations in the same way.

The form factor 6«t**j, 2) describes trie dependence on z-variable

of the fluctuation generating effects of the one-phase flow and

can be calculated in the following equation:

This form factor is mainly determined by the power density distri-

bution y(t) and depends strongly on the complex attenuation quan-

tity flto)' Pn<"> 'i-fato?

Pig. 3 shows the comparison of measured root mean square values

for temperature fluctuations in the 0.1 ... 1 Hz frequency region

with calculated form factors in the case of two experiments under

different conditions with reference to flow velocity. In the upper

part of the cooling channel the axial dependence of the fluctua-

tion generating effects is well described. The deviation in the

lower part of the cooling channel corresponds to the contribution
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of attenuated inlet temperature fluctuations.

In fig. 4 it has been checked how the model reproduces the depen-

dence on the power density distribution. Two experiments have

been carried out at different times in the reactor campaign. Be-

cause of burn-up and the outwards movement of control rods, the

maximum of the axial power density distribution shifted upwards.

This in turn is the reason, for shifting the distribution of the

root mean square values of temperature fluctuations. This effect

is described well too, as it was discussed j&tft above,

3.2. Two-phase flow

In the following the case of subcooled boiling should be dealt

with. The processes of formation of vapour in the liquid layer

near to the wall, the peeling off of bubbles and the condensation

within the subcooled part of flow, all this influences substantial-

ly the coolant state. The dynamics of exchange processes between

the phases will be reflected in the coolant temperature fluctu-

ations.

The following assumptions have to be made in order to derive the

state equation of subcooled boiling from the balance equations

(1) ... (4):

- the slip will be neglected, i.e. because of the low vapour frac-

tion the phase velocities can be regarded as equal;

- the enthalpy of vapour Hv tends to become equal to the sa-

turated enthalpy value U ;

- the pressure within the system and by this the saturation enthal-

py can be assumed as time independent.

The state equation of subcooled boiling in the form of

contains the time alteration of the liquid temperature correspon-

ding to the convective heat transport, to the heat supplied from
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fuel rod arid to the energy transfer between the phases.

The '-..:-• I can be calculated c.r.. .lc f;ously as in the previous chapter:

with the quantities

?* height of position where the subcooled boiling begins

^w) complex attenuation factor of two-phase flow

£2fa<?) form fictor

f)zi APS of void fraction fluctuations

Got form factor, reflecting the influence of void frac-

tion fluctuations

The first three expressions correspond to the already known noise

sources of the one-phase flow, but have a modiefied form now. On

this occasion the special influences of the boiling phenomena

are reproduced/ in the complex attenuation factor flu) and in the

form factor &t(tJ,i) . There is an additional fourth expression

which describes the direct effect of the boiling process as a

noise source of coolant temperature fluctuations. The form factor

(^(u.^describes the influence of void fraction fluctuations in

dependence on reactor core height. The form factor is mainly de-

termined by the axial power density distribution, by bubble life

time and by the amount of subcooling. Because of the additonal

noise source given by the subcooled boiling there are increased

coolant temperature fluctuations.

But it is impossible to analyse this effect directly and quantita-

tively, for in a two-phase flow the measuring process does not

allow a separate measurement of liquid teniperature fluctuations

because of the interaction of a point detector with both the li-

quid phase and the voidage. It can De imagined that the detectors
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feel an averaged temperature of liquid and vapour. An empiric mo-

del /10/ of the detection process in a two-pha.se flow yields the

following expression for the APS of the measured fluctuations 1^

with the quantities

"is "Ti sub cooling

& constant value

This measuring effect is remarkable. Already if the subcooled

boilung begins, the strong subcooling - i.e. the large "temperature

difference of liquid phase and voidage - causes a distinct increa-

se of the measured fluctuation intensity. Still before the satu-

ration state is reached, the effect decreases, because the subcoo-

ling becomes less. If the saturation temperature is reached, then

bulk boiling occurs. The vapour enthalpy and the liquid enthalpy

become equal to the saturation enthalpies; i.e. then the vapour

temperature and the liquid temperature correspond to the satura-

tion temperature which is only determined by the system pressure.

Therefore the coolant temperatupe fluctuations are reduced to a

minimum which corresponds to the local pressure variation. Noise

sources - as they are given by flow rate, by power variations and

by inlet temperature variations - cause void fraction variations

only, but do not result in coolant temperature fluctuations.

Fig. 5 shows measured root mean square values of temperature

fluctuations at different positions in dependence on the enthal-

py ratio ik • «„.&. „>

with the quantities

n;«tti inlet enthalpy

Q power of the assembly
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Hi flow rate

//' /•/" saturation enthalpies of water and vapours respectively

In the range of the one-phase flow ( Xa < - Q.DS ) the root mean

square values of all temperature noise signals increase linearly.

This follows from the dependence on the coolant velocity (com-

pare equ. (7)) which is contained in the model

In the range of subcooled boiling in the upper part of the assem-

bly (-D.Cs"<>fA c CD ) those detectors, which are positioned direct-

ly in the boiling region, clearly reproduce the additional con-

tribution to the increase of root mean square values (compare equa-

tions (io} and (11)). The measuring positions TOA,T01 in the lo-

wer part of the assembly feel only the indirect effect of the boi-

ling process. Here the feedbaclc through the void coefficient and

through the hydraulic resistance plays a role which causes addi-

tional power variations and flow tate variations within the assem-

bly.

If the saturation state is reached ( XA > D. 0 ) the detectors po-

sitioned in the boiling region show the expe^cted decrease of root

mean square values.

At the inlet of the assembly the detectors reproduce the charac-

teristic linear behaviour of an one-phase flow only. I-Iere boiling

effects are not detectable.

Pig. 6 shows measured root mean square values in dependence on

reactor core height at measuring position. Comparing the distri-

butions for one-phase flow (experiments 1 and 3) and for subcooled

boiling (experiments 4 and 6) it is possible to recognize the

increase of fluctuation intensity in the boiling region. In case

of bulk boiling (experiments 8 and 10) the noise signals decrease

to minimal values, corresponding to the amount of boiling.
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4. Final remarks

The applied investigation method makes it possible to find a re-

lation between noise diagnostic parameters and flow patterns and

boiling types within the reactor core. The analysis of noise sig-

nals of coolant temperatures enables the identification of one-

phase flow, of subcooled boiling and of bulk boiling, respectively.

Interpreting the results a model was used which explains quite

well the influence of temperature noise sources on the axial de-

pendence of temperature fluctuations in case of one-phase flow.

Because of complicated processes it is difficult fully to explain

the measured effects by means of a tnermohydraulic model. It re-

quires to take into cfcnsider&tion feedback through the thermohy-

draulic resistance and through the void coefficient, in order to

cover the effects of two-phase flow in an exact manner. Correspon-

dingly, an exact characterization of the processes requires both

an iiuprovs...-3-ib of the thermohydraulic model and the taking into

account of a neutronic model.
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EFFECTS OF FUEL ELEMENT VIBRATIONS ON SPECTRAL DENSITY OF NEUTRON

FLUX FLUCTUATIONS IN PWR~s

K. Meyer

Ingfciiieurhochschule Zittau, Sektion Kraftwerksanlagen und

Energieumwandlung, DDR - 8800 Zittau, PSF 261

Abstract

The effect of fuel element vibrations on thermal utilization is

investigated by a simple model. This leads to perturbations of

the thermal neutron flux which have an amplitude similarly depen-

ding on boron..concentration in the moderator as in the case of fuel

assembly vibrations*

During the last years several authors have described a dependence

of firms of neutron flux fluctuations, at least calculated fpr de-

finite frequency intervals, on boron concentration in the moderator

(/ 1 / , / 2 / and references given in / 3 / , / 4 / ) • As i t is well

known / 5 / that fuel element vibrations of small amplitudes occur-

ring in an inhomogeneous neutron field can lead to resonances in

the autospectrum of neutron flux fluctuations, the possibility of

a boron concentration dependency of fix tn s is investigated by means

of a simple model. Using the same one-dimensional model for the

calculation of thermal utilization as Kunze / 5 / , thermal u t i l i -

zation depending on the inhomogeneous thermal neutron sources and

thermal neutron field has been calculated. Assuming the thermal

neutron field </> T being related to the fast (p g by
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( p resonance escape probability, Z, u slowing down cross section,

•-—' an ^n e r r : i a l neutron, absorption cross section) in the asymptotic

region of a homogenized reactor one pets for the thermal uti l ization

where f means the thermal uti l ization in a homogeneous neutron

field, £ = £, ( r , t ) the amplitude of fuel element vibration de-

pending on the coordinate z along the axis of the fuel element and

i t ' s position x,y in the core,

V̂ /V is the fuel volume content of the Wigner-Seitz-cell.

In this case thermal neutron absorption cross section Z__, a is

altered against 7, „„ corresponding to ( = 0 by
3 0

and o Z, a can be calculated by

O)

2L. f p f and ZJ <P mean the reaction rates for neutron ab-

sorption in the fuel and moderator region, V̂ /V the fuel to mode-

rator volume ratio. Insertion of these expressions into the equations!

for Fourier-transforms of fast and thermal neutron flux fluctuations
OQ

-oo
(j = s fast, j = T thermaygroup) leads to following equations with

+ ) ZZ
Presented at the 18 Informal Noise Meeting, Prague, 10.-12.4.35
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in the frartce of a 1 1/2 group model

DT I Sty- - Z a 6 ^ r - *C Z - w £ (r,coj V<f?r •*
i s taken ae

t-a.-i>>YM

In this notation for ^ (r, w ) the coordinates x, y denote the po-
sition of the axis of the noji-vibrating fuel element in the reactor
cross section. Consequently £ is a vector in the x - y - plane.

B2 (cJ ) can be calculated by / 5 /

too

B2(0)
M 2

in usual notation.

can be calculated by means of Green's function, which ia the

so lu t ion of

A G(r, r ' , W ) + B2(W ) G(r, r ' , W ) + 0 (r - ? ' ) = 0

assuming appropriate boundary conditions on the surface of the core.

This leads to

c

Using a second Green's function G.(r, r ) which is the solution of

AG(r, r') - v2G(r,r') + J(r - r ' ) = 0,
2 v "TVTV = Z.ao/DT, d*» T can be calculated from
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neglecting B (eo)ir^ 1. Prom this expression spectral densities
»

of neutron detector fluctuations can be calculated. If on assumes

one fuel element vibrating at the position Ce = (x ,y ) , tf&T can be

expressed as

where q means the cross section of the elementary call corresponding

to one fuel element. If

r

I

means the cross spectral density of fuel element amplitudes which
are assumed ;to be isotropically one gets for cross speotral density
of neutron flux fluctuations an expression which contains a near fiej
term and a far field-term. The near field term results from the spa-
t ial dependence of G(r,r ) which is connected with the local effect

in the strict sense, whereas GC?,?',10) express more or less global|
effects. Due to this spatial dependence of both Green's functions
nrms of neutron flux fluctuations will have a boron concentration
dependency only in the case of a detector positioned near to the
vibrating rod; cross spectral density depends on boron concentrate
only in the case, where at least one of the detectors is positioned
in the vicinity of a vibrating rod. The distance of the detectors
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from vibrating rods should be i-n the order of the diffusion length.
Furthermore a necessary condition for v is ib i l i ty of fuel rod vibra-
tions by means of neutron detectors is a gradient of neutron flux
in the vicinity of the vibrating rod. Effects described here/rould
be used for a surveillance of vibrating fuel elements, which would
contribute to autospectra of neutron flux fluctuations expecially
in the case of failures of the fastenings.
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DAMPED RESONANCES IN THE NEUTRON POWER SPECTRA IN COUPLED

MULTIVARIABLE REACTOR DYNAMICAL MODELS

L. Mesko

KFKI Budapest, Hungary

Introduction

Power reactor noise diagnostics has reached very valuable

results in studying the measured peaks of the power spectral

density functions caused by vibration of different structural

elements such as control and fuel rods, core barrel and so on.

In these cases the spectra show resonances which originate

directly from the technological noise sources.

In another group of phenomena the noise sources can be considered

as white noises and the characteristic features in the spectra

are connected with the multivariable, coupled thermal hydraulic

and neutron kinetic effects taking place in the reactor. In

this sense the reactor is considered to be a nearly closed thermo-

dynamical system operating at steady states far from the thermo-

dynamical equilibrium and its dynamics is characterized by

different transport processes. The variables obey the conservation

laws of mass, momentum and energy. These processes have a regres-

sive character if the fluctuations remain small. The linear fluc-

tuation theory gives here a solid base to interprete the noise

measurements.

I should like to stress also another point which is important

relative to the above mentioned phenomena. In this field the

problems of diagnostics are in close connection with the reactor

stability. An indication of the future instabilities is possible

from the spectra measured under stable operetional conditions.
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The damped resonances in PSDs come not always from external

noise sources, they might be the signs of hidden internal positive

feedback processes. The aim of my presentation is to call atten-

tion to this topic investigated thoroughly by others as well.

In the following considerations I want to show some illustrative

examples which raise questions rather than to solve the problems

with full accuracy.

Resonances in point model approximation

First we use multivariable point models to obtain a good overlook

of the coupled effects. The system variables will be the neutron

and delayed neutron densities, the fuel and coolant temperatures,

the void fraction in case of subcooled boiling. In order to get

the system approximately closed we include further variables

as inlet coolant temperature and steam void •density at the fuel

coolant interface. These latter varisbles describe the external

circumstances of the reactor core.

The dynamical equations referring to the above variables come from

the local neutron transport and Navier-Stokes equations after an

integration for the whole reactor core.

Formally, a first order differential equation can be set up for

eech variable:

where the constpnt coefficients are reciprocal time constants, if

the Variables are written in dirriensionlees form.

We obtain a rather good description of the dynamical processes

taking place in PWRs using the above mentioned variables. The

coupled equations are represented in a matrix form,
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This description is by no means complete. We have not included,

for example, the pressure and flow rate fluctuations into this sys

tern of equations.

Some parameters ere known from neutron point kinetics,!/ and £ c

are characteristic time constants for heat transfer between the

fuel and the coolant, "C is the transport time of coolant through

the core. A^ and Ag are production rates for heat in the fuel

and for subcooled bui^bles at the fuel coolant interface, respecti-

vely.

The theoretical PSDs can be calculated from the dynamical equation

if the variance matrix of the white noise sources is known.

Neglecting all the variables except the first two and the fifth,

we can study, for example, the effect of subcooled toiling in the

spectra. / S. Pig. 1. /

We investigate here only one problem which is included in the abov

dynamical description, namely, the effect of the I-temperature nois

on .the condensation rate of the subcooled steam bubbles in the coo

lent.
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V:e treat this effect in linear approximation by introducing two

time constants. The bubble lifetime "̂ g for the steady coolant tem-

perature can be calculated theoretically. According to a bilinear

form the second time constant ^ T comes from, the variation of t 6

by the variation of the temperature. In a warmer medium the bubb-

les will live longer than in a colder one.

The model contains the reverse effect as well. Accordingly, when

the bubbles condense they transfer heat to the coolant. So we

have found a hidden feedback process between the two variables.

Calculating the neutron power spectral density in case of strong

power feedback we have obtained a damped, low frequency resonance

peak which depends on the power level and vanishes if we neglect

the bubble variables. /See Pig. 2.1

Physically, the resonance is due to the fact that in this model

the bubble noise and the temperature noise coexist. The reactivity

is effected by the bubbles vie the void coefficient. This leads

to temperature fluctuations in the fuel. These latter hold the

temperature fluctuations at a high level in the coolant too,

which, in turn, cause bubble fluctuations according to the

above mentioned mechanism.

The resonance effect depends on the corresponding time constants

and on the noise variance matrix as well. It may occur that the

instabilities of the unperturbed system do not appear because

the noise sources are not able to excite them. The role of the

noise variance matrix is illustrated in Pig. 3.

This is the low power equivalent of the previous situation withoul

feedback. In the upper curve the bubble-neutron coherence is high

while the temperature-neutron coherence is low. The lower curve

shows the reversed case.

To correct our dynamical parameters and to obtain the noise vari-

ance matrix for coupled multivariable system we experience with

the combination of the autoregressive spectral estimation methods

and the theoretical models. In the near future we want to use

our" computer code named ARTHE for automatic interpretation of

noise measurements and for the calculation of the steady state

stability conditions.
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Resonances in distributed parameter approximation

Now I turn to resonances calculated in models containing one-

dimensionpl, axiel space dependency and taking into account the

convective processes in the coolant more properly than in the

point model description. Here we obtain new phenomena which effect

the stability of the system. Let us decompose the dynamics into

two parts. The neutron kinetics is treated further on in point

approximation. The thermal hydraulics will be considered to be

an external system and is described in this case by the same type of

first order partial differential equations for each variable:

/3/

Here K is the matrix of the coupling coefficients as before, V

contains the velocities of the convective processes. /In our case

this matrix is reduced to a constant v which is the coolant flow

rate./

After Fourier transformation the solution of /3/ can be given as

the sum of two terms:

The first term comes from the boundary values while the second one

from the sources of Eq./3/ which are generally proportional to

the power fluctuations.

Once the source functions are known - fcr example, "hey are propor-

tional to the neutron density fluctuations and to the axial static

neutron flux distribution - then Eq./3/ can be solved numerically

using the Peano-Baker matrix method. This consists of the calcula-

tion of the frequency dependent eigenvalue problem of the system

matrix.
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From ft^f ̂"e calculate the external and feedback reactivities.

For this aim we apply the concept of the local reactivity coeffi-

cients as normalization function and integrate the fluctuations

for the whole core. These reactivities ensure the coupling between

the neutron and thermal hydraulic parts of the dynamical system.

The distinction between the external and feedback reactivity effects

according to Eq./4/ is a little bit oversimplified. If we include

for example flow rate fluctuations into the model then we get .an

external reactivity contribution in form of the second term of

Eq./4./ which is proportional to the flow rate fluctuations but not

to the power fluctuations. On the other hand, taking into account

end reflector effects we shall derive the contribution to the

feedback reactivity from the first term of / 4 / which is propor-

tional to the neutron density fluctuations through the values of

the thermal hydraulic variables taken at the core reflector

interface.

The axially space dependent treatment of the thermal hydraulic

variables facilitates the inclusion of convective processes taking

place under forced circulation of the coolant. From the viewpoint

of stability this means a quite new situation. The propagating

temperature or void fluctuations produce a density wave in the

core which behaves periodically also in space. As it has been

reported by us and by other authors this effect is the cause of

the so called sink structure of spectra.

By calculating the external reactivity we have to integrate these

waves over the whole core and it is not difficult to see that for

given frequencies /corresponding to standing waves/ the reactivity

excitation of the system vanishes.

The sinks cannot always be seen so clearly in the measured spectra

as in our figures, because the real circumstances differ from the

ideal ones used in our model. However, the breakdown of the neutroi

spectra at about 1 Hz is much deeper than the one calculated in

point model approximation.

Mathematically, the transfer function is always a polinomial

function of frequency in the point models but becomes transcendents

in tie case of space dependent distributed parameter models.
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In principle the calculation of the feedback reactivities is the

same es in the prpvious case - with the exception that now we

start with the second term of Eq./4/. Accordingly, the temperature

or void fluctuations at a given height of the core are due to a

cumulative effect from the noise source. The resulting power to

reactivity transfer functions consist of a nearly constant and of

a periodic part in this cese. Without the former part the latter

would yield the seme sink structure as before.

The combination of the cumulative effect from the axial reactivity

perturbetion end the effect of the convective process resulting in

a propagating density wave mey cause a resonance peak in the low

frequency region of the neutron power spectral density function.

This is illustrated in the following two figures. /Pigs. 4,5/

The first one shows the neutron spectrum in case of temperature

and subcooled boiling feedback. The resonance peak is dominant for

the first critical power level corresponding to the lowest cri-

tical frequency. This latter depends only on the coolant transport

time through the core. For decreasing power the peak moves to the

lower frequencies and its height reduces drastically.

The last figure shows a similar feedback effect with the differ-

ence that here the reactivity contribution is calculated from the

end reflector above the core. Since there is no heat production

in the reflector the cumulative phenomenon is restricted to the

core.

Because of the dominance of the reflector reactivity effects the

sink structure is determined by the reflector transit time, where-

as the resonace peaks appear at frequencies determined by the sum

of core and reflector transit times.
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AOTOEEGKESSrVE MODEL FITTING ALGORITHMS BASED ON LEAST SQUARES

METHOD AND ITS APPLICATION TO NOISE ANALYSIS OF BORSSELE REACTOR
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Table 3.1 Test dat3 for siaulatlon study
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Fig. 3.1 Examples of the test data
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Fig. 3.17 The bias errors in the peak frequencies of the power

spectra estimated by the Burg's method

(a) Model order M-2 (b) M=»3
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c'l-y. 3. IS Tticr bi.irr errors in the peak, frequencies of the power

spectra est loatad by the Marple's method

(a) Model order M*2 (b) M«3
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ARMA MODELING AND BOOTSTRAP TECHNIQUE FOR ACCURACY EVALUATION

OF PARAMETERS OF INTEREST IN NUCLEAR F.EACTOR FIELD

M. Marseguerra

Instituto di Ingegneria Nucleare. Politecnico di Milano,

Via Ponzio 34/3 - Milano /Italy/

C M . Porceddu

ENEA.C.R.E. "E. Clementel", Bologna, Italy

ABSTRACT

In Nuclear Reactor Engineering field, ARMA modeling of recorded

signals has come into wide use and represents a well established

technique for estimating parameters of interest.

In lack of information about the probability distribution of

the recorded data, the parameters accuracy may be evaluated by the

recently proposed Bootstrap method, suitably worked out, when only

a single short record of data is available.

The present paper deals with such a procedure, worKing on the

white residuals of the recorded series.

The method is checked at first against non-normality by

operating on simulated series with exponential white noise. The

procedure is then applied to thermocouple experimental data measured

in a sodium cooled subassembly mock-up of a fast reactor.

The aim is to evaluate the accuracy of the skewness coefficient,

whose potential as indicator of modification in the radial temperature

profile has been recognized.
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The ARMA modeling represents a well established technique /I,2/

in tiroe series analysis. The potential of the method is very wide

and has been extensively utilized in nuclear reactor field. In the

uni^ariate case here considered an ARMA /p,q/ model linearly relates

the /discrete/ known signal amplitude at time t, namely Xt, to its

values X. ,, .. .X. and to the unknown white noise values

at' at 1' *'*at a*

The estimation of the coefficients§ ,, and^ . , represents a non-

linear problem generally afforded resorting to the least square prin-

ciple or to the maximum likelihood method. In this latter case an

assumption on the distribution of the white noise is also reqjgared

but the procedure allows the coefficient accuracies to be estimated.

Once the coefficients are obtained, the white noise series (a^J may

readily be computed. Actually the model orders p and q are generally

determinated by a persimony criterion aiming at reducing them as much

as possible together with tests on the whiteness of the residual { a,) .

Knowledge cf the coefficients allows estimation of physical

parameters related to them, and knowledge of the coefficient accuracie

allows, /e.g. via the small errors propagation formula/ assessments

on the accuracies of those parameters.

However nothing can be said on the accuracies when the noise

distribution is unknown.

In such cases one may resort to the Bootstrap method /BM/.,

recently proposed by Efron at Standard /3/ which is a non-parametric,

distribution-free technique based on the use of high speed computers.

To briefly explain this technique one may refer to the Monte Carlo

method where random numbers are to be extracted from given distribut-

ions. When only a large sample of indipendent elements from a required

distribution is available, e.g. from experiments, one may categorize

these data to produce an histogram and then extract numbers from

this empirical distribution which approximates the true one.

In this case samples of size even larger than the original one

may be drawn. Alternatively, without going through the histogram
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determination and subsequent extraction, one may directly extract

with replacement numbers from the initial sample. In other words

one attaches equal weights to all the elements in the initial sample

and extracts uniformly.

The rationale of this approach is that histograms derived from

large sample so obtained, approximate the one obtained from the initial

sample. The above extraction-with-replacement procedure from the

initial sample is exactly what the BM does.

A crucial point of the BM is the size of the initial experimental

sample. Indeed the sample should be large enough for being represen-

tative of the distribution and suitably small to reduce costs due to

data acquisition and analysis. The optimum size may be achieved

empirically, e.g. by successive increments until the results settle

•down. It turns out that the initial samples may be rather small but

still representative of the distribution. Efron /4/ reports a case

in which 1,000 replication were obtained from a sample of 15 elements,

thus totaling 15,000 numbers from the initial 15 ones.

Another crucial point of the BM concerns the assumption of

independence of the data in the initial sample, which is generally

accepted provided the data are verified to be only uncorrelated.

In time series analysis the inherent assumption of independent

data prevents the direct application of the BM on the measured

Xfc date, generally correlated. However if the time series lends

itself to be ARMA modeled, the BM may still be applied /5/.

To do this one firstly obtains the model orders p,q, pertaining

to the series, the estimates <b • , <J • of the coefficents and the

corresponding white residuals {a.) ; applying the BM to this un-

correlated series one then obtains a replica { a*} which, when filtered

with the known § • and $ . coefficients, yields a new pseudo experi-

mental series {x*| . Finally, performing the ARMA /p,q/ analysis,

new coefficients &> ., 0 . are found. Repeating this procedure many
( A *••>times, statistics of the [X. j series, distribution of the coefficients

§*j_i &\ °r distributions of functions of them may be empirically

estimated.

In the present paper the above procedure has been checked by

simulating a MA/2/ time series having known coefficients and ex-

ponential white noise {a ] with zero mean value and assigned variance.
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Preliminary results have been obtained by applying 150 replicas

of the bootstrap procedure on samples ofA50 and 75 values. Figs. 1

to 4 report the distribution of the & , &2 values thereby obtained.

For comparison, the same figures also give the normal distributions

with equal mean and variance. It appears that in all cases the boot-

strap distributions are gausian-like but homogeneity tests have not

yet been performed. The initial J-,, J~ values, their final values

and -most important- the corresponding accuracies obtained from the

BM, are reported in Table 1. From this preliminarly analysis it

appears that the method gives consistent results.

A second test of the BM has been performed on a temperature

time series measured with a small thermocouple /0,5 mm dia/ in a

SUPERPHENIX subassembly mockup. The test aimed at checking the

performance of the bootstrap procedure for the accuracy estimate

of the skewness index, whose potential as indicator of modification

in the radial temperature profile has been recognized /6/. The ex-

perimental series, consisting of 15,000 values, has been devided

in 20 equal segments. Figs. 5, 6 and 7 report, as a stationarity

check, the means, standard deviations and shewness indexes of the

values in these segments. As far as the skewness is concerned, the

experimental value and accuracy so obtained are:

EXPER.SKW - 0.27 + 0.24

The BM was then applied by performing 150 replicas of the first

segment. The distribution of the bootstrap skewness index so obtained

is given in Fig. 8, were it is also compared with a normal distribut-

ion having equal mean and variance. The standard deviation thereby

obtained is 0.22 in good agreement with the corresponding experimental

value. Moreover the quasi-normality of the obtained skewness

distribution allows us to assess the confidence intervals, making

use of the relationships relative to the normal distribution.
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TABLE 1.

SIMULATED INITIAL TIME SERIES

MA/2/ MODEL

EXPONENTIAL WHITE NOISE:
a = 920.
a.

150 BOOTSTRAP REPLICAS: COEFFICIENT VALUES

T.S. OF 50 VALUES T.S. OF 75 VALUES

INITIAL VALUES FINAL VALUES FINAL VALUES

31 =-0.1643 -0.13 + 0.17 -0.15 + 0.11

ST 2 =-0.2178 0.25 + 0.16 0.24 + 0.13
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REMARKS ON THE DIGITAL GENERATION OF ARTIFICIAL NOISE

K. Behringer, H. Nishihara, G. Spiekerman

Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research,

5303 Wuerenlingen, Switzerland

DIGITAL GENERATION OF ARTIFICIAL NOISE

FOR WHICH PURPOSES ?

ACTUAL
ANALOGUE NOISE
(ANALOGUE TAPE)

LOW-PASS
FILTERING
ADC

LARGE-SIZE
COMPUTER

ANALYSIS

Real time
input

(mostly not possible)

DIGITAL
TAPE

(NOT AVAILABLE FOR US)

- ORDINARILY ONLY A FEW
ANOMALY CASES AVAILABLE

RECORD OF
ARTIFICIAL NOISE

- REPRODUCIBLE
- PRODUCTION OF MANY
ANOMALEOUS CASES

ANOMALY DIAGNOSTICS

- METHOD DEVELOPMENT

- PATTERN RECOGNITION
TECHNIQUES

- COMPARING ANALYSIS
METHODS (BENCHMARK
TESTS)

- SENSITIVITY STUDIES

OTHER ASPECTS OF ARTIFICIAL NOISE GENERATION :

- "ODELLIUG OF A STOCHASTIC PROCESS

- SOLVING A STOCHASTIC MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM (MONTE-CARLO METHODS)
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EFFICIENT GENERATION OF ARTIFICIAL NOISE DEPENDS ON THE
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE.
- UNIVARIATE, MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS
- AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

- IN THE TIME DOMAIN :
- CORRELATION TECHNIQUES
- AR - METHODS (MODEL ORDER)
- ENVELOPE CORRELATIONS (HLLBERT-TRANSFORM) —I

- IN THE FREGUENCY DOMAIN :

- FOURIER-TRANSFORM
- CRISS-SPECTRUM

WE ARE CONCERNED WITH UNIVARIATE FOURIER-TRANSFORM ANALYSIS
FOR PSD PATTERN RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES.

PROBLEM : GENERATION OF ERGODIC GAUSSIAN RANDOM NOISE WITH
ARBITRARILY GIVEN SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS

GENERATION OF NON-STATIONARY NOISE :
IF E.G.THE APPEARANCE OF AN ANOMALY IS DUE TO A NEW PROCESS

GENERATE A RECORD X<T> OF NORMAL NOISE
Y(T) OF ADDITIONAL ANOMALEOUS NOISE

S(T) = X(T) 0 £ T < T 0

= X(T) + A(T)Y(T) T £ TQ

t
' 'DETERMINISTIC FUNCTION FOR A SLOW V

GROWING IN
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- OBSERVE THE NYQUIST THEOREM

HARDWARE FFT-ANALYZER

GENERATION OF ARTIFICIAL
NOISE FOR ANALYSIS IN THE
FREQUENCY DOMAIN HAS TO
START HERE.I

ANALOGUE^

NOISE

ANTIALIASING
FILTER

ADf I DIGITAL ANALYSIS

FFT .

TRANSFORM SIZE
SAMPLE OF N DATA POINTS (N = 2*»INTEGER)

FFT

•

INSTANTANEOUS

id)PSDK

ESTIMATED PSD : PSD<ES)
(ENSEMBLE AVERAGE)

M
1 5"

4**1

. « * • • »

PSD(H)
K
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- CHARACTERIZATION OF ARTIFICIALLY GENERATED NOISE :

GIVEN PSD

ESTIMATED PSD

PSD(6)

PSD(ES) DEPENDING ON

- NOISE GENERATION PROCEDURE

- ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
(E.G.USE OF A SMOOTHING
WINDOW)

- EXPECTED PSD PSD(EX) = LIM PSD(ES)

1
(EX) =

IN MOST CASES THEORETICALLY NOT KNOWN

- IN GENERAL ONLY AN APPROACH IS POSSIBLE

STATISTICS (IMPORTANT FOR DISCRIMINANTS IN PSD PATTERN
RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS)

SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION FOR EACH SPECTRAL POINT :

PSD(ES)

PSD(EX)
K

ZM

3 GENERATION METHODS UNDER INVESTIGATION :

- DIGITAL FILTERINg-OF WHITE NOISE

- MODIFIED RICE - REPRESENTATION (O.S.RICE, 1944/45)

- KAC - REPRESENTATION BY A DETERMINISTIC FORMULA
(M.KAC, 1938, SUMMARY PAPER 1982)
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DIGITAL FILTERING

A SERIES OF GAUSSIAN RANDOM NUMBERS (E.G.AVAILABLE FROM A
SUBROUTINE IN THE IMSL"LIBRARY)

G0' Gr G2' " WITH

REPRESENTS DATA POINTS OF BAND-LIMITED WHITE NOISE
SAMPLED AT THE (ASSUMED) TIME POINTS

- FILTERING TECHNIQUES :

CORRESPONDS IN THE
ANALYSIS TO

RECURSIVE - STABILITY PROBLEMS AR - MODELLING

NON-RECURSIVE - NO STABILITY PROBLEMS MA - MODELLING

- SYMMETRIC (USED BY US)

- NO PHASE SHIFTS

- USUALLY MANY FILTER COEFFICIENTS REQUIRED FOR
APPROXIMATING THE DESIRED (REAL/ TWO-SIDED)

TRANSFER FUNCTION T,

PROCEDURE IS NOT EFFICIENT FOR STRUCTURED PSD ,
NOT PRACTICABLE FOR P S D ^ S WITH PEAKS.

BUT EFFICIENT CODES EXIST FOR SIMPLE BAND-PASS
FILTERING (GENERATION CF NOISE FOR FLAT PSDS).
FOR SUCH CASES, GOOD RESULTS (ALSO WITH RESPECT TO
THE J£ - SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPECTRAL POINTS)
CAN BE OBTAINED.
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RICE - NOISE

REPRESENTATION OF A SEQUENCE OF N DATA POINT BY THE FOURIER-
SERIES : -^-y

s*t
^a^ cos ~l At

fa V . * A/ *"" /V
^ / ^ = INDEPENDENT GAUSSIAN RANDOM NUMBERS
MAX. OCCUPIED FREQUENCIES : N/2 - 1

COLOURED NOISE (SMITH AND WILLIAMS, 1972)

1,

NOISE MUST BE GENERATED WITH THE SAME TRANSFORM SIZE AS USED
FOR THE ANALYSIS, PROBLEM OF CONTINUATION, SINCE A FOURIER-
SERIES REPEATS PERIODICALLY,

PRODUCTION OF
SEQUENCES/ EACH
WITH A NEW SET OF
RANDOM NUMBERS

ANALYSIS
WITHOUT TIME SHIFT

no smooth continuation

p S D
(EX) = (6)

WITH TIME SHIFT

PRODUCES LEAKAGE AND SIDE LOBES

PSD ( E X ) psD(6)

CAN BE CALCULATED

\
BACKGROUND WHICH CONFINES
THE AMPLITUDE RANGE.

INTRODUCE CORRELATIONS BET-
WEEN SDECTRAL POINTS

BEST SEEN FOR SINGLE FREQUENCY INPUT SPECTRUM

(50 % TIME SHIFT IN THE WORST CASE * 50 % POWER DISTRI-
BUTED IN THE SIDE LOBES)
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0.50 PSD2/ C1/2/RICE1-SINGLE FR. 19.2.85

0.40 .

0.30 .

UJ

or

in 0.20
0_

0.10 .

0.00
10.0

FREQUENCY (HZ)
15.0

Given PSD : single frequency spectrum (8 Hz)

Transform size : 32 points (At= 0.03125 s,At= 1 Hz)

Generation procedure : RICE, uniform window

Scanning procedure : 50 % time shift
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P5D2/ C18/1/RICE1/RRTP2 28.2.85

10

Given PSD

5.0 10.0
FREQUENCY (HZ)

: exponentially decaying spectrum
(0.25 - 15.75 Hz, 5 decades)

15.0

Transform size : 128 points U U = 0.03125 s,4f= 0.25 Hz)

Generation procedure : RICE, uniform window

Scanning procedure : 600 averages, no time shift
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PSD2/ C1G/2/RICE1/RRTP2 28.2.85

10

FREQUENCY ( H Z )
10.0 15.0

Given PCD : exponent ia l ly decaying spectrum
(0.25 - 15.75 Hz, 5 decades)

Transform s i ze : 128 p o i n t s (dt= 0 .03125 s , 4 f = 0 , 2 5 Hz)

Gencr.ition procedure : RICE, uniform window

Scanning procodurc i 600 averages., 50 £ tima shift
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CONTINUATION BY INTRODUCING A TWO-SEQUENCE WINDOW WHICH

- HAS TO PRESERVE STATIONARITY

- HAS TO REDUCE LEAKAGE

- MAKES PSD(EX) NEARLY INDEPENDENT OF THE START POINT
IN THE ANALYSIS.

SEQUENCE
ARRANGEMENT

NEW SERIES
OF SEQUENCES

(1) (4) (i) It)

- TWO WINDOWS HAVE BEEN INVESTIGATED :

h>ti)

COSINE
WINDOW

COS
Jbti

SQUARE-ROOT
WINDOW

At

SHOWS LESS

LEAKAGE
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0.50 PSD2/ C2/1/RICE1-SINGLE FR. 20.2.85

0.40 .

.U
N

]

UJ

PS
D

0.

0.

30

20

0. 10

0.00
5.0 10.0 15.0

FREQUENCY ( H Z )

Given PSD : single frequency spectrum (8 Hz)

Transform size : 32 points {At= 0.03125 s,£f= 1 Hz)

Generation procedure : RICE, two-sequence cosine window

Scanning procedure : no time shift
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0.50 PSD2/ C2/2/RICEI-SINGLE FR. 2 02.85

0.40

- 0.30

0.20

0.10

0.00,
5 . 0 10 .0

.FREQUENCY (HZ!
15. 2

Given PSD : single frequency spectrum (8 Hz)

Transform size : 32 points (4t= 0.03125 s,df= 1 Hz)

Gcrver-afeioo procedure i RICE, few^-seq^ienc* -f-̂ s-i-ne window -

Scanning procedure : 50 % time shif t
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0.50 PS02/ C3/1/RICE1-SINQLE FR. 20.2.85

0.00<
15.0

FREQUENCY (H21

Given PSD : single frequency spectrum (8 Hz)

Transform size : 32 points (At= 0.03125 s,df= 1 Hz)

Generation procedure : RICE, two-sequence square-root window

Scanning procedure : no time shift
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0.50 PS02/

0.40 .

TS
)

1

(R
E

l

S
GL

0.

0.

30

20

0.10.

0.00,

C3/2/RICE1-SINGLE FR. 20.2.85
T

FREQUENCY (HZ)
10.0 15.0

Given PSD : single frequency spectrum (8 Hz)

Transform size : 32 points (At= 0.03125 s,4f= 1 Hz)

Generation procedure : RICE, two-sequence sqare-root window

Scanning procedure : 50 % time shift
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.•8 PSD2/ C16/1/RICE1/PRTP2
~r

27.2.85

10

Given PSD

5.0 10.0
FREQUENCY (H2)

: e x p o n e n t i a l l y decaying spectrum
{0.25 - 15.75 Hz, 5 decades)

15.0

Transform size : 128 points (4t= 0.03125 s,4f= 0.25 Hz)

Generation proi-c.'ure : M C E , two-sequence square-root window

Scanning procedure : f.00 averages, no time shift
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PSD2/ C16/2/RICE1/RRTP2 27.2.85

10

Given PSD

5.0 10.0
FREQUENCY (HZ)

: exponentially decaying spectrum
(0.25 - 15.75 Hz, 5 decades)

'5.0

Transform size : 128 points (dt= 0.02125 s^if= 0.25 Hz)

Generation procedure : RICE, two-sequence square-root window

Scanning procedure : 600 averages, 50 % time shift
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IF THE PSD(6) HAS A LARGE AMPLITUDE RANGE, ITS REPRODUCTION

REQUIRES AN ADEQUATELY LARGE TRANSFORM SIZE,

(SIDE LOBES CLUSTERED AROUND THE MAIN LOBE)

10

Given PSD

PSD2/ C23/1/RICE1/RRTP2 5.3.85

5.0 10.0
FREQUENCY (HZ)

: exponontiaily decaying spectrum
(0.25 - 15.75 Hz, 5 decades)

15.0

Transform size : iuz4 p o m e s U U = 0.03125 s,4f= 0.03125 Hz)

Generation procedure : RICE, two-sequence square-root window

Scanning procedure : 140 averages, no tirtie shift
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STATISTICS OF THE GENERATED NOISE SHOW

- EXCELLENT STATICNARITY (RUN-TEST ON THE 2ND MOMENT) \
~ EXCELLENT NORMALITY (Y^GOODNESS~OF-FIT TEST) /I

«— BASED ON 5 % LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

SAMPLING STATISTICS OF

- CHECKED WITH THE PATTERN RECOGNITION ALGORITHM OF

PIETY (1977) UNDER THE HYPOTHESIS OF THE Y^-DISTRIBUTION
- RESULTS NOT VERY SATISFACTORY FOR SIMULATION OF STOCHASTIC

PROCESSES WITH LARGELY STRUCTURED PSDS,

GENERATION EFFICIENT/ SINCE A RJCE-SEQUENCE X H CAN BE PRODUCED
BY THE INVERSE FFT.

FOR A RECORD OF 1.024XLCR DATA POINTS (ANALYSIS WITH

N = 1024, 100 AVERAGES)

+ <~ 8.5 MIN, ON CDC 6000
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KAC_-_NCHSE

RANDOM PROCESSES HAVE A LOT TO DO WITH NUMBER THEORY.

KAC - FORMULA :
. ft

UNDER THE CONDITION THAT ALL FREQUENCIES ARE LINEARLY
INDEPENDENT (INDEPENDENT OVER THE FIELD OF RATIONALS)/ I.E.

J4 //ft' ~ IRRATIONAL FOR ANY PAIR A f k

STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF X(T) :
- VAR(X(T)) = 1
- MULT IVARIATE GAUSSIAN
- NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES PER DF (DENSITY OF COSINE-TERMS)

PSD(G)(F)

NEITHER it-^co NORft/f/c' = IRRATIONAL CAN BE FULFILLED
IN PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS,

? FOR X(T) — > NORMAL (CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM)

PROBABILITY DENSITY

- C0

= ZERO-ORDER BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND

PRELIMINARY RESULT : H > 20 - 50
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- NUMBER OF TERMS FOR RESOLVING PSD^ ' ?

AT F OF PSD

AT F OF PSD

(G)
MIN

(6)
MAX

(>0) AT LEAST

AT LEAST

TERM WITHIN

PSD (6)
MAX TERMS WITHIN

PSD,(67
MIN

H
- ESTIMATION OF COMPUTATION TIME

ASSUMING : NOISE TO BE GENERATED FOR ANALYSIS
WITH N = 1024 (510 OCCUPIED Af~ INTERVALS)

100 FREQUENCIES PER Af IN THE AVERAGE

FOR A RECORD OF 1.024xKP POINTS

7,4 DAYS ON CDC 6000 .,

- SIMPLIFIED KAC-NOISE

- 4 1

•freq uencies

fanctowb

I
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- EXAMPLES SHOW

- ALL BEATS MUST UNIFORMLY BE CONTAINED IN THE ANALYSIS

TIME,

- OTHERWISE : NOISE BEHAVES AS NON-STATIONARY,

- FOR THE INVESTIGATED CASES : NOISE WAS NOT NORMAL.

- CONCLUSION

THE NOISE REPRESENTATION BY KAC IS AN INTERESTING MATHEMATICAL

RECOGNITION, BUT IT IS NOT SUITABLE FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS,

10'

10'

10"'

10"2

10'3

10-'

10-6

PSD2/ C19/3/KRC1/RRTP2 1.3.85

\A \
« YA

-

-

•

-

-

0.

Given PSD

5.0
FREQUENCY (HZ I

10.0

exponentially decaying spectrum
(0.25 - 15.75 Hz, 5 decades)

Generation procedure : KAC
minimum number of frequencies por frequor.cy intcrv.il
maximum number of frequencies per frequency interval
random phase shifts between the frequency packages
generation start time

Scannrng-procedure : transform size

To= 0 s

1S.0

1
105

600 averages, analysis start time : T.= 16 s

128 points
{it= 0.03125 s,df= 0.25 Ilz)
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PSD2/ C22/J/KflCl/flRTP2 S.3.85

10

Given PSD

FREQUENCY ( H Z )

exponentially decaying spectrum
(0.25 - 15.75 Hz, 1 decade)

Generation procedure : KAC
minimum number of frequencies per frequency interval
maximum number of frequencies per frequency interval
random phase shifts between the frequency packages
generation start time : T = 100 srn —

Scanning procedure : transform size

COO averages, analysis start time

128 points
-- 0.03125

„= 116 s

12
120

0.25 Hz)
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SOURCE LOCATION AND MASS ESTIMATION IN LOOSE PARTS MONITORING

OF LWR's

B.J. Olma

Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit /GRS/ mbH,

D-8046 Garching, Fed. Rep. of Germany

ABSTRACT

To improve stringency and reliability in loose parts monitoring capability studies
have been undertaken concerning location and mass estimation methods. Structure
borne sound measurements have been performed at several German FWR's and BWR's
as well as on a steel plate in the laboratory. The paper presents results of burst
signal data analysis with respect to source location by arrival times and peak
amplitudes and mass estimation. A source location method is presented which
utilizes known wave mode propagation properties and yield a solution by a "circle
intersection" technique with a two sensor configuration.

Mass estimation studies of loose parts are based on an Hertzian impact model. Auto
power spectral densities of contact force have been calculated in the frequency
range 0 to 50 kHz with various contact times and give insight into the kind of ex-
citation of the structure for typical impacts of loose parts. Mass-contact time and
mass-contact force relations are shown for various impact velocities.

Finally, by some actual examples the methods will be demonstrated.

KEYWORDS

Noise analysis; loose parts monitoring; FWR; BWR; source location; arrival tine;
peak amplitude; Hertz theory; mass estimation.

INTRODUCTION

Early failure detection methods based on noise analysis have reached increasing
demand. For assessing the mechanical integrity of the primary circuit with the
reactor internals during power operation of the plant loose parts monitoring in
LWR's has become an important tool. Successful use has been reported from several
countries /1-8/. In Germany nowadays each new plant is provided with a loose parts
monitoring system.

In case of metal-to-metal impacts a prediction has to be provided about location,
kind and mass of the impacting part or component by analysis of detected burst
signals. Source location with triangulation techniques based on arrival tines of
an array of three sensors, is not an uncommon method in several fields. However,
when applying for loose parts detection in LWR primary systems special efforts are
required for the involved dispersive structure borne sound propagation. Additio-
nally, the task of mass estimation of unknown impacting metallic parts is aggra-
vated because of some lack of appropriate basic data in the literature.

Thus studies have been undertaken concerning location and mass estimation to
improve stringency and reliability in loose parts monitoring capability. Current
activities are sponsored by the Ministery of Interior (BMI) in the framework of
research projects. More general aspects of noise diagnostic techniques with re-
spect to safety and availability of nuclear power plants are discussed in our
paper /8/.
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Fig. 1:

$ accelcromttar

Loose parts monitoring system

Basic principle of loose parts moni-
toring is to measure with accelero-
meters the structure borne sound which
is generated by the impact of metallic
loose parts. On principle body sound
monitoring of technical systems is
nothing new. "Listening" method
- rfhich since a long time is applied
for turbines by the machine engineer
with use of a screwdriver - is here
real .'.zed b;- electronic means for a
non-accessible part of the plant.
Fig. 1 shows the surveyed plant
regions. For a BWR and a PWH of
1300 MW the sensor positions of
active channels,. mainly at normal
collection areas, are marked with
small circles. Additional passive
channels (which can be monitored in
case of need, are not shown here)
deliver extended diagnosic possibi-
lities.

In all German nuclear power plants loose parts monitoring systems are required by
the licensing authorities. A DIN-standard exists since October 1983 /9/, which des-
cribes the demands on the hardware and the monitoring program.

Global monitoring

In the guidelines of German Reactor Safety Commission for PWR's /10/ it is stated
in the chapter concerning pressure-retaining boundary internals that:

- Adequate measures'have to be taken for the detection of loose or detached parts
within the pressure-retaining boundary. In addition adequate measures should be
taken for establishing the exact location of such loose or detached parts within
the pressure-retaining boundary.

The detection of detached parts limits the occurred failure and enables a protec-
tion of the components against continuous impacts of the detached parts; consequent
failures of fuel pins, pumps, welded joints, etc. shall be avoided.

The detection of impacting slack parts of internals has still more the character of
early failure detection. Frequently impacts of slow intensity are precursors of a
final detachment. If an identification of the component can be achieved in time, an
increase of failure can be stopped.

Since the possible failure position is not known, it requires a global monitoring
of the system which can be achieved by loose parts monitoring. Monitoring task is
to detect as early as possible unexpected failures, i.e. which occur in spite of
careful construction and usual process surveillance.

Kinds of signals

Two different kinds of body sound signals are detected as basic types in loose
parts monitoring: Continuous stochastic background noise from plant operation
(fluid, pumps, etc.) and short transient signals (bursts). Burst signals are the
real representatives of the information for recognizing and identifying impacts of
loose parts. With coarse time resolution they are shaped like thin needle pulses,
with a finer resolution they clearly show many oscillations (fig. 2). A burst re-
flects the elastic tension pulse from the generation, its propagation in the
structure and the transfer characteristics of the sensor in an integral form.

If only monotone background noise is detected in the body sound, from the sight of
loose parts monitoring by the high sensitivity of the sensors a impact free and
mechanical intact state of primary system can be diagnosed. Questions with respect
to kind, location and origin of newly detected bursts during power operation of the
plant mean a "backward problem". They have to be answered froM the bursts by
themselves, especially from characteristic values of bursts (e.g. rise, duration,
amplitude, frequency content, arrival times).
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Quasi "clinically pure" shapes of bursts of test impacts are only of limited help
for the interpretation of "real" bursts: The shape of the bursts is highly depen-
dent on the way of the sound generation (e.g. radii of curvature, mass or impact
energy of the impacting body, contact force). Peak amplitudes are varying with
many parameters in spite of same excitation energy. More helpful is the empirical
experience reached by interpretation and understanding of "real" bursts of same
basic phenomenon.

In Germany up to now in most plants the sensors are adapted to the surface by
magnets. As a result at least two resonance frequencies appear in the sensor
transfer function (fig. 2). Consequently the tiiae signal and its PSD show predomi-
nantly two distinct resonance frequencies.
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Fig. 2: Time signal and PSD of a burst
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Fig. 3: Burst pattern of a test impact
at a PWR

Test impact measurements have been
performed at several German PWR's and
BWR's as well as on a steel plate in
the laboratory. Series of test impacts
with known impact energy have been
performed at selected positions of
primary • system with a calibrated
impactcr or a pendulum device with a
steel ball. Structure borne sound
propagation could be studied under
realistic geometric conditions with
known impact positions and large sig-
nal to noise ratios. The synchronously
measured response of the loose parts
monitoring sensors has been recorded
on tape.
As an example Fig. 3 shows a burst
pattern of five sensors, which is
obtained from a test impact at a BVfR.
With the selected time resolution of
two milliseconds per division (ampli-
tudes are differently scaled in the
following for obvious reasons) is
shown:

- the increasing delay in arrival
times
the ongoing mode separation between
(the faster) s and a mode

- dependency of the shape (envelope)
of the bursts

with increasing path between impact
position and sensor.
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LOCATION AT PRIMARY SYSTEM

The information about the location of an impacting part has substantial meaning,
e.g. if it is situated in the lower or medium part of the reactor vessel or in a
primary pump of a PWR. The location of the impact source is the first important
step for the identification of the source. The location can contribute a lot to
the decision, if an actual structure borne sound pattern is admissible or not.

Source location in loose parts monitoring of LWR's is based on some assumptions:

- Actual acoustical paths to the sensors are preferentially the walls of the
pressure-retaining boundary, the degree of transmission of sound in the water to
structure borne sound is relatively small.

- Dispersion of structure borne sound, that means frequency dependent propagation
velocity, is considered. For one distinct frequency, nevertheless, a plate wave
mode propagates in materials of constant thickness with same velocity and with
constant amplitude attenuation in an uniform way for all sides.

- Geometry of the structure, relative distance and transfer functions of the
sensors can be taken for granted.

Helpful for the plant, but which give only an indication of location are the pro-
cedures, which use the information from which sensor and in which sequence bursts
are detected. The procedures, which are discussed in the following are based on the
use of carefully determined arrival times or amplitudes of bursts and give the
exact location. It is discerned between hyperbola intersection and circle inter-
section methods.

Hyperbola intersection method

a) Time of arrival impact location

Most common and first used mathematical procedure of location of sound sources at
primary system is the triangulation by hyperbola intersection on the basis of
arrival times of three different sensors, (Fig. 4a, upper part). The location
requires three steps:

- Determination of arrival time in each burst with calculation of arrival time
difference for two sensor pairs (that means at least three sensors).

- Establishment of the propagation velocities (dependent from frequency and
wall thickness).

- Calculation of hyperbola intersection point by use of eq. (1) or in a direct
way /ll/ and visualization on a development or projection of the geometrical
structure. f Amplitude
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r2 - rl = v g • A tl/2 (1)

Accuracy of the method i.e. the precision and confidence of the statements are
essentially determined by the precise evaluation of the arrival time (time at which
the impact signal is first sensed at a distant accelerometer). Due to the mode
separation between s - and a -wave mode, (.the s -wave mode normally propagates
with higher group velocity, but delivers regularly less amplitude than the a -wave
mode) a mode consideration is important. In practice, mixing of different wave
modes establish false locational results. Likewise arrival times which are inferred
from the time of fixed amplitude level exceeding should be rejected due to dis-
persive sound propagation. Consequently good locational results under operating
conditions are obtained if in each of the three burst signals a determination of
the arrivals of same wave modes with adequate accuracy is possible in spite of the
sometimes considerable amount of background noise.

A strictly computerized determination of the arrival time of the burst ha* not
proven as commonly applicable in the past. As it can be hidden by background noise,
subjective experience of the expert is important and necessary. At GRS at present
the determination of arrival time is enabled interactively at the computer via
cursor on a high resolution pattern of the burst. Zero crossings of the burst
(see fig. 8), phase shifts and the envelope can be activated for support.

Propagation velocity of plate waves is dependent on the wall thickness of the
structure and on its frequency. Experimentally it can be deduced by teat impacts for
the individual components /6/. Due to the exact knowledge of resonance frequency
for resonant sensors theoretical values can be used.

In fig. 5 results of calculations of structure borne sound propagation velocities
for selected primary system components of different wall thicknesses d are given
as a function of frequency in the frequency range up to 25 kHz. Fig. Sa shows the
group velocities for the main coolant pipe and the cylindrical part of the vessel
of a PWR (d=50 mm and 235 mm resp.), fig. 5b for the cylindrical part and lower
head of a BWR (d=139mm and 192mm resp.).

Fig. 5a: Frequency dependency of propa-
gation velocity, calculated for
two PWR wall thicknesses

Fig. 5b: Frequency dependency of propa
gation velocity, calculated for
two BWR wall thicknesses

Practical experience with location by tine differences has proven that reliable
results are obtained for intense bursts with high signal to noise ratios. Signal
to noise ratios of higher than 10 (e.g. by loose parts in natural collection parts
of the vessel) enable a nearly exact location, signal to noise ratios under 3 show
a notable worse location resolution.

b) Peak amplitude impact location

Impacting slack parts with fixed position (e.g. by broken weld joints of reactor
internals) normally show small signal to noise ratios and in this case time
difference methods are very troublesome. In a further step peak amplitude attenu-
ation dependency of the wave path has been used for location. Peak amplitude ratios
with at least three synchronously measured bursts enable a triangulation with
hyperbola intersection for location /2/ (Fig. 4a, lower part). With b.. and b, as
measured peak amplitudes of bursts of sensor 1 and 2 and an exponential ̂ ttenuaxion
for guided plate waves and an attenuation coefficient of X, an similar equation
to (1) can be established:

r2 - ( In - In b2 ) / K (2)
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For location the knowledge of the attenuation coefficient is required. This
coefficient is dependent on wall thickness and is normally determined by test
impacts. Fig. 6 shows measured peak amplitudes of a test impact on a BWR reactor
vessel.

Analysis of test impacts with known impact position and simulated background showed
the advantage of the procedure. Merit of the method is the use of amplitudes with
higher signal to noise ratios than in the time difference method. Fig. 7 shows the
result of a location test on a steel plate. Peak amplitudes need to be from the
same wave mode and superposition of wave fronts in the burst signal should be
avoided.

b (VI 3.0

2.0
BWR
> — Cylindff Wall, d. 13,9cm
o — Bottom Hcod; d> 19,2 cm

Fig. 6: Attenuation of peak amplitudes
with wave path

Fig 7: Impact location on a steel plate
utilizing peak amplitudes

Triangulation with peak amplitudes results necessarily in hyperbola, which are
identical with that of time difference method (fig. 4a, 1=11). Equalizing relation
(1) and (2) yields

l n bl " l n (3)

Circle inter sect-ion method

In the last years understanding of complex fine structure of bursts has increased
/2/. As a result in the following, two circle intersection locational methods are
described. They are based on dispersive wave mode propagation. An important
difference to the preceding Methods consists in the fact, that not a path
difference between two sensors, but an absolute acoustical path length of one
sensor is utilized. A third method is mentioned for future work.

As already mentioned, broadband sensors with magnet adaption show double resonance
structures in sensor transfer function (see fig. 2b). Due to the dispersion, a
sensor Al with two resonance frequences f, and f, detects a plate wave mode
(e.g. a ), generated by an impact source in distance r, after time t. and t.
(Fig. 4BV Knowing the corresponding propagation velocities the radius r^hen can
be determined by

r = Atfl,f2 'fl
vf2 (vfl " vf2 (4)

Equation (4) defines a circle around sensor Al with radius r. Circle intersection
of two radii of two synchronously measured bursts enables the location by use of
the arrival time differences of two frequencies of a wave mode. A successful
example of operational experience is given in the next chapter.

Circle intersection is also enabled by arrival times of different wave nodes (e.g.
s , a ) in one burst. A sensor Al with resonance frequency f. will detect two
different plate wave modes with corresponding propagation times^t and t of a
impact source in distance r. With the corresponding wave mode velocities v * , v ,
distance r can be calculated by a o "°
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r = At
ao,so

v / (v — v )so / v so ao'

Equation (5) defines a circle around sensor Al with radius r. Circle intersection
of two radii of two synchronously measured bursts enable the location by use of
arrival time differences of characteristic wave modes. Fig. 8 shows measured bursts
(arrival times and zero crossings are marked) of a BWR test impact and the per-
formed location using circle intersection on a development of the reactor vessel.
Calculated and real impact position agree very satisfactory.

BHR TEST IHPflCT von l . l f l H t 2 2 sR 1 SURST-NR t 9

.•*. . • » . . • • . .<•»

Fig. 6: Location of impact position utilizing circle intersection

Time differences between the two wave modes and accordingly their separability
increase with increasing acoustical wave path, which can be of great advantage in
regions distant from the sensors. Combined use of both circle intersection methods
on the basis of a mode interpretation of the bursts enable a substantial increase
in certainty of location.

According to fig. 3 shape (envelope) of a burst is a function of acoustical wave
path r. If pattern recognition methods will provide r in a direct way, again
circle intersection of two radii yields -the location of impact.

Examples of successful location

Hyperbola intersection

At the considered PWR plant four sensors are available at the reactor vessel (two
at the upper head, two under the coolant nozzles, fig. 9). In context with the
clarification of a problem loose parts monitoring signals have been recorded during
the restart of the plant. Suddenly appearing series of bursts have been detected
and were analyzed in detail. Apparently they displayed different source positions
(see fig. 9, upper part).

In this case arrival times enabled a location of the sources. Utilizing hyperbola
intersection (of four sensors) yielded small areas on a development of the reactor
vessel (hatched circles), which all are lying along the contact line between upper
head and cylindrical vessel. An interpretation of the sound origin became conclu-
sively possible by the operational information, stating that all events appeared
in the phase of maximum pressure gradient (fig. 9, right side). Pressure- and
temperature-relaxation processes in context with hold-down springs at the reactor
vessel flange could accordingly be determined.
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Fig. 9: Location of sound generation positions utilizing hyperbola intersection

Circle intersection

Intense airborne sound has been observed at a feedwater line during a routine walk
from the shift, nearly 4 months after start-up. Power of the plant has been reduced
as a consequence, until the sound was not yet audible (88.7 % ) . In the accessible
region the feedwater lines have been instrumented with loose parts monitoring
sensors.

With detailed analysis of observed bursts and utilizing propagation velocities of
both dominant frequencies fl and f2 (fig. 10) of ao and so mode, location by
one-dimensional circle intersection yielded the non-accessible primary check valve
(uncertainty 0.5 m). Together with burst analysis of another accessible check valve
which also showed weak bursts the sound generation process could be clarified.

The inspection confirmed our prediction about location, intensity and origin of the
bursts (defective barrings). The suggested measures were suitable to clear the
nature of the airborne sound of the feedwater line, monitor the state of the valves
and enable a successful correction of the causes during the next shut down of the
plant.

Fig. 10: Location of a feedwater check valve utilizing circle intersection
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MASS ESTIMATION

State of knowledge and significance for safety

According to the knowledge of the author there exists some lack of appropriate data
for determining the mass of an impacting part from detected bursts (actual coolant
velocity shall be known). As on today nass estimation by loose parts monitoring
is still a new area.

With respect to the possible potential of failures, there exists a difference in
the evaluation if impacts belong to a loose part with the mass of 5 grams or
200 grams. For its significance for safety the mass of an impacting part is an
essential criteria. On the other side it needs not to be necessary (and also now
not possible) to infer an exact mass value from measured burst signals, for a lot
of cases it is helpful and adequate to state an approximate range.

Hertz-theory

For the understanding of the short duration contact phenomena by impact processes
of loose parts Hertz-theory is of basic importance. Stresses and deformations near
the contact point are described as a function of geometric and elastic properties
of the bodies, strictly speaking Hertz-theory may not be used for inelastic non-
reversible deformations - just they normally appear by impacts of metallic loose
parts. Its employment can be justified by the fact, that firstly it predicts a lot
of impact parameters in a correct way and secondly that more common theories only
deliver in very special cases better results. For the concrete task of mass esti-
mation Hertz-theory seems adequate.

PSD of contact force

Frequency analysis is used in an increasing way to get also at transient processes
by a frequency spectrum information about the course of the primary events. For the
nearly half-sine of contact force a transformation in the frequency domain is
possible in closed form. Autopower spectral densities of contact force have been
calculated by Fourier-transformation of Hertz'law. They result in a continuous
power spectrum whose frequency characteristics is determined by contact time Tk.
For four different contact times T k = 25 us, 50 us, 100 us, 200 pa, the corres-
ponding spectra are shown in fig. IT. in the frequency range 0 until 50 kHz in a
normalized manner.

Fig. 11: PSD of contact force for
various contact times

Contact time of loose parts

Fig. 12: Contact time with variation of
mass and velocity

The impact contact time depends in addition to the impact velocity on a greater
number of parameters. For very simplified geometry the number of the parameters can
be reduced. In the case of the material steel/steel, contact of a ball-shaped
impact part (radius R.), weakly bent extended impact partner (R_>>R.) and per-
pendicular impact the contact time depends only on the parameters man and velo-
city. For relevant mass and velocity values of loose parts of the pair austenit/
austenit at temperatures of 300° C contact times have been determined. Fig. 12
shows the calculated data for the impact velocities 1, 2, 5 and 10 m/s. According-
ly a loose part of the mass 6 gram with 10 m/s corresponds to a contact time of
25 (JS, a 100 gram part with 1 m/s nearly 100 ps and a 800 gram with 1 m/s nearly
200
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The four contact times in fig. 11 can be associated with possible mass and. impact
velocity of fig. 12. It is obvious that impacts of loose parts with small mass
(T. = 25 MS) cause a very broad band excitation to the structure. Magnet-adapted
sensors will deliver dominant components at both resonance frequences in the burst
signals. For a contact time of more than 100 |as, which has to be assigned to parts
with mass of more than 100 grams in the velocity region under 10 m/s, there is a
sharpe decrease in the higher acoustical frequency range. The detected bursts will
show only dominant parts at the so-called magnet-adaption resonance frequency. For
very heavy loose parts substantial excitation will be detected only in the low
frequency domain till 1 kHz. Thus, mass estimation is possible on the basis of
the shown results by means of frequency analysis of measured bursts.

Burst peak amplitudes and contact force

Measured peak burst amplitudes of magnet adapted sensors have been plotted as a
function of contact force (calculated by Hertz theory) for impacts of steel balls
on a steel plate (fig. 13). The bracketed values differ from the other in the
medium elasticity of the impact. To exclude superposition of wave modes in the
burst, absolute peak values are utilized here within the first .25 as after burst
arrival or before first phase shift. The data establish in this case a satis-
factory linear behavior, shown by the fitted straight origin line.

nt(kg) A ^-—.. • —

10<m/i>
.

HIM i m IMIS [?•<• I W I mm

contact fore* (N)

Fig. 13: Peak burst amplitude as a
function of contact force

contact force (N)

Fig. 14: Contact force with variation of
•ass and velocity

Fig. 14 shows the relationship between peak contact force and mass for four
different impact velocities (1, 2, 5, 10 m/s), calculated according to Hertz
theory for a spherical impact body contacting a massive plane surface, the
material combination being steel/steel. The data show that a ball-shaped loose
part of mass 30 grains, impacting with velocity 5 m/s, causes a peak contact force
of more than 10 kN. The corresponding burst signal should easily be detectable by
a nearby sensor against a typical plant background noise. This is in accordance
with our experience, that also under unfavorable conditions impacts of loose
parts in natural collection areas with mass of more than 30 grams can be detected
(at favorable conditions a lower limit is nearly at 5 grams).
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Example of mass estimation

Fig. 15 shows an actual example of mass estimation of a loose part. Five weeks
after restart of a PWR plant, the loose parts monitoring system has detected signal
exceeding of alert level in one steam generator. The burst signals could be
identified doubtlessly as coming from a loose part. Frequency analysis of the
bursts showed dominant signal parts at magnet adaption resonance frequency and
minor parts at sensor resonance frequency (see fig. 2). From this fact in
connection with data of fig. 11 and 12 and together with other references we
predicted: one loose part in the hot chamber, with a mass of 50 - 100 grams, and
an unsymmetrical form. This agreed very well with the following findings: part of
a tool at the bottom of the hot chamber, having a mass of 43 grams.

1I part of a tool

Fig. 15: Identification of a loose part in the hot chamber of a steam generator
(PWR)

CONCLUSIONS

Fig.16: MEDEA-System for off-line analysis
in loose parts monitoring

The listed analysis Bet-hods and actual
examples confirm the increasing impor-
tance of loose parts monitoring for
assessing the mechanical integrity
not only of the' primary circuit but also
of the secondary plant regions-. This
development is supported by increasing
computer capability, now providing
necessary data reduction, speed of
analysis and iterative solution pro-
cedures. Fig. 16 shows the MEDEA-
system for off-line analysis in loose
parts monitoring at GRS. it consists
of a 10-channel transient recorder for
burst capture, a desk computer for burst
analysis and display (including location
and mass estimation) and a burst data
base which stores up to now over 500
qualified burst patterns of four
different plants. Fast access is
provided by use of appropriate key
words.
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SPECTRA OF TOTAL RECIROJLATION FLOW
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STEC LINE TRANSFER RATION TEST

(ftMTICELLJO 3HR 1973)
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A BWR'S HEARTBEAT:
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COHOINATION VESSEL AND STEAfi LINE M3DEL
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SUGGESTED CONFIRMATORY INVESTIGATIONS FOR
TIE VESSEL HELWLTZ RESONANCE
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PESSURE NOISE APPLICATIONS

TYPE

SENSOR AND SENSING LINE
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ABSTRACT

Core stability in BWR power reactors is of primary interest from the opera-

tional standpoint. Theoretical and experimental results show that the stability

margin may be strongly reduced during some transients of the plant. Therefore

there is an interest of the Utilities to have a system for an on-line and

realtime monitoring of that margin.

Furthermore a recent experiment performed at Caorso power plant after the first

refuelling showed that some kind of local instability appears in some condi-

tions and that, on high power density cores of BWRs, the spatial dependence has

to be accounted for.

Techniques for a qualitative estimation of stability margins appeared in the

recent past literature.

Unfortunately none of them is suited to join computing accuracy and real time

capability.

The plan to develop a monitor suitable for such Utility - oriented stability

monitoring is outlined in this paper; the data elaboration results and the

algorithms used are also provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Analytical and experimental studies have been conducted to evaluate the

stability margin of the BWR.

The methods of investigation are based on external disturbances of the reac-

tivity obtained modifing the operating .condition of the plant, changing, for

example, the system pressure.

Because these tests have an impact on the plant commercial operation, new

methods, based on the steady state noise data analysis, have been proposed.

The introduction of methods based on multivariate autoregressive (MAR) mo-

delling has increased the interest in using noise signals to derive reliable

information on the stability margin of the reactor core.

Application of MAR modelling to the Caorso dynamic tests, conducted on October

1983, are provided.

2. BWR DYNAMIC MODEL AND STABILITY MEASUREMENTS

The BWR dynamic model can be represented as a multi inputs-multi outputs

feedback system with a stochastic distribution of noise sources (MATSUBARA,

1978); the reactivity to neutron flux transfer function can be used to know the

local and/or the core stability.

Stochastic fluctuations may affect all the variables and hence also the

reactivity and the neutron flux. The problem is to separate the effective noise

contribution to the variables of interest and this is possible if the studies

of the MAR modelling techniques are applied (KANEMOTO, 1983).

From these studies arise that voids, core flow and pressure are the major noise

contribution to the fundamental mode of oscillation of the neutron flux so that

the dynamic model of BWR can be represented as in Fig. 1.
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External Reactivity

Void Reactivity

Fig. 1 - BWR dynamics semplified block diagram (1)

Unfortunately the voids noise, that is the most important contribution to the

dynamic model response is not directly measurable.

The voids to neutron flux transfer function is:

u<
rR.V = J •+ cov No £&. J-l

= H

where the G is the so called open loop transfer function from which the open

loop Decay Ratio is calculated.

When the other loops are taken into account, the closed loop transfer function

and the closed loop Decay Ratio are derived.

The concepts of open and closed loop stability can be mantained also in case of

PRBS tests (TSUN0YAMA.1980) even if the dynamic model is different from the

previous one, because the intrinsic noise has a less importance than the

external pressure perturbation.

Supposing that the voids noise (n ) is generated from a white noise source

(£ ), as in the following schematic diagram:
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where G is a shaping filter, the white noise voids source to neutron flux

transfer function is:

from which the open loop Decay Ratio may be calculated if H and G are

constant in the frequency range close to the resonance frequency (tipically

0.4-0.5 Hz).

The information on the closed loop stability can be derived from the Power

Spectral Density (PSD) of the neutron flux; in fact the PSD contains all the

dynamic features of the system because all the feedback effects showed in Fig.l

are now considered and it is not affected from the effects of the control

systems in the range of frequencies of interest.

For this reason the closed loop Decay Ratio is considered more effective and

realistic in the evaluation of the stability margin of the reactor core.

3. ALGORITHMS AND METHODS OF CALCULATIONS

- MAR modelling extimation

The MAR modelling technique is today the most commonly used in the stability

margin evaluations; this technique is capable to represent all the noise

contributions on the steady state neutron flux.

The MAR model for a discrete sequence of a p-dimensional vector of the

available measurements , x(t), is for 0 £. t £ (N-l):

wnere:

H
where:

is a discrete sequence of a p-dimensional white driving noise

source vector for 0 4. t £ (N-l)
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hi
M is the model order

is a discrete sequence of the autoregressive coefficients matrices

(pxp)

The estimation of the coefficients of the matrices \ A t can be done using the

Yule-Walker equation, if the covariance matrix, R =E|x(t)x(t+k)[, is known;

because the number of the available measurements is limited, an estimation R

of R is used from the N measurements.

This approach has some undesidered effects, as for example the not stazionarity

of the model and the differences between the spectral estimation obtained with

the model of Fig. 1 (forward) and that obtained from the complementary one

(backward).

The problem was solved with the introduction of algorithms that estimate the JA.j

directly from the empirical data, without passing through the estimation of R ,

ensuring a stationary solution (2),(3).

The estimation is recursive and the driving criterion is the minimizing of a

weighted mean in which the weighting factor is the variance of the forward and

backward errors.

In the procedure the decomposition of Cholesky of the residual covariance

matrices is applied, so that the matricial calculations are semplified.

The optimum model order is selected according to Akaike's proposal (4).

Supposing that the residual covariance matrix is diagonal (uncorrelated

residuals), the PSD of the neutron flux can be write as:

PSD
Neut.flux

in which tf^ is the variance associated at the intrinsic noise source (sup-

posed white) for the signal x, and G^f) is the closed loop transer function.

From Eq 1 an Eq 2 comparison, it derives that:

GSRV
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and hence the open loop stability calculation can be done by means of G (f),

while the closed loop stability can be estimated from the total espression of

the PSD(f).

- Stability parameters calculation

The evaluation of the stability margins of the reactor channels and core is

performed by calculating the- Damping Coefficient and the Decay Ratio of the

oscillation of the neutron flux because it is assumed that the reactor system

might be described with a second order system.

The calculation of the stability parameters proceedes through different ways:

a) impulse response; in this case the calculation of the Decay Ratio_ is

immediate but it may be affected by the low frequencies components, giving not

very reliable information on the stability margin.

Some authors have proposed methods to proceed in this case in the calcula-

tions (5).

b) calculation of the dominat poles; the Decay Ratio is related to the dominant

poles of the system but it is difficult to select a unique pair of poles to

describe the system, because more than two poles contributes to define its

dynamics.

c) second order fitting; this approach consists in a not linear least square

recursive procedure that gives good estimation with short computing time.These

positive aspects are effective only if the initial estimation of the parameters

of the second order model agrees enough with the final least squares solution .

The proposed method consists in an initial estimation based on minimizing the

following espression (weighted least squares, (6))

9
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in which D(CJ.) is Q weighting factor that can affect the error near the

resonance peak of the spectral profile and hence the stability parameters

estimation.

The procedure continues with a least square refinement,that consists in

minimizing the espression

where £ (w. ) is the error between the second order transfer function and the

experimental one 'the initial value, used in this recursive procedures, is

that established in the first part of the method.

The integration between the two methods allows the identification of the best

second order model with a very short computing time, such as matching the

monitoring system requirements.

Selection of the frequency range (w ,CJ ) is done on empirical bases.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN

The stabillity monitoring system should be designed to furnish to the operator

some information on the stability margin of the reactor in each operating

condition-This allows a more flexible operation of the plant expecially in

those operating conditions in which the probability of self-sustined neutron

power oscillations is higher (tipically at low core flow and high power). A

reduction of the risk to fall in some instability related phenomena means the

possibility of avoiding the reduction of the capacity factor of the plant

because any unjustified decreasing of the reactor power will be avoided*

The proposed Stability Monitoring System is designed to follow the plant

CO
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behavior "on line" and interfacing the operator in "real time" that may be the

critical design parameter. In fact the response of the system should be short

enough to allow the operator to initiate the appropriate actions when the

stability margin have been shown to decrease to low values.

The problem has been solved using a high speed Data Acquisition System and

optimizing the methods of calculation.

It was estimated that the maximum response time of the system> including

acquisition, elaboration and presentation of the results, shouldn't be grater

than about three minutes.

Several plant signals LPRM, APRM and other process variables are collected by

the Data Acquisition System for evaluating the stability margin of the reactor.

Filtering features and sampling interval are chosen to select the proper

frequency range in which the reactor resonance peak of the fundamental mode is

exhibited (0.1-0.5 Hz).

Offset compensation and gain selection are automatically provided by the Data

Acquisition System for each signal.

At least 50 Kb CPU is needed to perform the calculation of the stability

margins and the results are presented to the operator by means of a CRT with

grafic techniques (coloured display, histograms, tables, etc.) that can readly

represent the situation of the reactor core.

Fig. 2 shows a preliminary hardware configuration of the whole system.

PH
A
F.E.

r
DAS
TV
UNM
CPU
PL
CRT
PR

Measurement points

Amplifiers

Analog Front End

Interfaces
Data Acquisition-Syste

Video Terminal

Magnetic Tape Unit

50 Kb Memory

Plotter
Cathodic Ray Tube

Printer

Fig. 2 - Stability Monitoring System: hardware configuration
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5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The method described in paragraph 4 has been applied to the Caorso's steady

state data, acquired during the dynamic tests conducted on October 1983.

Description of the test may be found in -(7).

The analyzed test condition is on the natural circulation line (TC5) and the

results are shown in Fig. 3 through 5%

The open and closed loop decay ratios are also provided.

From this analysis it results that the closed loop Decay Ratio (0.643J that is

the parameter that will be calculated by the Stability Monitoring System, is in

a good agreement with the Decay Ratio calculated for the PRBS tests via FFT

estimation, i.e. D.R. = 0.74.

These preliminary results induces to verify the method in all the other test

points. ' *
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via MAR

via FFT
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i c r 1 -
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Fig.'6 - a) The APSD for APRM/C (from MAR modeling and FFT computation)'

b) The transfer function of APRM/C to void noise source .

Natural Frequency 0.428 Hz

Decay Ratio 0.643

0.3 0.4 0.5 Hz

Fig.4 - Second-order fitting for APSD

(cloted-loop stability).
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Natural Frequency 0.430 Hz A

Decay Ratio O.Wfc

10 •

-1.
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Fig. 5.b

Fig. 5 - Second-order fitting for open-loop stability estimation
a) modulus
b) phase
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Abst ract

The paper deals with the development of a complex stean

generator (SG) surveillance system. Several methods for leak

detection purposes in sodium-heated SG are discussed. As a

matter of fact, no method can be considered as the optimurr,

one under all SG conditions possible. Therefore, the appli-

cation of several monitors basing on different detection

principles is proposed thus minimizing detection errors.

These monitors are supervised by s c&ntrsl microcomputer

which makes tne decision about tne actusl 53 condition.

Preliminary results obtained during Ie3kpimuletion experi-

ments on a sodium test loop are described.
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Introduction

It is generally acknowledged that sodium-heated steam generators

(SG) of LMFBR plants are belonging to the most critical components

regarding reliability and availability* In the case of a leak,

the violent chemical reaction between water and sodium can lead

to the danger of leak escalation and a possible large-scale

accident. Therefore, detection of leaks in the earliest stage

possible is an important task to limit leak consequences. All

physical and chemical effects resulting from a leak may be

used, in principle, for leak detection purposes.

These are:

(i) Increase in impurity in sodium and cover gas, particular-

ly oxygen and hydrogen

(ii) Flow fluctuations due to hydrogen bubbles ("bubble noise")

(iii) Emission of sound during the sodium/water reaction

(iv) Increase in absolute pressure

There is full agreement of the experts in this field that each

leak detection method has its advantages and limitations. No

method can be considered as the optimum one under all steam

generator conditions possible. With respect to SG working

parameters as well as to leak position and development, experi-

ence shows that each method has its "dark zones" (Fig. 1) were

detection with.minimum error probability is very complex.

There are three ways to reduce these errors:

(i) Development of more sophisticated signal processing

techniques (e. g. pattern recognition methods)

(ii) Employing multiple systems each fully capable of providing

the required safety functions (i. e. redundancy)

(iii) Including different detection principles into a complex

surveillance system thus providing diversity of methods.

In our opinion, the first way leads to permanent raising costs

in both brain and electronics. If the plant owner has to pay
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money in the order of magnitude of the 3G costs for a moni-

toring system he may renounce to develop or to buy such a

system. Furthermore, the problem of hardware and software

reliability becomes serious, in particular,if non-industrial

measuring chains and processing systems are used. To detect

a leak in an industrial SG by continously working monitoring

systems is quite another thing than by analysis of signals

stored on magnetic tape in a laboratory. Often there is.the

fact that excellent methods have been discredit due to

realibility problems of the system realization.

The problems above mentioned are nearly the same in the case

of providing redundancy. Therefore, we applied the third way -

the inclusion of relative simple methods into a diverse SG

surveillance system.

Chemical Methods

Leak detection by chemical methods can be regarded as state

of the art. Deviations from normal operating conditions are

sensitively indicated by impurity concentretion monitoring.

Basing on electrochemical methods pernanent working measuring

devices with direct indication of impurity concentration have

been developed and are used successfully in LMFBR SG ^""1,2,3 /,

The main advantage of electrochenical methods is the high

sensitivity. Limitations are due to:

(i) Hydrogen as well as oxygen monitoring systems are in-

fluenced by the plant operation conditions, e. g. by

the system temperature and the sodium flow rate.

(ii) The detection system not only responds to sodium/water

reactions but also to oil leakages in pumps and to air

leakages from the gasolenum.

(iii) Hydrogen and oxygen devices are located only at the

SG outlets, i. e# the leak information reaches the

sensi-tive element after a certain transport time.
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Two chemical meters are included into our diverse SG sur-

veillance system: subsystem URSALYT measuring hydrogen

concentration in cover gas, and subsystem HANA measuring

hydrogen concentration in sodium..

Acoustic Methods

In recent years, acoustic monitoring of nuclear power plant

components has been investigated in several laboratories

£~4,5,6»7_7« Basing on leak simulation experiments in sodium

test loops and industrial SG, respectively, it became quite

clear that acoustic methods have the great potential to

complete other methods. As a matter of fact, no specific

leak resonances have been found in a frequency range from

5 upto 200 kHz. Contrary to spectrum analysis signal analysis

in time domain provides several detection characteristics

successfully used to distinguish the "no leak" from the

"leak" state. In particular, analysis of the momentary

signal power is well suited for in - service monitoring

purposes ^""8_/. Experience showed that leaks in the order

of magnitude of about ,1 g/s can be detected in a few seconds.

Acoustic methods have the following advantages over hydrogen

and oxygen measurements :

(i) The delay in response time due to mass transport can

be neglected

(ii) Even in "quiete zones" without sodium flow the detection

of leaks is possible

(iii) Acoustic measurements may be used to locate leak positions,

Disadvantages of scoustic monitoring are due to:

(i) Disturbance of the SG integrity in case of using sodium-

immersible transducers

(ii) Lower sensitivity than chemical methods

(iii) Influence of SG working conditions, particularly the

power, to acoustic signals.
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One acoustic monitor supervising six channals is integrated

as subsystem ALOES in the surveillance system.

Bubble Detection by Flow Meters

A bubble in the steam flow moving through the flow meter will

disturb the electric current initiated by the sodium flow,

thus leading to a change of the voltage measured between

electrodes ^~9_7. Many bubbles of different sizes generated

by the sodium/water reaction lead to random fluctuations of

the flow meter output signal. This effect can be used to

detect bubbles. In sodium test loops as well as in industrial

modular designed SG void fractions of one vol.-% could be

detected £~10j/.

The main advantage of bubble detection is that there is no

need for additional measuring devices because flow meters a--e

standard equipment of SG.

Limitations of the method are:

(i) Response time of flow meter signals depends on the

transport time of the bubbles from the leak to the

meter position.

(ii) Life time of hydrogen bubbles is limited due to the

chemical reaction with sodium.

(iii) At present there are only a few experiments. Because

of a lack of experimental data the applicability of

results gained in test loops to flow meters mounted

on large sodium loops in industrial plants is not

yet clear.

Subsystem FLOW monitors several flow meters. Performance of

detection characteristics is part of a central microcomputer.

Absolute Pressure Monitoring

A simple method to detect leaks is the measurement of pressure

in tne Duffer tank. Due to the release of hydrogen during the
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sod"i.um/water reaction the pressure is strongly increasing,

Absolute pressure measurement performed by the subsystem

PRESSURE is an integral method suited for detection of

large leaks only.

Monitoring SG Working Parameters

Experience gained during leak simulation experiments showed

that the knowledge of SG working parameters is necessary for

a right decision on the SG state. Changes of the leak detection

characteristics may be caused by changes of the actual SG

operational conditions without the occurrence of a leak.

Working parameters are supervised by the subsystem OPERATION.

The Diverse Steam Generator Surveillance System

Because of the disadvantages and limitations of several methods

mentioned above and the fact, considering the random character

of acoustic and flow meter signals, the decision about the

SG state is also a "random" one, it is obvious that each

method retains a residual detection uncertainty. Minimizing

detection errors is provided by integrating several methods

realized by so-called subsystems into a complex surveillance

system which processes actual SG working parameters, too.

The computer-controlled surveillance system can make advantage

of the properties of diverse subsystems. Certain priority-

levels of methods and corresponding actions intitiated by

the system (e. g. pre-alarms, limitation of supervised

channels) can be used.

In our surveillance system signals from the subsystems are

processed simultaneously using special moduls. Control of

moduls, evaluation of detection characteristics including

SG working parameters, alarm generation, and communication

tasks are performed by a central microcomputer. A flow sheet

of the system is given in fig. 2.
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The system conception verified experimentally at a sodium

test loop eliminates false leak detection and false operator's

interpretation. The system is now being prepared for operation

as operational surveillance system for SG in an LMFBR research

power plant.
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1. Introduction

Heat exchanger design comprises a consideration of its tube

bundle dynamic load by the surrounding working substance. From-the

general view point the natural frequency of very complicated tube

bundle configurations can be calculated if the tube/support stiffness

is known. As a rule one meets with unacguaintance of construction

damping characteristics at nominal operation parameters by compilation

of the mathematical model that makes possible to load construction

by diferent kinds of source functions.

That is the reason why measurements of modal parameters of

W E R steam generator /SG/ heat exchange tubes were performed at

test facilities with an aim to define the tube damping character-

istics with and without water inside the tubes and water/steam

outside the tubes.

2. Test instrumentation and the measurement method

Tube modal parameters measurements were performed at a SG

mock-up consistJrg of a bundle of nine "U" shaped tubes of 16x1,4 mm

and original SG spacing supported by six support lattices with

a distance 0,7 m each other immersed in a steel waterproof tank

/4,8 m length, 0,3 ro width, 0,31 m depth/. The tube bundle is fixed

at the one end to an inlet chamber and at the other one to an

outlet chamber of the primary water circuit.

Structure testing method by impact was used for experimental

study of mechanical characteristics of tubes in conditions close to

nominal operational of WER-440 SG /I/. The tube was excited by an

impact hammer with a force transducer at choosen point with an aim

to determine dynamic compliance of the structure. The force trans-
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ducer defined the force uiput level. The impulse response was

registered by an accelero.meter on a waveguide situated at the outer

tube surface, approximately in the middle between two support

lattices, Fig. 1. Signals obtained were analysed by a dual channel

analyser Bruel and Kjaer of the t^pe 2034.

3• Results of measurements

3.1 The tube without water

A typical dynamic compliance of an empty tube is given in

Fig. 2, In the figure there is a conspicuous frequency bend with

resonance frequency about 138 Hz. Oscilation of this frequency

was also calculated and its shape is partly given in Fig. 3.

Dynamic compliance curve is sheer in the resonance frequency band.

The damping ratio was found 0,3 % by the peak amplitude method.

3•2 The tube with primary water only

The mass of oscillating structure increases by filling the tube

with primary water and therefore the resonance frequency shifts.

This phenomenon was also observed in dynamic compliance with

resonance frequency 126 Hz. The frequency shifts mentioned above

*/ere obtained by calculations too.

Simultaneously with the frequency shift the damping ratio

increased to 0.6 % a; the frequency of 126 Hz.

3,3 Smpty_tube_surrounded by secondary water only

The tube resonance frequency was observed continuously during

the tank's filling with secondary water. No change of tube modal

parameters was observed untill the water level reached the bottom

line of the investigated tube /h 0/.

An expresive resonance frequency of about 7.5 Hz and the

relative damping ratio of about 0.25 % change was registered after

then onwards. Differences in the resonance frequency and in damping

ratio were the greater the more was the tube outer surface immersed

in secondary water, Fig. 4. and reached in accordance with ref 2

the values of f 13 Hz and 1 %.
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.,4 Tube characteristics with primary water preassure change

The preassure of water inside the tube was changing from

0.1 to 10 MPa. It was evident that primary water pressure changes

didn't influence conclusively the tube modal parameters /f 126 Hz,

0.6 %/ and the registered changes laid within the accuracy

measurement range, Fig. 5.

4. Conclusions

Measurements of damping characteristics of W K R type SG

tubes at conditions near to the operational ones yielded the

following results:

a/ Primary water inside the tube shifts the tube resonance

frequency of about 9 % towards lower values

b/ Pressure changes of primary water do not influence

both the tube resonance frequency and the tube damping ratio

c/ The presence of secondary water causes on the one hand

enhancement of the relative damping ratio up to 1.1 %, on the other

hand tube resonance frequency shifts to lower regions down to

9.5 %. This is caused by the coupled vibration mass of the water

layer near the tube and the tube itself. The effect is very

important for dynamic load considerations.

The results described above are used in software of W E R type

SG and vapor compensator diagnostic systems.
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THE ON-LINE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

1 - INTRODUCTION

2 - PRINCIPLES

2.1 - "Loose part detection" function

This function is performed by high frequency acoustic monitoring
on defined areas of the reactor.

For example : steam generator bottom,
vessel bottom head.

Each area to be monitored is equipped with a lattice of four
piezo-electrical transducers (see figures) associated with an
analog/digital acquisition channel.

Abnormal events are validated by counts (threshold overshoot),
and the wave shape is stored in the satellite unit fast memory,
for subsequent transmission and analysis in the central unit.

The analysis of the sequence of events detected by the sensors
of a lattice make it possible to determine whether the impact
is located inside this lattice.

The shock wave shape (frequency, amplitude) enables the
approximate size of the object to be determined (minimum
detectable 10 g).

False alarms are eliminated by the use of high frequency resonant
sensors (the background noise is at a lower frequency), and by a
variable count threshold depending on the reactor operating
conditions.

Correct operation of the measurement channel can be checked by
impact simulation.
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2.2 - "Leak monitoring" function

This function is also performed by acoustic detection, using high
frequency sensors (which are not affected by mechanical and
hydraulic operating noises) placed at critical points of the
structure : vessel bottom head, vessel head, SG man-hole, primary
pumps...

Measurement acquisition is carried out by slow scanning of all the
channels ; the mean or effective values are computed in the
satellite unit, then transmitted to the central unit to be stored.

Leaks of 1 1/hr can be detected in this way.

Correct operation of the measurement channel is continuously
monitored by the background noise level ; each sensor can be
processed on two separate acquisition channels.

2.3. - "In-core vibration monitoring" function

In-core vibrations are a feature of reactor operation ; the
natural frequencies can be computed or determined by experience.

Analysis of the vibration spectra during the lifetime of a
reactor, and comparison of the latter with reference spectra, can
enable abnormal operation to be diagnosed.

The reference spectra have resulted from computing and experiments
carried out by the CEA and FRAMATOME on several French reactors.

The sensors are of two types :

- accelerometers, placed on the head and bottom head

- neutron flux, measured on the ionization chambers ; the flux
fluctuations are the image of the oscillatory movement of the
internals.

Spectral analysis is carried out on a band from several tenths of
a Hertz to several tens of Hertz, in the satellite unit, by scan-
ning of all the channels. The spectra are sent to the central unit
to be stored and to be used for diagnosis in the event of an
anomaly arising (frequency displacement or amplitude variation).

As the neutron flux depends on the position of the control rods,
the satellite unit is informed of this position.
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3 - ARCHITECTURE

The satellite units, functionally independent and geographically
spread out inside the containment, are connected to the CPU,
located in the control room, via a serial transmission network (a
coaxial cable).

This network makes extension of the number of satellite units
connected possible without operating on the containment.

The operator has access, via the CPU, to the data collected by the
satellite units, and displayed on a graphic console or printer. At
his request, specific monitoring routines can be run on the
satellite units.

3.1. - The central unit

Built around a PDPll/23, its main characteristics are given.

3.2 - The satellite units

Three functions are developed at present :

- loose part detection :

- leak monitoring

- in-core vibration monitoring

Each satellite unit, built around a 68000 uP, collects physical
data from the sensors by scanning, sampling and A/D conversion.

They also carry out certain processing operations, such as :
filtering, event counting, threshold detection, mean or effective
value computing, fast Fourier transform.

Operation of the satellite units can be monitored "on the spot",
when reactor shut-downs occur, by means of a portable terminal.
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4 - OPERATION

4.1 - "Loose parts" satellite

This is comprised of m lattices of four sensors, scanned by eight
analysis channels. Scanning, by lattice or by sensor, can be
automatic or controlled by the operator. Each acquisition sequence
is preceded by an analog channel gain autocalibration phase. The
gain values, for each sensor, are memorized with a view to the
next scanning, and sent to the CPU to be stored.

In automatic mode : all the lattices are scanned (10 mins/lattice),
simultaneously with acquisition of one sensor on each other
lattice (1 min/sensor).

An analog threshold overshoot triggers simultaneous acquisition
of all the channels in fast memory for a few ms. This acquisition
is validated, or not, depending on the events counter contents
(elimination of isolated interference).

If the event is validated, the wave storage contents are trans-
ferred to the CPU, and the lattice at fault is switched over to
continuous monitoring.

In manual mode : the operator selects the lattices monitored from
the CPU or a portable terminal.

4.2 - "Leak monitoring" satellite

Operation is the same as the above.

However, the sensors are processed individually, and the leak is
located directly.

Acquisition is carried out on four A/D measuring channels, by
scanning of all the sensors (1 min/sensor).

For each sensor, the mean value of the samples is calculated, then
compared wif.h two thresholds :

- a low threshold, significant of an acquisition channel failure,

- a high threshold, significant of a leak.

After three abnormal cycles on any one sensor, an alarm is sent to
the CPU.

The CPU has a permanent account of the last sixty sensor values
stored ; in the event of an alarm, the operator can proceed with
analysis of thf :•• -viou- states.
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4.3 _ "In-core vibrations" satellite

The two series of sensors, accelerometers and ionization chambers,
are scanned by eight A/D acquisition channels.

A specific satellite unit module performs spectral analysis by
fast Fourier transform.

An abnormal frequency or amplitude variation of the character-
istic rays is signalled to the CPU by an alarm. In this case,
acquisition is frozen, automatically, on predetermined sensors,
for example on a diametrically opposed pair of chambers, the DPS
of which will be analysed in phase and coherence.

The spectra are regularly transferred to the CPU to be stored and,
in the event of an anomaly occurring, to be analysed by a
specialist.

4.4 - Central unit

The CPU manages storage of data from the satellite units, their
synthetic presentation on a graphic display screen, and controls,
either in automatic mode or at the operator's request, the various
operating modes of the satellites.

Detection of an anomaly takes place at the level of each satellite
unit, which releases the CPU from a certain number of computing
tasks, while at the same time reducing the amount of data trans-
mitted over the network.

Thus the CPU will subsequently be able to be used to perform
accurate diagnoses, using "expert systems" type software.
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5 - APPLICATIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS

The SES system can comprise up to 15 satellite units.

A large number of other functions can also be monitored :

- clad failure detection
- primary pump vibration monitoring
- primary flow monitoring.

Centralization of the systems installed on several nuclear reactor
sites is possible by Modem connection to a comnunication network, to
enable data to be stored, anomalies to be analysed by an expert ...

An important development of the system will be the integration of
artificial intelligence : the accuracy of anomaly diagnosis will be
able to be increased by means of an expert system using the shape
recognition and apprenticeship techniques.

The system will be able to be adapted perfectly to fast reactors and
BWR, for detection of leaks, loose parts...

6 - MERLIN GERIN'S EXPERIENCE

Regulations recommend monitoring systems of this kind ; they will tend
more and more to make them compulsory.

For example, an NRG regulation will impose drastic conditions for leak
monitoring in the United States as from 1985.

Anomalies such as loose parts, leaks or abnormal vibrations can cost
the operator millions of dollars both in reactor down-time and in
repair of damaged parts : experience has proved it.

Thus the SES system, which enables these anomalies to be detected
beforehand and to be put right, can pay for itself in a few hours
reactor down-time.

This monitoring activity enables the lifespan of the power plant to be
increased.

However, the system is designed to ensure maximum power plant
availability by avoiding spurious alarms.

The technology used for this system is highly reliable. It is the one
which was used (board standard and network) for the French 1300 MW
power plant protection system, the first in the world where software
equipment was used for protection purposes.
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00 locations of sensors on steam generator channel head

transducer 1.

transducer 3
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principle of loose parts detection with spatial discrimination
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acoustic leak detection

acoustic monitoring
of the steam generator
secondary man way seal

acoustic morv'oring
of the react /essel
flange seal

8?
(O

acoustic monitoring
on the steam generator
channel head



in core detector location
neutron flux monitoring

CM

1 8 0 ^

CP-CIC

270°
CP-CIC

CP-CIC

CP : proportional counter
CIC : compensated ionisation chamber
CM : multichannel chamber
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main computer architecture
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experiment on loose port detection system
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POTENTIAL OF THE ON LINE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

- ADDITION OF PERIPHERAL UNITS : UP TO 15

- CREATION OF NEW FUNCTIONS :

PRIMARY PUMPS VIBRATION MONITORING
FUEL CLADDING FAILURE DETECTION
WATER FLOW NOISE MONITORING

- CENTRALIZATION BY MODEM COUPLING FOR EXPERT EVALUATION
AND RECORDING

- ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR EXPERT SYSTEM, LEARNING AND
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

- ADAPTATION TO BWR AND FAST BREEDING REACTORS.
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1 - GENERALITES

Le projet a pour objet le développement d'une, unité informatique
légère ayant pour tâches la surveillance et le diagnostic primaire en
ligne de signaux physiques provenant d'une centrale nucléaire à neutrons
rapides. Le prototype de ce système est spécialisé dans le domaine des
bruits neutronique et acoustique.

Cette unité doit s'intégrer dans un contexte pius général de
surveillance "intelligente" sur Phénix et Super Phénix. Cet ensemble
s'articulera autour d'un système central implanté à Cadarache et de
deux systèmes frontaux se trouvant sur les sites d'acquisition des signaux
(Fig. 1). Les deux frontaux seront reliés à l'unité centrale par des lignes
transactionnelles, de type téléphonique ou de type réseau TRANSPAC ;
ces lignes servant au rapatriement périodique vers le central des données
pré-traitées par les frontaux ainsi que les commandes de dialogue.

Le système central est nécessairement une grosse unité infor-

matique dont le rôle est la réactualisation des paramètres de surveil-

lance des programmes "temps réel" implantés dans l'unité légère. Le

processus de réactualisation consiste, pour l'essentiel, en un traitement

périodique des données pré-traitées par des algorithmes de reconnaissance

des formes.

Le dialogue doit éliminer les aspects ésotériques liés à l'utilisa-

tion du système par l'exploitant ainsi qu'à informer complètement les

"spécialistes" sur l'état de la centrale. Cette fonction de dialogue permet-

tra finalement une évolution aisée du système.
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Notre propos concerne le développement et la mise en oeuvre

de l'unité légère de surveillance en ligne qui sera le coeur fonctionnel

des frontaux du système ainsi que le montre la figure 1.

En accord avec l'esprit du projet, notre objectif principal est

l'implantation d'un système, performant et innovant, utilisant les méthodes

de traitement de signal (T.O.S.) et de reconnaissance de formes (R.D.F.).

La performance résidera dans la fonction de surveillance et

de pré-diagnostic en ligne du système, c'est-à-dire dans l'évolution de

méthodes de T.D.S. et de R.O.F. vers le temps réel.

L'innovation viendra, d'une part, de la modularité du système,

caractère qui autorise l'extension vers d'autres fonctions que celles

mises en piace (le système ne sera pas figé mais "ouvert") ; d'autre

part de l'emploi d'une carte array-processor qui est un module de concep-

tion évoluée, et possédant des performances importantes dans le domaine

du calcul numérique.

2 - LE SYSTEME DE SURVEILLANCE EN LIGNE

Ce système étant destiné à être implanté sur site, sa conception

doit tenir compte, dans la mesure du possible des infrastructures déjà

en place (ANABELIX) ou en cours d'implantation (ANABEL).

ANABELIX (opérationnel sur Phénix) est un système d'acquisi-

tion, de mise en forme et de stockage de signaux bruts en provenance

de divers capteurs de mesure installés sur Phénix.

Dans l'optique résumée plus haut, le système proposé n'aura

pas à prendre en charge l'acquisition des signaux à traiter.
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La tâche centrale de l'unité légère est une fonction de surveil-

lance suivie d'un pré-diagnostic d'éventuelles anomalies dans le compor-

tement de certains paramètres physiques (thermique, neutronique, acous-

tique) du coeur de la centrale.

Cette fonction se traduit par un pré-traitement des signaux

d'entrée qui fait appel à des méthodes de traitement de signal, puis

à une classification des données énergétiques recueillies, cette dernière

faisant appel à des méthodes de reconnaissance de formes.

2.1 - Pré-traitement - Analyse fréquentielle

Ce pré-traitement nous permet de transformer des séquences

temporelles de signaux en bandes d'énergie issues de densités spectrales

de puissance (D.S.P.). Ces D.S.P. sont la représentation de la répartition

sur récljelle des fréquences de l'énergie contenue dans un signal.

Cette partie a fait l'objet d'une étude détaillée de façon à

mettre en évidence les problèmes rencontrés dans le domaine du traite-

ment du signal vis à vis de notre application, ainsi que les problèmes

inhérants aux moyens technlogiques employés pour réaliser cette appli-

cation.

L'étude prenait en compte la totalité de la transformation

allant des signaux bruts avant acquisition jussu'à l'obtention des bandes

d'énergie.

Nous localiserons ici notre attention sur la partie concernant

la transformation des signaux acquis et numérisés en bandes d'énergie,

Cette dernière fonction est assujettie à différents critères,

dont les principaux sont les suivants :

A - Critère de Performance

En premier lieu la performance demandée est directement

assujettie au temps de réponse de la phase d'acquisition, garante d'une

application temps réel.

Le temps de réponse minimal de la fonction doit être, dans

tous les cas, inférieur aux temps d'évolution des phénomènes critiques

(transitoires etc ...).
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Mini miser les operations necessaires a la transformation spectrale,

afin de traiter le maximum de signaux avec UP materiel donne (cf note).

Utiliser une technoiogie rapide.

Note

Le systeme doit etre a meme de traiter une quarantaine de

signaux disparates, teis que des signaux haute frequence d'origine acous-

tique ou des signaux basse frequence d'origine neutronique.

B - Critere de fiabilite

Utiliser une technoiogie sure, ayant fait ses preuves.

Employer une rnethode d'anaiyse spectrale simple a mettre
en oeuvre et la plus directe possible.

S'attacher a obtenir la plus grande compatibility possible entre
la technoiogie et les methodes d'anaiyse employees.

C - Critere d'innovation

Utiliser une technoiogie modulaire tournee vers les processus
multitaches, permettant done l'extension a d'autres fonctions, et utilisant
des elements technologiquement evolues.

Au regard de ces differents criteres, 1'etude a degage quelques
reponses.

Au niveau technologique, la solution semble se trouver dans
I'emploi d'un systeme informatique "ouvert".

Par opposition a un systeme "fige", un systeme "ouvert" est
capable d'evcluer, de s'etendre a d'autres fonctions que ses fonctions
de base par implantation de nouveaux elements. Ce genre de systeme
a done necessairement un aspect modulaire, aspect d'autant plus sedui-
sant si 1'on songe a 1'autre pole du systeme : la classification par des
methodes de reconnaissance de formes.
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Au niveau des méthodes numériques» notre choix s'est fixé

sur la transformée de Fourier rapide (F.F.T.), introduite pour améliorer

de façon significative l'exécution d'une transformée de Fourier discrète

sur ordinateur. Une panoplie importante d'algorithmes (logiciel) et d'opéra-

teurs (matériel) a été développée et fait de la F.F.T. le moyen le plus

fiable et le plus facile à mettre en oeuvre dans le contexte de notre

étude.

A partir de là l'étude dégage quelques paramètres pour l'optimisa-
tion d'une méthode basée sur la F.F.T. pour l'obtention des bandes d'énergie.

Dana cette étape de pré-traitement, nous venons de voir la

méthode de mise en forme des signaux destinés à être traités par la
suite par des algorithmes de classification ; le but étant ici de classer

des événements physiques en les comparant à une référence donnée»
et cela sur une échelle de normalité (normale, anormale, critique). Nous

appellerons cette phase reconnaissance de forme "légère".

Pour certains signaux basse fréquence (neutronique), le but

sera de détecter certaines résonances caractéristiques.

Dans ce cas, le pré-traitement consistera à l'obtention de densités

spectrales de puissance (D.S.P.) plus "fines" en résolution fréquentielle

que celles destinées à une classification.

Sur ces D.S.P. seront mis en oeuvre des algorithmes de détection
de pics pour une analyse quantitative de phénomènes de résonance.

2.2. - Classification - Reconnaissance de Forme

La deuxième phase prise en charge par le système, fait appel

à des méthodes de reconnaissance de formes»

La phase pré-traitement associe à chaque portion de signal

d'entrée« un nombre p de bandes d'énergie.

La classification va construire des vecteurs à p composantes.

Chaque composante sera une bande d'énergie ; de ce fait à toute portion

de signal d'entrée correspondra un vecteur à p dimensions.
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Le but de I'algorithme de classification est de comparer par
un critere de distance (distance de MahaJanobis) chaque vecteur d'entree
a un noyau de vecteurs servant de reference. Le critere de normalite
depend des valeurs des distances trouvees.

Cet algorithme de classification est, a l'heure actuelie, operation-
nel (mis en oeuvre sur VAX).

3 - MATERIEL UTILISE

Le materiel retenu est un systeme "ouvert" temps reel de chez
Intel : le 86/310-3.

Ce systeme se presente sous la forme d'un coffret de taille
suffisamment petite pour etre transportable.

Oans ce coffret, une serie de cartes sont enfichees en etage,
sur une grille qui est le moyen physique de communication entre les
cartes. Cette grille est le bus de communication du systeme : le Multibus.

Le systeme dispose d'une carte ou module processeur du systeme
associe a un coprocesseur mathematique, d'un module memoire, et de
deux modules d' interface avec des memoires de masse, un disque dur
et des disquettes souples (cf annexe 1).

Au sein de ce coffret sera implante le module moteur de ce
systeme. Cette carte prendra en charge toutes les operations numeri-
ques de 1'analyse spectrale et la classification.

Ce module est un array-processor qui est une carte specialised
dans tous les domaines du calcul numerique a haute vitesse (cf annexe 2).
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» - PROGRAMME DE TRAVAIL

L'ensemble du programme de travail s'étend sur 3 ans (84-85-86).

Ce programme concerne les tâches suivantes qui seront menées
en parallèle.

«
A - Etude préliminaire sur la faisabilité d'un système informati-

que de surveillance en ligne, étude centrée sur le module d'analyse spec-
trale (travail réalisé).

B - Recherche d'une méthode optimale permettant la détermina-
tion de p caractères (bandes d'énergie) d'un signal à partir de la densité
spectrale de puissance (celle-ci étant calculée à partir de la transformée
de Fourier rapide).

L'étude préliminaire a été réalisée» les essais restent à faire.

C - Mise en oeuvre d'algorithmes de détection de pics sur
une D.S.P. (algorithmes réalisés, implantation sur système à venir).

D - Classification par un algorithme de calcul de distance (opéra-
tionnel sur VAX, implantation sur système à venir).

E - Mise en oeuvre de la carte array-processor et du système
dans lequel elle sera intégrée (en attente de réception du matériel).

Planning 1er semestre 85
- Essais sur VAX des algorithmes de traitement de signal.

- Réception et démarrage (formation + mise en oeuvre) du
système et de l'array-processor.

Période année 85

- Evaluation des performances du système.

Période année 86

- Implantation et essais sur site.
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- ANNEXE I -

SYSTEME D'ANALYSE SPECTRALE
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Presentation de la configuration de base d'un systeme Multibus

d'analyse spectrale.

Ce systeme devra permettre dans un premier temps 1'implan-
tation, le developpement et les tests de fonctionnement d'une carte
Array-Processor.

La configuration de base s'appuiera sur le systeme 86/310-3
d'Intel.

1 - LE SYSTEME 86/310-3

Le 86/310-3 d'Intel est un systeme "ouvert" temps reel. Comme
son nom 1'indique il est concu pour le developpement d'applications
temps reel.

Bati autour d'une architecture Multibus multimodules, le systeme
se presente sous la forme d'un chassis fond de panier sur iequel se trouve
une serie d'emplacements destines aux differents modules du systeme.

Le 86/310-3 a pour configuration de base les cartes suivantes :

* L'iSBC 86/30 qui sera le processeur du systeme
* L'iSBC 012 B carte memoire de 512 K octets
* L'iSBC 215 G qui est ie controleur et le drive d'un disque

dur de 10 M octets
* L'iSBC 218 A qui est un controleur et drive de disquette

de 320 K octets

* L'iSBC 337 qui est le co-processeur mathematique Intel
bati autour du 8087

Le chassis comprend en outre, 4 emplacements disponibles
pour 1'integration de nouveaux modules, d'ou son nom de systeme "ouvert".
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Les autres éléments Hardware

* A ces éléments, s'ajoutera i'iSBX 488 qui est un coupleur

GPIB pour l'acheminement des données venant de l'extérieur du système.

L'iSBX 488 se connecte directement sur la carte processeur

ISBC 86/30 et donc n'occupe pas un emplacement individuel.

* Enfin, nous emploierons un terminal vidéo et une imprimante

pour le développement des logiciels du système,

* L'intérêt du co-processeur mathématique iSBX 337 sera de

servir de corrélateur pour valider les tests de fonctionnement de 1'Array

Processor qui sera implanté dans le système.

* En ce qui concerne la partie software et donc le développe-

ment des logiciels, nous mettrons en oeuvre le système d'exploitation

temps réel d'Intel iRMX 86, qui est l 'outil de développement conçu

par Intel pour ses systèmes Multibus. Le langage de base sera le Fortran

du fait de sa compatibilité dans le cas où des extensions sur VAX seraient

souhaitables ou nécessaires.
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- ANNEXE D -

A R R A Y P R O C E S S O R S K Y
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2 - GENERALITES

L'utilisation d'un array processor pour notre application trouve
son intérêt dans le fait que ce module a été conçu à l'image d'un co-pro-
cesseur mathématique et donc tire son avantage du processus de commu-
nication spécifique à cette architecture, nous développerons cet aspect
à propos du processeur SKY. Son organisation interne lui procure des
performances de traitement numérique très importantes.

Son avantage vis à vis des opérateurs F.F.T., vient de son aspect
multifonctionnel dans le domaine du calcul numérique. En effet, ses
performances de traitement s'étendent aussi bien au calcul vectoriel,
qu'au calcul scalaire, ou qu'au calcul matriciel incluant évidemment
la transformée de Fourier rapide et la convolution.

L'array processor est, de par sa conception, un processeur
mathématique de haute tenue, son aspect modulaire et l'étendue de
ses possibilités dans le domaine du calcul intensif en fait un outil de
grande puissance pour des systèmes multitâches, où le calcul numérique
à grande vitesse, tient un rôle prépondérant.

Ceci s'pplique complètement au cas de notre application, si
l'on considère que l'implantation d'algorithmes de reconnaissance de
forme représente la deuxième étape de l'évolution du système, la première
concernant l'analyse spectrale.
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2 - L'ARRAY PROCESSOR SKY

Le SKYMNK - M est un array processor en virgule flottante

sur 32 bits concu pour les systemes Multibus.

II se compose de deux modules ISBC directement enfichables

dans le rack systeme.

concu comme un co-processeur mathematique, ie SKYMNK - M
travaille directement sur les donnees se trouvant en memoire residente
du systeme et cela par l'intermediaire de transfert D.M.A., realise par
un sequenceur du SKYMNK - M.

Cette caracteristique elimine la necessite d'avoir de la memoire

supplemental sur la carte SKYMNK - M, et les procedures de trans-

fert traditionnelles.

La structure en pipe-line de l'Array processor permet a celui-ci

de realiser ses operations internes a des cadences pouvant atteindre

1 million d'operations en virgule flottante par seconde.

le sequenceur du SKYMNK - M, permet d'adresser jusqu'a
16 M octets en memoire residente.

Une librairie mathematique complete de procedures fournie
avec le SKYMNK - M, peut etre accessible a partir des programmes
utilisateurs par simple appel software.
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